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Note on sources

The documents published in these volumes have been collected from
the journals, internal bulletins and correspondence of the Trotskyist
movement over the period since 1951. The series is designed to
provide the basic documentation of the fight within the Fourth Inter
national during that time. Editing of the text has been kept to a
minimum: footnotes and bracketed explanatory notes have been
added only for essential reference. In all other respects the documents
have been reproduced as they appeared in the sources indicated
below.
Each volume has a foreword introducing the reader to the main
developments covered in it, with a glossary of names and an index
provided as additional guides to the documents.
The sources for the documents in this volume are as follows:
Documents 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11 all originally appeared in
International Bulletins of the International Committee and Internal
Discussion Bulletins of the Socialist Workers Party.
Document S is printed here as reproduced in Fourth International,
Vol.2, No. 1, Summer 1965.
Document 10 appeared in pamphlet form in January 1955

Foreword

'The historical crisis of mankind is reduced to the crisis of
revolutionary leadership' (Transitional Programme, 1938). These
words express the conclusions of Trotsky and the founders of the
Fourth International from the international class struggles of the
period 1914-1938, struggles of a scope and depth far surpassing any in
history. The First World War exposed to Marxists the essence of the
questions facing the working class: Social Democracy in every major
capitalist country took the side of its 'own' bourgeoisie. Only the
Bolsheviks, taking the unswerving principled line, 'turn the
imperialist war into civil war', prepared the party which was able to
lead the October revolution and found the Third (Communist) Inter
national.
The defeat of the German revolution at the hands of the social
democrats between 1918 and 1923 was the political basis of the
reactionary turn made by Stalin in the period following. The
strengthening of the bureaucracy in Russia, its interests represented
by Stalin's invention of the 'theory' of 'socialism in one country',
enabled it to take control of the Communist International — with
disastrous results for the British General Strike of 1926 and the
Chinese Revolution in 1927.
Stalin's defeat of the Left Opposition — by bureaucratic police
methods and the expulsion of Trotsky — was followed by the violent
lurch to the left of the famous 'Third Period'. Faced by immediate
threats to the Soviet economy the Stalinists, reactionary in politics,
nonetheless sensed that the Soviet economy was their own base. They
set about defending it in the international labour movement in their
'own way' — by branding the Social Democrats as 'social fascists'.
vn
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The first and disastrous result of this 'left turn' was the accession to
power of Hitler in January 1933, the direct consequence of the rejec
tion by the Stalinists of the tactic of the united front to defeat fascism.
Now Trotsky and his comrades understood that a qualitative change
had occurred. It was no longer possible to reform the Bolshevik Party
and the Communist International. The power of the bureaucracy in
the USSR would have to be broken by political revolution. The Third
International had gone over definitively to the side of counter
revolution, as the Spanish experience would soon confirm. Now the
Fourth International must be founded. By 1938 the founding confer
ence was convened. The delegates understood their responsibility:
'The building of national revolutionary parties as sections of the Fourth
International is the central task of the transitional epoch'.
The documents published in these volumes are the record of the
struggle which developed some fifteen years later to defend this
principled position against the revisionist attempt to destroy it and to
liquidate the Fourth International.
The leading representative of this revisionism was Michel Pablo, at
that time secretary of the International Secretariat (IS) of the Fourth
International. By December 1953 the International Committee (IC),
comprising those sections determined to defend the Transitional
Programme and the building of revolutionary parties, had been estab
lished. Its basic positions were expressed in the 'Open Letter to
Trotskyists throughout the world' published by the American
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) in December 1953 (see Volume One).
Today the SWP harks back to 1953 only for its own opportunist
reasons. Because of reactionary legislation (the Voorhis Act) in the
USA, the SWP is not permitted to affiliate officially to an interna
tional organization, but it has played a central role in the political
development of the Fourth International. Since 1963 the SWP has
been instrumental in maintaining the same revisionists whom it
opposed ten years earlier. The Pabloites formed their 'United Sec
retariat' in that year, with the support of the SWP (this development is
fully documented in the subsequent volumes in this series). Then, the
International Committee pointed out forcefully to the SWP leaders
that they were abandoning the principled position of 1953. Above all,
they suppressed discussion of the questions which produced the 1953
split in the International. According to them, such discussion would
stand in the way of the desirable unity. Together with the Pabloite
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leaders they had come round to the viewpoint that forces such as the
peasant movement led by Castro had 'objectively' removed the histor
ical necessity for building independent revolutionary parties of the
Fourth International. Because the SWP leaders had refused to deepen
the struggle against Pablo's revisionism in 1953, and take up a fight
for the Marxist method, they now gave way to the same forces.
Whereas Pablo had maintained that the Stalinist Parties and the
Soviet bureaucracy would take on a revolutionary role, the SWP now
capitulated in the same way to the petty bourgeois nationalists in the
colonial countries and their middle class friends in the United States.
American pragmatism thus triumphed in the SWP, confirming
Trotsky's warning in 1939-40 about the dangers of failing to fight
consciously for dialectical materialism in that party.
It is here that the roots of the SWP's degeneration lie, as a study of
the documents in this volume confirms. The history of the Interna
tional is resurrected by the SWP today for their own purposes. They
hope that they can confuse the issues by publishing a flood of antiTrotskyist propaganda against the International Committee at the
same time as the historical documents, thus offsetting the inevitable
tendency now for Marxists in the US, including those in the SWP, to
turn towards the International Committee as the only tendency which
fought for the necessary discussion of the fundamental issues before
and during 1963 and ever since.
In particular, the SWP leaders try to portray the International
Committee, and especially the Workers Revolutionary Party in Bri
tain, as 'ultra-left sectarians' and anti-internationalists. The myth is
sedulously cultivated that the IC adopts bureaucratic organizational
devices to overcome political differences, while the SWP always
proceeds patiently from a political foundation. The struggle for
dialectical materialism by the IC is misrepresented as a 'smokescreen'.
The latter argument has been exhaustively dealt with in the IC publi
cation In Defence of Trotskyism, and every one of the SWP's lies and
distortions has been dealt with in the course of the struggle. But the
present series of documents sheds new light on all these questions. It
becomes clear that there was a deep-going difference of the method of
building the revolutionary international, i.e. on the fundamental
question of the relation of theory to practice, right at the beginning of
the split in the Fourth International, and that the fight for dialectical
materialism was taken up by the leadership of the British section,
against Cannon and the SWP, at a very early stage.
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In the letters in Volume One the Secretary of the British section, G.
Healy (pseudonym Burns) insists on a patient approach to the differ
ences in the International Secretariat, in order to exhaust every politi
cal possibility. Chapter Two of this volume shows how, despite the
most high-handed and bureaucratic attempt by Pablo to impose his
line through a minority led by Lawrence in the British section, the
British section sought to carry through the struggle at the level of the
International in such a way as to gain the maximum benefit politically
for the whole movement, to save from revisionism all the forces that
could be saved. The split itself and the formation of the International
Committee were seen as stages in the fight to expose the depths of the
differences and re-arm the world Trotskyist movement for the build
ing of mass revolutionary parties. Hence the concern of the British
leadership and other sections in Europe to find a principled basis for
carrying on the discussion with the Pabloites (see for example Docu
ment 8c).
The SWP leaders, however, wanted to turn their backs on the split
as soon as it had taken place. Right up until 1953 Cannon, the oldest
leader of the SWP, had supported Pablo against critics like the French
majority (see Volume One), and it was only after the development of
the faction fight within his own party that he was compelled to
condemn Pablo's method of running the International. When Pablo,
via Cochran and Clarke, organized his own faction in the SWP,
Cannon began to recognize his earlier mistake in not responding to the
French section's appeal to him in 1952. The Cannon correspondence
here published shows that his conclusions were correct but severely
limited: his method was pragmatic, not dialectical.
Cannon attacks Pablo's interference as a type of 'Cominternism',
i.e. the method used by Stalin to impose leaders and policies depen
dent on his own party regime, which had begun with a 'Bolshevizing'
campaign in the 1920s, ostensibly to overcome the low level of discip
line and leadership in the young Communist Parties outside Russia.
Cannon pointed out correctly that an authoritative international lead
ership could not emerge except through the practice of building
national sections; but he neglected completely the actual responsibil
ity of the SWP, the section built under Trotsky's own guidance, for
the selection and training of that international leadership—and more
important — the philosophical method which led Pablo to his
revisionism. Sections like the British were treated essentially as smal
ler editions of the SWP.
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Cannon had been content to leave Europe to Pablo, artificially
transposing the pre-war relationship between himself and Trotsky in
the hope that Pablo would provide the same kind of theoretical
complement to Cannon's flair for organization. In the course of the
correspondence here published, Cannon more than once acknow
ledges that Pablo's Secretariat in Paris had become a 'European'
rather than an international leadership. But he never poses the vital
question: how did the SWP come to accept for so long this interna
tional 'division of labour', in which the Americans accepted Pablo's
leadership in Europe provided they carried on undisturbed in the
United States. Here were the seeds of adaptation to middle-class
reformist politics at the national level which inevitably result from the
abandonment of revolutionary internationalism. Behind the correct
argument, that a real international leadership can win political author
ity if it is firmly based on the fight for strong national sections, stood
the real practice of the SWP: adaptation to pragmatism in the United
States.
It was against this danger that Trotsky was struggling to arm the
SWP in the struggle against the petty bourgeois opposition of Burnham and Shachtman in 1939-40. The prevalence of the pragmatic
outlook of the American bourgeoisie within the working class move
ment made it necessary to deepen this struggle and fight on the
fundamentals of Marxism. And while Trotsky worked with Cannon's
leadership as representing the proletarian majority of the party against
the revisionists, he had occasion more than once during the fight to
remind Cannon of his international responsibilities and the impor
tance of the theoretical issues. During the preparations for the April
1940 SWP convention, Trotsky wrote cautioning Cannon not to give
way to impatience but to carry through the fight with the opposition to
achieve the greatest clarity:
I understand well the impatience of many Majority comrades (I suppose
that this impatience is not infrequently connected with theoretical indif
ference), but they should be reminded that the happenings in the Socialist
Workers Party have now a great international importance and that you
must not act only on the basis of your subjective appreciations, as correct
as they may be, but on the basis of objective facts available to everyone.

(February 27, 1940 — In Defence of Marxism, p. 198)
But after Trotsky's death 'theoretical indifference' held the field.
Cannon, clinging to the mantle of 'orthodoxy', tried to create an
expedient compromise between Marxism and pragmatism which had
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predictable results. The SWP separated theory from practice and
refused to bring their practice into conflict with their theory. As a
result theory became a ritualistic dogma and their practice became a
method of adaptation to the backward and non-political trade union
consciousness of sections of US workers drawn into the struggle for
the formation of the CIO.
This adaptation to trade union consciousness was quickly trans
formed into a glorification of backwardness sanctified by a theory of
American exceptionalism which became the cornerstone of the SWP's
theses on the American Revolution adopted at the 12th Convention in
1946. Here is the relevant extract: 'The American workers have the
advantage of being comparatively free, especially among the younger
and most militant layers, from reformist prejudices. The class as a
whole has not been infected with the debilitating poison of reformism,
either of the classic 'socialist' variety or the latter-day Stalinist brand.
As a consequence, once they proceed to action, they move readily,
accept the most radical solutions.' (p. 13).
The author of this idealism was J. P. Cannon himself. These lines
confirm the widely held belief that the SWP leaders never understood
the salient importance of Lenin's 'What is to be Done' and his historic
struggle against 'Economism' and trade union consciousness. The
absence of reformist parties representing the working class was not a
virtue but showed only that the working class in America had not
succeeded in gaining a political consciousness and was still under the
direct political influence of the Democratic Party. The task of Marx
ists was not to rationalize and worship this backwardness as the SWP
did — but to break the working class decisively from the bourgeoisie
and raise its political consciousness by fighting for a Labour Party
based on the unions with a socialist programme. Cannon and Dobbs
however rejected this policy in practice and substituted in its place a
thoroughly spontaneous and idealist conception of the radicalization
of the class.
Cannon's revision of Marxist theory however did not end with the
US working class. Corresponding to this idealist attitude to the work
ing class Cannon advanced a completely mechanical and fatalist pers
pective which was a grotesque distortion of post-war reality and, in
many ways, was a legitimate anticipation of Pablo's Third Congress
Thesis of 'War-Revolution'.
In relation to the US Cannon confidently prognosticated a crisis
which was a travesty of Leninist method: 'The cardinal factor which
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will light the fuse is this: The home market after an initial and artificial
revival, must contract. It cannot expand as it did in the Twenties.
What is really in store is . . . a short-lived boom.'
In relation to the rest of the world Cannon's predictions were even
more apocalyptic: 'Wall Street's war drive, aggravating the social
crisis, may under certain conditions actually precipitate it. In any
case, another war will not cancel out the socialist alternative to
capitalism but only pose it more sharply.'
Cannon's simplistic fallacies about uncontaminated workers and
contracting home markets, and his anti-Marxist nonsense about
impending wars, conditioned the SWP to accept almost the whole of
Pablo's revisionist perspective outlined at the Third Congress of the
Fourth International in 1951.
This capitulation to liquidationism was covered over with a crude
and pragmatic attempt to maintain an 'orthodox' position on
Stalinism in the United States: 'American Stalinism is worse than
French and Italian Stalinism', Cannon said (Speeches to the Party,
Pathfinder Press, p.292), 'it has all their vices without their virtues as
a political movement based on mass support of the workers. I completely
agree, as I said at the Political Committee meeting more than two
years ago, that precisely this mass workers base of French and Italian
Stalinism deprives the leadership of a completely free hand, renders
its policy subject to pressures of the masses, and in the event of war
and social crisis, can even impose a revolutionary orientation on the
parties.'
The logic of politics is remorseless. Despite Cannon's attempt to
have one policy for Stalinism in Europe and another in the US he
could get no agreement with Pablo whose redefinition of Stalinism
recognized no continental or national boundaries. Pablo continued to
encourage the Cochran-Clarke faction against Cannon and in Sep
tember 1953 precipitated the split in the SWP. The intervention the
SWP leaders made at this point was not motivated by any desire to
raise the political understanding of the party and to solve the real
problems of method but rather to pragmatically 'solve' the internal
problems of the SWP and maintain inviolate the 1946 Theses as well
as the infallibility cult of Cannon. Instead of analyzing the political
and philosophical roots of the crisis and honestly facing up to their
own mistakes the SWP made a 180 degree turn on Pablo and pub
lished the 'Open Letter to Trotskyists throughout the World' (Vol
ume One) which formalized a split already existing in many sections.
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As a result the International Committee of the Fourth International
was set up in November 1953 consisting of representatives from

France, UK, USA, China and Switzerland.
Within the IC the decisive developments came after the split, with
the efforts of the British and other European sections to struggle for an
understanding of the depth of the differences with the Pabloites. The
relation of forces in the Pabloite ranks during their preparations for
the so called 'Fourth World Congress' was such — particularly in
relation to the Ceylonese section (see Document Four) — that this
proposed initiative could well have given the international Trotskyist
movement an invaluable opportunity to organize a deep-going inter
national discussion which could have re-armed the movement in every
country. It was not a question of arresting Pablo's political develop
ment — his followers, like Lawrence in Britain, joined the Com
munist Party within months of the damaging split. But the evolution
of these forces and of Pablo himself could have been the basis for
educating the cadres of the International on the eve of great oppor
tunities. The real significance of Pablo's capitulation to Stalinism
became crystal clear when the Soviet bureaucracy, through
Khruschev, was compelled in 1956 to denounce Stalin and thus
produce an absolutely unprecedented crisis in world Stalinism. Here
was Trotskyism vindicated on the most fundamental questions after
decades of isolation and repression, and yet revisionism had success
fully split the movement and rendered it incapable, except in Britain,
of making any gains from the Stalinist crisis. It was in preparation for
these objective developments, already foreshadowed by the reaction
to Stalin's death and the East German workers uprising in 1953, that
the leadership of the British section pressed for the whole world
movement to deepen the theoretical lessons of the struggle against
Pabloism, placing this theoretical question in correct relation to the
actual split.
In 1954 Cannon was forced to repudiate Mandel's attempts
(Document One) to feel out the weaknesses in the SWP leadership
and turn them back from the principled break represented by the
'Open Letter'. If ten years later the SWP leaders found themselves
back in the Pabloite fold, their rejection of a principled discussion had
prepared the way. Already by April 1954 (Document 6) Cannon was
instructing the party press to turn away from the struggle against
Pabloism as not being of great interest to 'the general reader of our
press'. Pursuit of the fight with the revisionists was not compatible
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with adaptation to backward layers of the American working class,
and it was rapidly abandoned. Cannon consistently underestimated
the seriousness of the revisionist tendency represented by Pablo, and
the enormous damage it could to to the Trotskyist movement. He
believed the problem could be resolved by a series of organizational
measures and the issuing of an appeal to 'orthodox' Trotskyists.
This is the lesson of the correspondence with Goonewardene
(Document 4). Cannon's arguments here, and his firm insistence that
the LSSP could not continue with a foot in each camp, were correct.
But he approached the fight as a rationalist, not as a Marxist, and
assumed that to state a correct position in writing was sufficient to deal
with the political problems in the LSSP. The need was for a consistent
and determined fight to save as many forces as possible from
revisionism. The proof of this came in the disastrous compromise
made by the LSSP at the Pabloite 'Fourth World Congress'. The
Ceylonese leaders attended to demand its postponement in favour of a
proper discussion with the International Committee. When their
resolution was rejected they walked out, only to return at the invita
tion of Pablo and Pierre Frank. This was the unprincipled position
which prepared the ground for the betrayal of 1964 (see Volume
Four).
The SWP, however, refused at this point to break from the LSSP.
Once the problem of the Cochranite faction in the SWP was resolved
and the organizational integrity of the SWP seemed secure, Cannon
assumed that the international problems were also solved, and turned
his back on any discussion of a parity committee or further discussions
in the world movement (Document 9). The SWP leaders refused
above all to analyze the revisionist tendency in terms of the pressures
of world imperialism. The Pabloites in 1953 capitulated to Stalinism
precisely at the time when the working class was striving to break
from its domination, in the form of the East German workers' upris
ing and the French General Strike. Now, on the eve of the greatest
crisis of Stalinism in 1956, the SWP leaders rejected discussion of
Pabloism at the very time when the essence of the struggle had to be
drawn out.
Nothing could be more damning for the SWPand its current claim
than the documents published in this book. They expose beyond any
shadow of doubt the role of the SWP. Far from being the victims of
difficult conditions, passport problems, the duplicity of their rep
resentatives, or any of the other excesses, they have been the main
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opponents of the necessary basic theoretical struggle for Marxism and
for the Fourth International. Hansen thinks he can now rewrite
history to show than Mandel and Frank are consistent in their capitu
lation to Stalinism, while the SWP itself has provided the conditions,
the cover, and above all the opposition to dialectical materialism
which has enabled the European Pabloites to pursue this course.
Now when the SWP finds itself attacked from within by a faction of
its own members organized by the Paris Secretariat of Mandel-Frank,
1953 seems resurrected! Then, Cannon and the SWP rose up in anger
against Cochran and Clark, who were engaged in factional activity on
behalf of Pablo's international 'majority'. The SWP fought for 20
years against the clarification in struggle of the political, theoretical
foundations of those events. Today they reap the reward. Behind this
negation of the SWP's past history lies the pressure of gigantic histori
cal class forces, which will not be denied. Only the conscious struggle
to anticipate and defeat those forces on the basis of Marxism can
prevent the liquidation of the revolutionary cadre. It is opposition to
this conscious struggle which is the hallmark of the SWP in interna
tional politics.
The inability of the Pabloite Secretariat and World Congress to
carry forward or resolve any of the differences, the bitter internecine
strife in international faction work within the Pabloite national sec
tions, the glaring discrepancy of the SWP's 'orthodoxy' in bulletins
and its craven opportunism in practice — all these now present to the
members of the Pabloite movement the starkest contradiction with
the great revolutionary opportunities opening up. For the Marxist
movement, the balance-sheet of the theoretical lessons of the 20-year
split is an essential part of the armoury of the coming revolutionary
struggles for power. The purpose of these volumes is to lay the basis of
this balance sheet. Against the subjective-pragmatic rifling of history
to suit opportunist purposes, as practised by the SWP, we present the
historical documentation necessary for every revolutionary to make
an independent analysis and judgment. This documentary record will
expose the SWP leadership for the opportunist rump it is.

Chapter One
The method
of Ernest Mandel
In this correspondence Ernest Mandel (Germain) attempted to probe
the political weaknesses of the SWP leadership in the period
immediately following the split. Cannon clearly doubted whether he
was acting independently or on Pablo's behalf; his doubts were based
on Mandel's earlier unexplained and unprincipled swing to Pablo's
support after opposing the political line of his attack on the French
majority.
In the event Mandel was to prove the most 'consistent' of all the
revisionists in that he eventually carried out the most thorough-going
revision of revolutionary Marxism, engineering the whole series of
ideological capitulations to the European 'New Left' in the 1960s. His
spinelessness during the split, covered over with a kind of firmness on
the organizational question, was in fact a clear anticipation of his
future.
Breitman's replies correctly characterize the Pabloites' positions on
self-reform of the bureaucracy as 'Deutscherism'. But because the
discussion in the SWP stopped at the defence of orthodoxy, without
penetrating to the philosophical roots of the political division, it was
only a short time before the SWP went back into the Pabloite camp.
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DOCUMENT 1a

Letter from Ernest Mandel to George Breitman,
November 15, 1953

Dear George:
Unfortunately your letter of August 22 reached me only yesterday,
when I returned home from my journey to the East. Unfortunately so
many sad and unbelievable developments have taken place in the
meantime that it may look odd to answer now this letter of yours. I'll
do it anyhow, be it only for friendship's sake.
Nobody was happier than I and all of us in the Center about what
happened at the one but last Plenum. We all were as enthusiastic as
you were about the maturity shown by the majority leaders at that
occasion. We hoped sincerely that a period of calm and positive
discussion would set in. That's why we wrote our letter, meaning
every single word of it (but it's quite difficult to convince of that
people who start looking for 'duplicity' behind every move you do).
That's why we were shocked in the rudest manner by reading com
rade Cannon's letter to Tom, written 24 hours after the Plenum, letter
which convinced anybody who isn't a babe in the wood that not only
was there going to be no truce but that the war was going to be
introduced immediately from your party into the whole international
movement (the word 'war' being no exaggeration because the very
word 'military discipline' was used).
I think this fact, as well as comrade Cannon's speech to the majority
caucus before the Plenum on 'Internationalism' of which the minority
got hold only after the agreement, turned the tables. I am not respon
sible in any way for the minority's attitude after the Plenum and
neither is Gabe nor anybody else in Paris. I don't know what they did
and if they really broke the truce. But if they did it, the only real cause
was Cannon's speech and Cannon's letter. What you say about the
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events in Seattle may have been a minor cause, but it certainly was not
decisive. Bigger issues were now at stake, and the minority could not
fail to notice them.
I had not much sympathy for the minority's point of view on
questions of American policy; it is quite possible that some nervous
ness got into their leaders. But it seems to me clear as day that after the
majority openly attacked the International's line, the minority had no
interest whatsoever to leave the party, at the contrary! That is why I
cannot accept the charges made, at least not to the extent they have
been advanced. The minority had now finally succeeded, through no
merit of their own, to get into the position where it had been willing to
be since two years, and where finally Cannon's actions had brought it;
to appear before the membership as the defenders of the Internation
al, in political association with the International, against a tendency,
which was brutally and violently attacking and insulting the Interna
tional's line, leadership and discipline. Under such conditions, the
minority had every interest to stay in the party and to let a political
discussion develop. Under such conditions, the majority had every
interest to break any discussion prematurely by organizational means.
The answer to the question: who is responsible for the split, is easy
when we start from the old method of asking 'Cui prodest?' — 'In
whose interest was it? '
And this brings me to the crux of the matter: the unbelievably
lightminded, irresponsible way in which the leaders of the majority,
in which I have had for many years the utmost respect and confidence
have started an international faction fight which, to all intents and
purposes, can only result in a major split from the international
movement.
In Comrade Cannon's speech before the majority caucus in Inter
nationalism there was not one word expressed on matters of political
differences. Even in comrade Cannon's letter to Tom, instructing him
to build an international faction, the point was stressed that there were
no political differences with the International's line. Suddenly in
August comrade Stein sprang on the movement his political thesis,
obviously written in agreement with the other majority leaders, which
I cannot interpret otherwise as deliberate and cynical attempt to find
some political justification for an organizational 'struggle of power'
launched upon the International leadership.
Comrade Stein's document is written in such obvious bad faith, and
overthrows so obviously established points of policy commonly
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accepted by the American comrades and ourselves not only since 1951
but since 1945 that it is hard for me to see how anyone can escape that
conclusion.
Is it necessary to enumerate once again for you the innumerable
points which show that bad faith? Do you really believe that we are
'capitulating before Stalinism,' we who have been busy building the
Trotskyist movement, not without success, all over the world? More
concretely: do you believe that I, who have predicted perhaps alone in
the whole world what would happen in Russia and the rest of the
Stalinist sphere of influence this year 12 months ago, have 'capitulated
before Stalinism'? I am the author of the first draft of 'Rise and
Decline.' How can you hope to convince anybody in the movement
with such incredible slander as that saying that this draft proposes to
do away with our orientation toward political revolution in the USSR
and puts instead the perspective of 'self-regeneration' of the bureauc
racy, when in the most explicit way the opposite is stated in the
document? When we explicitly warn the movement against any illu
sion as to the possibility of regenerating the Soviet Union in a 'refor
mist' manner? When over and over again we identify socialist regen
eration and political revolution? When we try to identify socialist
regeneration and political revolution? When we try to awaken the
movement to the huge possibilities opened up by the new objective
situation in the USSR for a reappearance of our movement and the
beginning of the mass struggle against the bureaucracy?
Who is rendering Stalinism a service: those who try to mobilize our
movement for profiting from the crisis of the bureaucracy in order to
launch our movement again in the countries where it actually disap
peared, who try to reassemble forces for Trotskyism in Eastern
Europe and look for means for doing the same thing in the USSR,
those who want to organize for helping the masses overthrowing the
bureaucracy, or those who concentrate in exactly the same conditions
upon launching their forces not against Stalinism but against the FT
leadership?
Is it necessary to insist once again upon the fact that since 1944 we
have been telling Shachtman, Morrow, the IKDists, Geoffroy, Haston, etc., over and over again: the fact that the FI is weak is not an
argument to deny the objective rise of world revolution we are witnes
sing. The strength of the revolutionary movement is a necessary
precondition for revolutionary victory, but not a necessary precondi
tion for the unfurling of mass revolutionary struggles. At the con-
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trary, these struggles, which originate in the objective historical pro
cess, must create favourable conditions for solving the crisis of
revolutionary leadership. And now comrade Morris comes along and
throws at us the same kind of accusation about 'revolutionary roman
ticism' which we heard from all these skeptics, and that after China,
Korea, Malaya, Iran, Egypt, North Africa, Bolivia, Eastern Ger
many, Ceylon and the literal spread of world revolution — naturally
not world revolutionary victories — 'from continent to continent'!
Is it necessary to tell you that we have come out for the withdrawal
of occupation troops from Germany in the QI, in the German review,
in the resolution on Germany published in the IS Internal Bulletin?
Anybody can read it for himself! If this slogan was not put in the first
appeal of the IS, it is only because we wanted at that time when the
struggle was still going on to concentrate on the slogans the fighters in
Berlin had used themselves (where no one had used that slogan and for
good reasons! Did the people come on the street in the February
revolution with the slogan: Withdrawal of the Cossacks? When you
are busy making a revolution, and not only writing about it, the
winning of the troops wherever it is possible becomes task Nr. 1, not
the deliberate provocation of these troops into hostile actions. Even
the correspondent of Shachtman's review understands this simple
basic truth). How is it possible that a member of the New York City
committee writes this unbelievable slander that 'the international
Pabloites refuse(!) to call for the withdrawal of Russian troops'? Who
has whipped up such a hostility towards the International that such
kind of hysterical lies can be spread and believed?
The basic thing, dear George, is that for reasons of wrong suspi
cions and unjustified fears, the majority leadership has launched a
preventive faction fight against the International, and this faction
fight having acquired now a political basis will develop with all its
internal logic, with the immediate threat of a major international split.
The challenge that the majority leadership has thrown at the Inter
national is a challenge of the very principle of a democratically cen
tralized world party, with one line and one discipline applicable to
strong as well as to weak groups. It is a challenge to our whole line,
worked out in many years of efforts, to break away from sectarian
isolation and sterile dogmatism and to build in practice — not in talk
— groups intimately linked with the mass movement of their coun
tries and capable of applying revolutionary Marxism to all new events
and phenomena. All the successes we have obtained, in Britain, in
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Bolivia, in Ceylon, in Germany and elsewhere, are exclusively due to
this 'new course' of Trotskyism which was unanimously adopted at
the 3rd WC. To try and turn back the wheel and reestablish a kind of
movement as that which existed in 1939 is suicide for the FI. We shall
never tolerate such an attempt to destroy our movement. We shall
oppose it with all means at our disposal. And we shall gather the
overwhelming majority of the International in this fight.
Make no mistake about it, dear George. Our movement is now
passing through its worst crisis since its inception. We were proud of
the SWP, its achievements, its 'regime,' whatever it stood for. I was
proud to be called a Cannonite by all the hostile elements and deser
ters of our movement. I have been traveling up and down Europe for 7
years defending Cannon and Cannonism without any feeling of bad
conscience. I knew, as all of us knew, that Cannonism stood for
principled politics. Till we received Stein's document, I would have
never tolerated any intervention of the International in the SWP
conflict, convinced as I was of the principled way the SWP leadership
acted in the past in party conflicts. But our confidence is now com
pletely shattered. Our main allegiance is not to a person, or a cadre,
but to program, principles and a world organization. Nobody will
blackmail us into abandoning ideas which we know to be correct, the
only ideas on which our movement will be really built. We wanted to
build the movement in the closest collaboration with Cannon. We
shall build it, if necessary, without and against Cannon. And we 'petty
scribblers,' as these people now suddenly say, will succeed building
this movement, because the correctness of our ideas, confirmed by
huge historical events, will bring to us everywhere the best people
from the entire labour movement.
The kind of arguments which are now used everyhere against the
International have a very particular smell to anybody who knows the
history of the communist movement, dear George. One should be
very, very prudent throwing about accusations of'capitulation before
Stalinism.' You will have read — The Militant wrote a fine story on it
— Silone's anecdote about the manner in which the Old Man was
expelled from the 3rd International. When Stalin wanted the EKKI to
condemn the Old Man's letter about China, the members were asked
to vote without having read the document. The Italians refused. The
meeting was adjourned and old Kolarov came to see Togliatti and
Silone, telling them: 'What do you want to see that document for?
What's going on here is in reality a fight for power between Stalin and
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Trotsky in the Russian party. You have to line up with Stalin who is
winning that fight, because without the support of the Russian party it
is impossible to build the International, etc.' In the last weeks I have
heard many people repeat this kind of argument. As much as we
understand the importance of cadre and leadership, we can have
nothing but contempt for such arguments. Surely, Trotsky and the
Trotskyists didn't break with the Soviet State in order to repeat the
same type of unprincipled bankrupt politics on a petty scale. We shall
never stand for it, never, never.
Among the many correct things comrade Cannon has been saying
for a great many years was that beautiful sentence on the party
becoming suddenly a prison for people with wrong ideas or under
pressure of hostile forces. When that happens, every petty incident,
every misunderstanding is used to kick up constant violent fights. I
ask you, comrade George: why has the International suddenly become
a prison for the American majority? Why do they suddenly attack in a
ruthless, disloyal, unpolitical and slanderous manner a leadership
with which they have been associated in the closest manner, with
which they have been so intimately collaborating, and to whose
construction they contributed more than anybody else? The Interna
tional has neither provoked, nor attacked, nor threatened the SWP
majority in any manner whatsoever! Why did this majority feel itself
suddenly like in a prison in that International? Why do they under
take one step after another to break out of that prison? It will be
difficult to answer that question without noticing a grave danger to the
future of the SWP and its leadership, for anybody who is a principled
Trotskyism
All political differences which may have been arising on matters of
interpretation or tactics toward the events in the USSR since Stalin's
death could have been discussed calmly and easily without even
leading to a faction fight, I'm quite convinced of that. Because in as
much as there are real differences—not cynical slander—they are yet
of a minor nature. Such a discussion could have been useful if it had
been first led in such a manner as to prevent premature crystallization.
Even after that crystallization it would have been a lesser evil. But
with organizational measures, reprisals, threats and ultimatums, the
International will not compromise. Our movement, which is still very
weak, will collapse before bigger enemies, if its leadership will not
uphold the basic principles of its discipline and political cohesion. To
the surprise of some clever despisers of'scribblers,' we shall show the
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movement that we shall be quite able to defend it in an efficient
manner against any attempt to disrupt it.
I'm still ready for any initiative or any move which could eliminate
the threat of a major split in the International movement. If you could
suggest anything useful in that line, I'm willing to listen to any
suggestion, to undertake any action, privately or officially, as long as
it is not a betrayal of our organizational and political principles. If
anything can be done to avoid the catastrophe, it would be criminal
not to attempt it. But you will believe me that I have little hope left
after what happened.
Warmest greetings,
Ernest
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DOCUMENT 1b

Letter from George Breitman to Ernest Mandel,
December 3, 1953

Dear Ernest:
Thanks for your letter dated Nov. 15, the same date as the letter to
the leaderships of all sections by the IS Bureau, to which you also
signed your name. I answer your letter, and in part that of the Bureau,
not only out of friendship's sake, but also because I have always felt
closer to you politically and methodologically than any of the other
European comrades and because I have always highly valued your
contributions to the movement and want you to avoid making a
terrible mistake. If this reply is poorly organized, it is because I have
so much to say and so little time to say it in, and I hope you will make
due allowances. If what I say is offensive to you, you will know that is
not my intention. If you do not care to answer me, I still believe that
you will ponder what I write here, and I hope that you will do so
objectively.
The first differences we had with Clarke, and the first signs we had
of an unhealthy development in the IS, appeared at the beginning of
1951, at the start of the 3WC discussion, when Clarke wrote to us that
it would be necessary to crush and maybe even expel the majority of
the French party, Frank and you because of the incipient differences
around the discussion. (You then were the 'Stalinophobes.') Knowing
Clarke, and knowing his close affinity with Pablo, we realized that he
was not expressing a personal opinion. We were alarmed by the
ultimatist, bureaucratic conception that it expressed about the inter
national leadership, and Stein, on our behalf, wrote him a sharp letter,
warning him that the view he expressed was ruinous and would
destroy all possibilities of collective leadership. This marked the
beginning of Clarke's break with us, as he told us at our May plenum:
our reproach to him was a 'stab in the back.' Evidently, however, it
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had a restraining as well as an embittering influence, because although
he wrote us back a hot letter, he decided he had to be more careful. We
were all happy to see a united IS leadership emerge from the discus
sion. But we could not help wondering what was going on in Pablo's
mind that would enable him to even tolerate the course that Clarke
had projected.
Then, after the 3WC, came the fight in the French party, ending in
the intervention that removed the leadership from direction and the
split. Before the split occurred, we heard a report from Warde. We
were appalled by what the IS had done. No one denies the right of the
international leadership to suspend or even expel the leadership of a
party, or even the party itself. But this is a power that must be used
with the greatest care and discretion — when a leadership is betraying
or muffing a revolutionary situation, for example, and not over tacti
cal questions. Lightly used, or abused, as it seemed to us was done in
this case, the movement can degenerate grotesquely. We told Warde
of our view, and urged correction. We went along with the IS on the
particular issue involved, because we agreed with it on that issue as we
understood it. But we were against the organizational measures that
had been so lightmindedly applied, and disturbed by the split. We
saw no evidence that the French majority was Stalinophobic (and the
year and a half since then, in which time and experience have had the
opportunity to confirm or refute this charge, has certainly not demon
strated it to us; on the contrary). Pablo's periodic boasts about how
the International is growing bigger and better all the time struck us as
rather hollow after the loss of the majority of the French party and of
the workers in the party.
When Clarke returned, it was not to collaborate with us on the line
of the 3WC, which we welcomed and accepted although the Congress
had never acted on our amendments because Clarke, in consultation
with Pablo, had burned them (hardly an act of the maturity and
principled conduct that Pablo claims), but to fight us in the same way
that he had fought the French party. As you say, the Minority has for
two years been trying to put itself in the position where it would
appear to be the defender and representative of the International
(rather the IS, and still more precisely, Pablo). (I don't claim to be the
first to recognize what Clarke was up to; on the contrary, I was among
the last.) He proceeded to form an unprincipled combination of those
who blamed our difficult objective situation on the leadership, those
who were looking for a bridge out of the party, and those who had
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become so disoriented by the new situation in the world that they took
the 3WC line to mean that Stalinism is the wave of the future,
everywhere, including countries like the US, Ceylon and Bolivia.
Knowing Clarke, both his limits and his strong side, some of them
began to wonder about the source of his arrogance and assuredness as
he set out to divide the party over a line that all of us had agreed on.
And when he began to recruit people on the ground that he really
'represented Pablo' and that the party leadership did not really accept
or understand the line it had voted for, there was a growing uneasiness
as to just where Pablo did stand. When a member of the Minority
broke away from it and informed us of what basis he had been
recruited on originally, we felt it necessary to let Pablo know about it,
in order to clear the air. But Pablo refused to give us a clear answer. He
refused to say that Clarke's claim was a lie. His reply was evasive and
weasel-worded. To us this was not the behaviour of a principled
collaborator.
Abe Lincoln was fond of the story about the backwoodsman
engaged in a struggle to the death with a bear, and the man's wife who
watched the struggle and showed her 'impartiality' by shouting, 'Go
it, husband! Go it, b'ar!' In the American view, this is not real
impartiality, considering the relation of the woman to the man.
Throughout its history our party has been accustomed to getting the
support of the International against all revisionist developments that
arose in our ranks. We always got it from Trotsky, that is sure. But
perhaps the IS, not as experienced as Trotsky and not as well
acquainted with our Minority as we are, did not yet recognize its
revisionist character? Good — or at any rate if not good, then at least
understandable and permissible temporarily. But under the circums
tances if the IS was not to help us against the revisionists for whom our
party had become — yes — a prison, then the least that we could
expect of its members was that they should not give backhanded help
to the Minority — which was what Pablo was doing when he refused
to disavow the Minority's claim of his support. Was this too much to
expect from one with whom we had collaborated in the most loyal
fashion? Against our wishes the conviction began to grow that appar
ently it was too much to expect. Try to put yourself in our position,
Ernest — wouldn't you have been put on guard by all this?
At the May plenum we defeated the Minority, and extracted from
them a pledge to abide by majority rule. Put on our guard by Pablo's
evasions and feeling that the truce in the party could last only if the
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Minority did not see a chance for help from outside the party ranks,
we decided to investigate Pablo's attitude. Read non-factionally, that
was the purpose of the Tom letter: to discover the reason for Pablo's
attitude in the past, to be alert to his moves in the future. I do not have
the letter before me but it (or the speech on Internationalism and the
SWP) explicitly stated that we had no intention of making the first
hostile move on the international field. How then was this a declara
tion of war against Pablo or anyone else? No, it was a declaration that
we were on our notice—and after what had happened, we would have
been fools to take any other attitude. Meanwhile, we intended to
remain in a state of military discipline in our party — just as the
Minority was — until either the differences were resolved or the fight
broke out anew. This is the simple truth. The Minority's different
interpretation was factional from beginning to end, the pretext (not
the reason) for breaking the truce and renewing a fight that could only
end in split.
I turn now to the charge that our course has been unprincipled in
this fight (in contradiction, as you admit, to our entire past). 'Their
100% about-face of today dates only a few months back. How then to
explain it? When were they sincere: when they affirmed their total
solidarity with the line of the Third World Congress, or when they
today affirm, with an unheard-of cynicism, that we are quite simply
Stalinists and even agents of the GPU?' (IS Bureau letter, Nov. 15.)
This is what we call a 'have you stopped beating your wife?' question.
Has it occurred to you that it is possible both that we were sincere then
and are sincere today (I leave aside the tendentious way in which the
quotation is phrased)? At any rate, please consider the possibility.
About our sincerity and the principled character of our support of
the general line of the 3WC, there never was any doubt. I can assure
you of that personally, Ernest, because I was among the last to
understand and to come to agree with this line, and I was aided in this
not only by the general correctness of the line but by the patient,
persistent and helpful persuasion of most of the Majority leaders.
What reason was there for them to do this if they secretly did not
accept the line or had so many reservations about its correctness? It
wouldn't make sense, and it flies in the face of our whole tradition. We
were all sure that the 3WC line was not the real basis of our differences
with our Minority, and that is not involved today either. No one will
profit except factionally in trying to rewrite this section of our move
ment's history. As to our relative understanding of the line, we did not
interpret it to mean a turn to the American CP, and could not. The
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Minority did, despite their protestations to the contrary because it was
so flagrantly in conflict with the text of the documents, and that will
be proved now in action, and already has been proved by their first
independent activity — an influx into the ALP as their major point of
concentration in NewYork.
At the same time, we could not help realizing that there were some
important deficiencies in the 3WC documents when it could be inter
preted so differently by groups which both claimed adherence to it. At
best, therefore, it suffered from some ambiguity. This was not a mere
suspicion: real life in our party demonstrated it. This was the first
time in the history of our movement that such a thing had happened.
It pointed to the possibility that the documents straddled two differ
ent conceptions. In that case, two different views had converged
around the line of the 3WC, and it was going to take time to determine
how different they were.
Murry Weiss has recalled to us that in 1924 Trotsky and Stalin
signed the same resolution on the need to promote democratic cen
tralism in the party. Later Trotsky could be reproached for this,
perhaps was, as insincere and unprincipled. That is an unhistorical
view of political development. They signed the same resolution, and
then real life illuminated the fact that they had different conceptions.
This should not surprise us. As you well know, all splits begin in
identity at one point or another; in fact, split presupposes previous
identity. That is the dialectical conception of development, isn't it
(although of course not all identity leads to split in a given situation)?
Why then should the fact that there was identity in the past and split
now necessarily lead to the conclusion that there was something
unprincipled about either the identity or the split? (Even in the case of
Shachtman, we had unity of views on the defense of the Soviet Union
at our July 1939 convention. Yet we had to break with him two or
three months later and split with him the next April on that same
question when certain events took place that showed he placed a
different construction on our previously common position. Yet there
is no doubt in my mind that he was sincere and principled on this issue
in July.)
As our fight here developed, it became evident that our common
line meant different things to different people. Yet we were extremely
careful not to leap to conclusions of a drastic character about the IS,
and Pablo especially, because we know that not every difference
becomes basic and develops all the way to the point of irreconcilabili
ty. This responsible approach guided us in our attitude to Pablo; we
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refused to declare differences that we were not sure existed in reality;
we moved slowly, extremely slowly, not lightmindedly suspicious,
but ready to give Pablo the benefit of every doubt, despite his peculiar
attitude toward us. The fact that we now see vital differences is cited
against us as a sign of lack of principle since 'only a few months back'
we didn't or weren't prepared to declare them. Does that really make
sense to you? Would we be principled to suppress differences now
because we did not see them, or because they did not exist, a few
months back?
Great events took place in these few months, and they tested the
differences and showed that they were not minor. (I refer to the events
in East Germany, France and the conceptions about the political
revolution in the SU.) Could this have been foreseen a year or two ago?
I don't think so. At any rate we didn't foresee them. Ah, but it was
foreseen! So says Shachtman. So too now say the Cochranites. But
Shachtman's premise was all wrong (the premise that defense of the
SU leads to Stalinist conciliation) and the Cochranite premise was no
more correct. (Anyhow, we know that even a correct conclusion or
prediction is no proof that the reasoning employed to reach it was
necessarily correct.) We still hold to the main line of the 3WC, but
new events have shown that we have different conceptions of the
analysis to be made today. To us the entrist conception of the 3WC is
only that — a method for building our own movement. To the
Minority and Pablo it is a bridge to liquidationism (maybe that's what
the 3WC was to them two years ago too — but that's not certain,
maybe it wasn't that to them then; but anyhow it is a secondary
question). And there is a third tendency, which I am not sure but I
think you represent, which has failed to understand what the real
issue in the International is today, and makes the mistake of accepting
the Cochranite interpretation of the relation between the 3WC and the
present struggle.
Try to get it clear, Ernest: this is not a fight over the 3WC. We have
been angered by the devious and miseducational campaign of the
Minority to make something sacrosanct of the 3WC. A WC is only a
WC — it's not for all time. That's our attitude to all the congresses of
our movement — the first, the second, and the third. Time tests all
the predictions and prognoses they contain. We must retain what is
still useable, and replace what is not. We hold to what is good in it, but
we're not bound by every word for all time, any more than Lenin felt
bound by last year's resolutions. Otherwise, we become truly sec
tarians and fossils. We must review everything in the 3WC docu-
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ments, and we will — the imminence of war, the effects of revolutio
nary upsurge in Europe on war, the possibilities of an American
depression before a war, despite Washington's wish to have it other
wise, etc. We no longer will permit our movement to be frozen in its
thinking by our Minority's campaign around the 3WC. To us the
3WC documents as written contain no support for liquidationism or
conciliation — not when they were written, not now. And if it did
(which I deny, although I admit it's a valid question for examination
in view of certain ambiguities in the text) then it's our job to correct it
now. What's unprincipled about that?
The same criteria apply to leadership. The fact that we supported
Pablo up to a certain point and don't after that point is no proof that
we're unprincipled (unless it can be shown that he hasn't changed —
and that can't be shown). We went along with him at the 3WC for one
reason — we agreed with him, or thought we did. We broke with him
for one reason — we found ourselves in disagreement with him on
basic issues. What's unprincipled about that? We weren't
liquidationist or conciliationist then, and as far as we could make out
he wasn't either. We aren't liquidationist or conciliationist now, but
the test of events shows that he is today. What could we do but break
with him? Wouldn't it have been unprincipled if we hadn't? (I must
add here that a genuine Pablo cult has been developed by the Minority
in this country. The mere idea that we would dare to differ from Pablo
on any question brought a scream of anguish and even astonishment
from the Minority—sincerely from the Clarke wing, and for factional
purposes from the Cochran wing. We're not cultists, and I hope never
will be. No one is immune from criticism in our movement — Pablo,
or Cannon, or anyone else. Our attitude to leaders is based on what
they are and do as well as what they were and did. The handraisers are
not on our side, despite all the slander to the contrary, as you will find
out yourself if you choose to associate with the Cochranites.)
But I've been wandering a little, and I want to get back. As you state
it, your view is that we 'launched a preventive faction fight against the
International' and are guilty of 'a deliberate and cynical attempt to
find some political justification for an organizational "struggle of
power." ' You evidently regard this not only as cynical but unprinci
pled.
We have different ideas over who launched the fight; you think we
did, we think Pablo and Clarke did. But who launched it is really
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secondary if the issues are fundamental. Far more important and
revealing is the relationship between politics and organization strug
gle, and I'd like to go into that a little in connection with this fight.
I think you're making a mistake in the way you view the relation
ship in this concrete case. Let me put it another way. Suppose yourself
in our position. You have just endorsed the 3WC line, and a most
vicious campaign is opened up on you by a faction in which you
recognize all the earmarks of revisionism and which attacks you as an
opponent of the line you have voted for. This faction derives its
strength not from its own views but from its claim that it represents
the International leadership with which you have worked in honest
collaboration. You present the claim to the IS secretary, and he
refuses to disavow it. The Party heads for a split. You prevent it for
the time being and create conditions of truce in which the party work
can go forward — a test for the minority. They accept, and then break
the truce at the first pretext. You become convinced then that the
minority no longer wants to be in the party, it feels stifled, it wants to
break out. Then you begin to detect signs that the IS secretary is not
only continuing, but deepening his collaboration with this minority
— all the while (to use the phrase used against us) that there are no
apparent political differences between you and him; for the truth is
that he has never up to this point expressed a single difference with the
policy you follow. What do you do then?
If you are a responsible leader, then you ask yourself: 'Why is he
behaving in this fashion? Why does he ally himself with a revisionist
faction in our party, though he does not yet do so openly? Is it merely
that he finds Clarke's character more charming than Cannon's?' And
you are forced to a different conclusion: 'No, it must be more funda
mental than that, it must be that he has an affinity for Clarke's politics
and a distaste for ours. If faction fights have any meaning — and they
generally do — there must be a political basis for his behaviour.' And
unless you are something other than a Bolshevik politician, you begin
to search to find the answer to the puzzle. What's unprincipled about
that? Isn't that what the Nov. 15 IS Bureau letter also purports to do?
Yes, faction fights, if they are deepgoing, have a political basis,
even though it may not be fully clear to everyone involved at the start.
And organizational practice has a meaning in such a context — a
political meaning — and one can go very far astray if he overlooks this
fact. When a faction begins by challenging organizational tradition,
by departing from democratic centralism, by resorting to intrigue and
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deception, then you can be sure, if the history of the Bolshevik
movement means anything at all, that behind it or at the bottom of it
revisionist politics is also being hatched. The way the Minority faction
was formed, the way it conducted itself, was even more revealing than
the political arguments it found it expedient to put forward at the start
— half-way arguments, half-presented arguments, the traditional
method of revisionists, who naturally cannot begin by fully presenting
their own real views at the beginning. What applied to the Minority
also applies to its behind-the-scenes ally and protector, Pablo. There
is, there must be, some political basis behind this role, we concluded.
But even so, when the IS resolution on 'The Rise and Decline of
Stalinism' arrived, we did not leap to rash conclusions, and we
weighed the matter carefully. I don't mind telling you my initial
reaction: I thought it was on the whole an excellent document, despite
some deficiencies and ambiguities I wanted to question you about (as I
said in my letter to you). There were others who shared this view. We
began to discuss our attitude toward it. There were those who thought
that we should prepare a number of questions to be submitted to the
IS to clarify ambiguous or uncertain sections, with the thought that
depending on the replies we would either vote for the document as it
was, Or propose amendments, or prepare a counter-document. One
thing we were sure of — we did not again want any document adopted
unanimously, after which we would be confronted with the same
situation that arose after the 3WC, when we were told we did not
know what we had voted for, that we were not carrying out the line,
etc.
We had barely begun the discussion among ourselves when Clarke
put out the FI, without showing it to the majority of the editorial staff,
which contained his new thesis about the 'sharing of power' between
the bureaucracy and the workers as an alternative to the revolutionary
upheaval of the masses against the bureaucracy. This revision he
labeled as 'political revolution' and, he assured us, it was in full accord
with the resolution on Stalinism. Is it hard to understand that this
decided to make us take a second, third and hundredth look at the
resolution?
The text of resolutions is important but I need not tell you that we
have learned that in the hands of unscrupulous people the text itself
alone is not enough to indicate the real line intended. And it soon
became clear to us that whatever you, the author of the resolution may
have meant by it, and whatever we thought it meant, Clarke — and
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Pablo — clearly meant something else. Such a resolution, whatever
merits it may have, is inadequate under such circumstances.
Then came the IS letter of August 10, signed by you, Frank and
Pablo. I don't have the documents before me, but I recall that you said
you had seen Cannon's speech and letter and were distressed by their
false implications, etc.; you also said twice that you did not intend to
do anything about it. Because of the French strike, we did not receive
the letter until Aug.31. We began to compose a reply. Before we had
finished, and without waiting for the reply, the IS three days later sent
another letter. (This one was not signed; I assume and hope that you
had left on your trip by then.) The tone of this was altogether
different, although nothing new had happened in the meantime.
Pablo denounced us for 'the latest issue of the FI.' What was this
issue? It was the one in which, in the most guarded language, we let
the readers know that we repudiated the conception on 'sharing of
power' that Clarke, in violation of his post, had smuggled into the
previous issue of the FI.(In addition, we reprinted without comment
Pablo's own article on the post-Stalin period, despite our strong
opposition to much of it.)
What did this mean? One would have to be blind not to understand
it. Pablo, instead of congratulating us for repudiating a revisionist
article, was condemning us for doing so. To us that spoke more clearly
than a thousand resolutions as to where he stood in the fight against
revisionism.
Furthermore, he demanded that we stop printing what we were
saying about the Soviet Union, Germany, etc., because our articles
were not in line with what he was saying. This — mind you — in the
midst of a pre-world congress discussion, on new events on which the
International had not yet adopted a position.
And to make his attitude clearer yet, he attacked us for distributing
our bulletins directly to the sections, instead of through the IS.
In other words, he wanted us to publish Clarke's line and held over
our head the threat that if we didn't we'd be acting in violation of the
3WC, which never even took a line on these questions, and he
threatened us because we were distributing bulletins in a way we have
been doing ever since our movement was formed, with the knowledge
and approval of the IS. To us, it was clearly an effort not to promote an
international discussion on a correct and objective basis, but to
strangle the discussion by creating an atmosphere of organizational
threats which could only muddy up the political discussion.
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This was followed by his organization of a faction in Britain, and an
attempt to intimidate and throttle Burns and prevent him from par
ticipating in the international discussion on an equal basis.
And this was followed by what for me was the final straw. He had
asked us to meet with either you or him. As soon as we heard that your
trip, unlike his, was actually going through, we accepted. On the same
day that we got your letter saying that for financial reasons you might
not be able to complete the trip(to which we replied in a wire you may
not have received that we would raise the money for the completion),
we got a letter from Pablo informing us that it would not do for us to
meet with you because you were not an 'official' representative. What
had changed your status from Ceylon to here he did not explain. But it
was plain enough that something had changed.
All this, plus the political issues clarified by East Germany and
France which I do not go into here because they are in our Letter,
which by this time you have seen, cleared away the last doubts. We
were dealing with a revisionist opponent who did not scruple to use his
post for the most devious maneuvers and deceptions. He was bent on
splitting the British party because the majority there opposed him,
just as he had done in France. Turning minorities into majorities,
while the real majority is expelled, is his forte (also known as great
advances on all fronts). He was bent on splitting our party too, and
that was what his allies proceeded to try to do here.
Perhaps we were late in recognizing this reality. Perhaps we did not
recognize it in the ideal order—from theory to politics to organization
— but in another order. But we have recognized it now, and we will
fight it to the end. Lenin, you may recall, failed to recognize the
revisionist ulcer in the Second International until the war showed him
what Kautskyism was. This took him a long time. But it did not take
him long to recognize revisionism in his own party, and he fought it
from the beginning. We too recognized Pabloism in our party fairly
soon (although we did not know its full name at the start) and it was
only as the fight developed that we recognized its kinship with the
International revisionist leadership. But our slowness, if that's what it
was, does not overshadow the fact that we did catch on before it was
too late. We hope you'll do the same.
Your method of deterniining who is responsible for the split—find
out 'Cuiprodest?' — is interesting, but rather limited. In some splits
(politically unmotivated) it's in no one's interest. In others it can be
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shown (and I think this is the case most of the time) that it's in the
interest of both sides.
You say, 'Under such conditions (where the Minority appeared to
be the defenders of the International politically and organizationally)
the minority had every interest to stay in the party and to let a political
discussion develop.' That sounds reasonable, I admit. If I was in such
a situation as you describe, that's probably what I would do: I'd not
only want to remain in the party, but I'd fight to remain in, and I'd
subordinate every other consideration of an organizational character
to stay in just so long as I'd have the right to continue to present my
political views. But the question then arises: Why didn't the Minority
do that? Why, on the contrary, did it follow precisely the opposite
course?
Why did it start sabotaging party work? Why did it insist that it was
bureaucratic for the Majority to publish its Plenum resolutions in the
magazine unless it also published the Minority resolutions? Why did
it discontinue daily activity? Why did it withold party funds? Why did
it insist that there could no longer be educational discussions in the
branches but only debates (even on 'The Origin of the Family')? Why
did it refuse to accept the offer to run Bartell for Mayor in New York?
Why did it refuse to allow a debate on East Germany? (With regard to
your explanation on the slogan of withdrawal of the troops in East
Germany, I don't find it very strong. The fact is that in action the
masses were demanding such a withdrawal, whether or not they raised
it vocally — and while I won't dispute that point, we have considera
ble evidence that they did — and it was our job not only to repeat what
they were saying but to go beyond that and raise the slogans that were
needed, even if the masses were not in position to voice them then.
This whole business of East Germany, which I can't go into properly
here, was most revealing to us. When the news came, we were happy,
elated; the faces of the Cochranites became grim and moody; it was
evident even physically that the news was not welcome to them: they
no longer wanted to learn from events. And one of their top leaders
(not a rank and filer) told us that it was correct not to demand the
withdrawal of the Soviet troops because that would play into the
hands of US imperialism! That was how the American Pabloites were
educating their followers, not along the lines of your explanations.)
And why did they impose faction discipline on all their members,
subject to expulsion from the faction, not to attend the 25th Anniver
sary meeting in New York? Is that the behaviour of people who think
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they have every interest in remaining in the party? Is that the kind of
behaviour that supports your theory?
The truth is that there was nothing in the world that could keep
them in our party any longer — at least not on a basis acceptable to the
practices of democratic centralism. They were eager to go, they were
wild to go, not even a brick wall would have kept them from going,
and as they left they heaved a sigh of relief. (Only five of them were
suspended by the plenum; the others could have remained by simply
repudiating the anti-party boycott, and without giving up any of their
rights as a minority, including the right to differ on the suspensions of
the five. But they didn't even respond to this possibility; they fled.)
This is the only revolutionary party in this country; the only one that
has a generally correct position on all the basic questions, but they
were acting under pressures that made it impossible for them to
remain any longer as a minority within it. There was also another
reason, to which I will return.
As for us, we had no intention of trying to do the impossible.
Moreover, we had no intention of destroying the party in the process.
What kind of party would it be if we surrendered to such a boycott
without any disciplinary measures? If they could get away with that,
what couldn't they get away with? It would mean the end of the party
as a disciplined organization. That price would be too high to pay
under any circumstances, and we certainly would not pay it under
these.
There was another reason why they wanted to leave now, and I will
tell it to you in case you do not know it. Shortly after Clarke left, the
Minority began to take stock of the International situation and, under
pressure of questioning of its members, began to tell them that
although it had Pablo, that is, 'a majority of the ideological leadership
in the International,' it unfortunately did not have the support of the
majority of the International itself, which tended to give the Majority
tendency a 'mechanical majority' in the International. Simultaneously
Bartell and the others began to denigrate the size and influence of the
International just as he did that of the SWP after it became clear that
they had the support of no more than one-fifth of our members. We
took stock too, and came to the conclusion that in an honest 4WC our
view would be able to win the support of a decisive majority of the
International. Note, I said 'honest'—that is, unrigged, on the basis of
the real relationship of forces in the International. But that was just
the rub. Neither Pablo nor the Cochranites wanted an honest congress
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to settle all questions. That was the reason for their raising organiza
tional questions to embitter and confuse the atmosphere. That was the
reason for their wanting and organizing a split in our party and in the
British party. With such splits, Pablo would use his position to
recognize the minority in each case, and thus turn up with a 'majority'
at the WC — as he showed he knows how to do by the French split.
And that, Ernest, is another reason why there was nothing we could
do to prevent the split of the minorities either here or in Britain — or
elsewhere if necessary.
You refer to Cannon's remark about the party suddenly becoming a
prison for those under pressure of alien forces. You don't try to
explain why that happened to our Minority, or maybe you haven't yet
figured it out. But you turn it around and ask why has the world
movement become such a prison to us? The answer is that it hasn't.
This is our ideological movement and we have no reason or wish to
break out of it. On the contrary, we intend to live in and build it, and
we are quite confident that we will succeed. But Pablo's regime has
become a prison to genuine Trotskyists — for the reasons given
above. We do not trust it any longer, we have no confidence in it
politically or any other way. We see an irreconcilable conflict, and we
propose the genuine Trotskyists replace the Pablo regime by a Trotskyist regime, free of all trickery and manipulation and guided by a line
that will be both orthodox and alert to all the revolutionary oppor
tunities for building the party of world revolution. We hope that you
will join in this work. I know that such a step will not be easy for you,
but I hope that you too can reconsider and review the past and not
hesitate, out of such subjective factors as the fact that you wrote the
resolution which means one thing to you and another to the Pabloites
who will have the power to enforce it, to take this course if it seems the
correct one to you on further reflection.
I haven't touched on everything I'd liked to, but my time is running
out, and I want to finish by posing a few questions to you:
1. Why should the SWP leadership, which you acknowledge has
always practiced principled politics in the past, suddenly change so
radically? (The 'explanation' in the IS Bureau letter is hardly worth
discussion and I cannot believe you take it very seriously. Why should
it be assumed that the SWP Majority rather than the Minority has
succumbed to the difficult objective conditions here? One must do
more than make arbitrary statements.)
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2. Sweeping aside the Pabloite bombast, why is it that the Interna
tional has suffered so many losses and splits since the 3WC? Is
'Cannonism' to carry the brunt for this too, and is Pabloism free of the
responsibility?
3. Why is it in your letter to me you say you have always considered
us to be principled up to now, while on the same date you allow your
name to be signed to an IS Bureau letter which repeats every calumny
that has ever been directed against us, and applies them not only to the
present but to the past?
With warmest greetings,
George Breitman
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DOCUMENT 1c

Letter from Ernest Mandel to George Breitman,
December 9, 1953

Dear George,
Thank you for your letter of December 3. Frankly, I was quite a bit
astonished by it. If I am to follow your representation of events
knowing persons, facts and thoughts on this side of the ocean as I do, I
should arrive at the conclusion that the most serious and deep-going
crisis in the history of our movement is nothing but a tragi-comedy of
errors and misunderstandings. Pablo failed to write explicitly to
Cannon that Clarke was not his agent and that he had neither insti
gated nor advocated nor even supported the minority's faction fight (a
fact which stands established not only from what I know but from the
very letters of the minority itself)! The second IS Bureau letter of
August 1953 — which, it is true, I did not sign because at that time I
had already left—destroyed the positive effects of the first letter. The
IS failed to express its disagreement with the idea of'sharing of power'
in the USSR, with which it most certainly disagrees. I myself didn't
get in time money and mandate to arrive in Canada.. .If all these
small incidents wouldn't have happened, i.e., if Pablo would have
given the clear answer asked for, if there wouldn't have been a second
August Bureau letter, if we would have published a criticism of the
'sharing-of-power-idea' and if I would have succeeded to complete my
trip with a clear mandate in hand (by the way: I did not receive your
cable) — then there would have been no international split, no public
attacks against the Stalinophile leadership of the FI, no break bet
ween the majority of the American cadre and the quasi-totality of the
world c a d r e . . . Do you really believe that this is the way things usually
happen in our movement?
Of course, you were due to say that a posteriori the split reveals
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'deepgoing political differences,' 'differences of a fundamental
nature, on basic issues,' which, again a posteriori, justify the organiza
tional course taken. Pardon me, what are these 'fundamental differ
ences'? If one cuts through the obvious slander contained in the
paper's Open Letter (that the IS is 'revisionist,' that it 'capitulates
before Stalinism,' that it is 'working consciously and deliberately to
liquidate the FT), one sees differences in appraisal of the events
following Stalin's death in the Soviet Union and the glacis countries;
one sees differences in policy toward the workers' uprising in Eastern
Germany; one sees differences in estimation and approach toward the
public servants' general strike of August 1953 in France. That's all.
Even to arrive at that sum, it is necessary to stretch things quite a bit. I
myself have failed to grasp till today the differences in approach to the
Eastern German events, for example. Surely, by repeating a thousand
times tharthe IS 'capitulates before Stalinism,' 'is in reality opposed
to a political revolution in the Soviet Union' or is 'revisionist through
and through' (what part of our program we are charged with 'revising'
nobody yet bothered to tell us), you will not change the fact that these
charges are untrue and slanderous, which is proved not only by
resolutions, articles, speeches, appeals, but also by practical action.
Now all the differences which are till today actually revealed are of
course of a tactical nature. They don't put a question mark on any of
the basic principles of our estimation of Stalinism and the USSR.
They are, in fact, slighter than the differences between the French
majority and minority in 1951-52, differences which involved the
whole of the practical work of that section and which, nevertheless, in
your opinion remained 'purely tactical.' They are certainly slighter
than the differences between the 1940 majority and minority in the
USA, differences which, in the Old Man's opinion, wouldn't have
necessitated a split even if the Shachtmanites happened to find them
selves momentarily in a majority at the convention.
Yet on the basis of such tactical differences you go ahead and break
publicly with the International, attack publicly its leadership, call
publicly for a world-wide extension of the split, in short disregard
completely all established organizational rules and behaviour of disci
pline and act like our movement acted not even in 1928 but in 1933
toward the Komintern, like Lenin acted not in 1903 but in 1914. This
is a principled difference, the main and only fundamental difference
which I see at the present stage of the fight: the overthrow of the
principle of one World Party in a manner which, I regret to have to
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repeat this, I cannot characterize otherwise as criminally lightminded,
irresponsible and cynical.
I don't know if you understand how we — and I don't say this for
five IS members but for the great majority of the World movement's
cadres—felt about this action of yours. For us it denotes a basic break
with the principle of the World Party which is the only organizational
framework in which our movement can be built. One doesn't break
with an International for tactical reasons. One doesn't break with an
International because, hypothetically, it is wrong on the issues of your
own country. One doesn't break with an International even when the
first basic, principled differences develop. One sees in an Interna
tional a whole epoch of world history and of the development of the
labour movement. One breaks with an International when it has
finished its historical mission. Remember when Lenin and Trotsky
broke with the Second and Third International: after the betrayals of
1914 and 1933. Historical betrayals of such a dimension as the capitu
lation toward the imperialist war or the fascist dictatorship were
necessary to convince our principled masters that the International
they lived in till that time had become hopeless and couldn't be
reformed any more from within. Even when such grave events hap
pened as participation in a bourgeois government and acceptance of
this betrayal by the Second International, Lenin didn't break with it,
not because he 'underestimated' or 'misunderstood' the gravity of the
event but of course because he rightly thought that one had to correct
these deviations from within. When such grave events happened as
the betrayal of the General Strike in England with the coresponsibility of the Third International or, worse, the betrayal of the
Second Chinese revolution, Trotsky did not break with the Komintern, did not bring the conflict out in public, did not attack in the
public press a single time the criminal leadership of the Third Interna
tional. He didn't even do that when mass expulsions of Left
Oppositionists had already started, and he and his followers were
ready to accept discipline even after 1927 if only they would have
received the right to defend their positions inside the movement. Was
this course wrong? Did it prove, like Shachtman and other neoMensheviks today have discovered, that Trotsky 'underestimated'
the degree of degeneration of the Komintern? Not at all. This course
was the only principled course to be taken, i.e., the only course which
corresponds to the Marxist understanding of the meaning and the role
of the Workers' International.
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Now compare with this principled attitude of our masters on the
basic question of international democratic centralism the attitude of
you people. Let us admit one minute that all your suspicions and
misgivings about 'Pablo' — in fact the IS myself included — were
correct. Has the IS betrayed any revolution? Has it done anything
comparable to participation in a bourgeois cabinet or allying itself
with counter-revolution in the midst of a growing revolution? Have
we lived our 1923 or our 1927, not to speak about our 1933? Surely the
very question sounds so incongruous that no one can hesitate one
second how to answer it. Surely, all differences should then be
exposed first inside the movement, probed and discussed inside the
International. Surely then the correct course to follow was to attempt
reforming the movement misled by Pablo from within. Surely then the
correct course to follow was to come to the normal leading bodies of
the International, to bring the differences before these bodies, to wait
for the verdict of these bodies and, in case this verdict would be
negative, to start patiently convincing the rank-and-file of the incor
rectness of the leadership's decisions, culminating in a proposal to the
next WC to do away with that leadership. But what you did was in fact
to pick up the characteristic Shachtmanite-IKD sentence of 1947-8,
'to disregard all IS, IEC, W C and to address yourself to the 'real
movement.' Which is this mysterious 'real movement,' outside of the
normal sections and the normal leading bodies of the International?
You say you don't want to quit the International, you want to live in
it and to build it? You say only the 'Pablo regime' has become a prison
to you? Pardon me: haven't we heard that before? Didn't all the
people who ran away from us use the same subterfuge? Didn't they
always claim in the States they ran away not from the Trotskyist
organization, but from the 'Cannon regime'? Doesn't Shachtman
claim even today to be a genuine representative of the 'real Trotskyist
movement'? Unfortunately, Lenin — and Cannon! — have educated
us to be very suspicious of people who love 'the movement' a lot but
just hate 'the regime' and therefore betray the organization. You think
the 'Pablo regime' is bad? That is your full right. You want to fight
that regime? We may disagree, but we certainly will not deprive you of
your rights to do so within established rules of organizational
behavior, but when, under the pretext of 'breaking with the regime,'
you publicly break discipline and trample down with heavy boots of
'military factionalism' the normal framework of international democ
ratic centralism, anybody with some experience will tell you: 'Please
drop these silly pretenses and speak out openly that you broke with
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the FT as an established organization, with its established leadership
and statutes, whatever may have been the reasons which led you to do
such a thing.' The Old Man never played around with the fact that
Stalin succeeded in precipitating a split between the Left Opposition
and the Komintern — not just a break of the Left Opposition with the
'Stalin regime.' That split he considered at that time historically
unjustified. You, by your action, consider today the break between
your party and the FT — not the 'Pablo regime' — as inevitable and
justified. That's where you act in the most cynical and unprincipled
manner imaginable.
You say you have the support of the world movement, but that this
would not find expression in a 'rigged world congress.' This is again a
subterfuge too cheap to be used in our movement. Either you consider
the Flyour organization, whatever may be the 'regime' and its tactical
mistakes. In that case, surely, you could find or at least propose some
organizational device for rigid guarantees of internal democracy.
Why, even Shachtman found them as late as 1947, and God knows he
had more 'fundamental differences' with the FI than you people have.
We could get together any time and draft rules of representation of
sections which would satisfy everybody, e.g., give voting rights to all
sections or expelled groups of sections which were members of the
movement at the time of the Third WC, or any other expedient. If you
were really eager to have a democratic WC with all members expres
sing their opinions, there could be no difficulty in finding such a
device. If you thought you had the slightest chance to get a majority or
even a strong minority under such circumstances, you would have
rushed forward with such proposals, as in fact you intended to do first
if I'm not mistaken. You would have sent your criticism to the IEC,
prepared a strong plea for the WC and fought it out in that forum. But
that precisely is the course you have not taken. You have acted
implicitly on the presumption that the FI is no more your organization,
that you don't want to abide to any discipline regardless of the fact that
that you are minority or majority, that whenever the movement puts
you in a minority you will grandiosely 'disregard' the movement. That
is the meaning of distrgarding IS, IEC, WC, etc. That is the meaning
of this new talk about a 'rigged W C In that frame of mind, any WC is
going to be declared a priori 'rigged' if it places you in a minority.
This opinion was already clearly expressed in Cannon's speech on
'Internationalism'. Suddenly he discovered that, in opposition to
what had been his practice in his own party and his advice to us in the
past, one had to be extremely liberal in the International. Suddenly he
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discovered that the International was composed o f weak groups', that
the International leadership was even 'weaker' and especially 'young
and unexperienced', and that under these conditions it should limit
itself to ideological work and 'advice,' i.e., it should dissolve the
movement as a World Party and keep only a federation of national
sects, 'an international letter-box' like the Old Man used to call
contemptuously similar set-ups of the pre-war centrists. What else
was the meaning of this sudden revision of our basic organizational
principle — democratic centralism on a world scale — if not the fact
that your party's leadership was not going to recognize any discipline
towards international bodies in which it happens for once to be in a
minority? What else was the meaning of the mechanically theoretical
justification Cannon tried to give to this behaviour — "The American
revolution will decide world revolution; the SWP will decide the
American revolution; the present leadership will have to lead the SWP
if it has to fulfill its role; therefore the fate of world revolution hinges
net on the building of the FI as an organization but on the permanency
of the SWP leadership; therefore, the basic allegiance of the world
Trotskyist has to be not to the FI as an organization (it's much too
weak!) but to the SWP leadership' — ?
The same opinion is even more clearly and naively expressed in
your own letter, dear George. You write about Pablo's letter in answer
to Cannon's request concerning his dissociation from the minority,
that this answer was not 'the behavior of a principled collaborator(!)'.
You write that 'throughout its history our party has been accustomed
to getting support of the International against all revisionist develop
ments that arose in our ranks.' You write: 'Was this too much to
expect from one (!) with whom we had collaborated in the most loyal
fashion?' In other words: you only saw a relationship of friendly
collaboration, with an individual, not a relationship of organiza
tional allegiance to a world organization! What do all your sentences
mean but one single thing: that your adherence to the world move
ment is subordinate to complete and full endorsement by the Interna
tional leadership of every single move of your party's leaders? That, in
other words, your basic organization is the SWP and not the FI, and
that the FI is only accepted, tolerated and helped with 'freedom of
criticism' as long as it 'goes along' with the SWP leadership?
Can't you visualize how the world movement reacts to opinions like
these? Don't you see this is exactly the same thing Stalin asked for the
Russian party in the mid-twenties from the Komintern, and got away
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with it, and destroyed the International for that reason? Can't you
visualize a situation in which, not because of sordid maneuvers, but
for valid — even if you think incorrect—political and organizational
considerations the International leadership may disagree with your
party, may want to end a faction fight by a compromise and not by a
split, may have misgivings about the political turn the fight takes,
without therefore either 'aiding and abetting' that fight or becoming
ipso facto 'pro-Stalinist,' 'revisionist' and 'liquidationist'? If you can't
visualize such a movement, in which its leadership takes a principled
stand on matters in dispute following its own convictions and not
always and automatically supporting the SWP leaders' actions, then
really the building of the FI was a big misunderstanding on your
behalf right from the start. You will never build a Trotskyist Interna
tional with people ready to act in that way — real agents in the worst
sense of the word. You will only build an international clique. Is that
what you want?
Perhaps it is not unnecessary to repeat once again that it was never
in Pablo's or the IS's or the IEC's intention to 'remove from office' the
present SWP's leadership—only a mind grotesquely distorted by fear
can conceive such a ridiculous proposition. Even if we thought, and
wrote, that Hansen's article on Stalinism was not very good or that we
didn't like the harsh tone of the discussion, this surely does not imply
such diabolic intentions. Isn't it the right of an International leader
ship to judge things in their own merit? But I'm afraid Cannon himself
did not believe the story that Pablo wanted to remove him from office.
What he feared, with some reason indeed, was that the IS was not
ready to accept passively any form of bureaucratic expulsion of the
minority. You may think this is wrong. But frankly is it a principled
and justified reason to split the International?
In the mass movement, the masses themselves put a check on all
irresponsible factionalis ts and splitters. These drift away or are driven
out, and when they represent no historical necessity of any kind, just
wither away; in any case, nobody cares. In our movement, unfortu
nately, the check of a strong mass basis does not yet exist. Irresponsi
ble people can start all kinds of fights and splits and think, at least
temporarily, they can get away with it. Given a minimum material
basis, they can put up quite a show for a certain period. Even today the
Shachtmanites continue to exist on a level which is not qualitatively
different from ours, and so do even the DeLeonists. Under such
conditions, in a movement like ours where every talented cadre looks
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upon himself as a Lenin or Trotsky in being and where sad experi
ences of the past have taught everybody to be over-sensitive for
ideological nuances, there would be an uninterrupted series of brawls
and splits without some basic loyalty which checks such people. This
basic loyalty cannot be only the one to the program, although, of
course, this is a fundamental one. It is well-known that a common
program has never prevented a periodic appearance of tactical differ
ences and will never do so. Therefore, there is only one basic loyalty
possible to keep our movement together: the loyalty to the Interna
tional! One has to penetrate oneself in one's most intimate conscious
ness with the conviction that the International, not only as a program
or a body of ideas but as an organization with a given structure,
represents all hopes of mankind in our epoch. Thousands of people
have died, not for Cannon or Pablo or the SWP nor even for the Old
Man, but for the International. To split the International before it has
demonstrated its inadequacy in events of colossal historical scope is a
real crime against the labor movement. It is a thousand times prefera
ble to find some organizational modus vivendi and to have confidence
in the ultimate lucidity of our world cadre, a healthy cadre, which in
due time will correct all mistakes it occasionally makes. As long as
everybody does not adopt such a rule of behavior, any national section
or faction of a national section will be liable to split away lightmindedly on the basis of some occasional difference or organizational
lispute. We shall never be able to build the movement as long as
people show such an attitude. And that is precisely the attitude your
leadership has shown in an extreme manner during the final stage of
the present dispute.
Surely these ideas are neither new nor surprising for you. You
yourself express the very same principles — when you think of your
party on a national scale. You write that if you would happen to find
yourself in some tactical difference with your party, but would be sure
of the support of the majority of the world movement — isn't that
what you claim today for the SWP majority? — you would then act in
the following manner: 'I'd not only want to remain in the party, but
I'd fight to remain in, and I'd subordinate every other consideration of
an organizational character to stay in just so long as I'd have the right
to continue to present my political views.' I am therefore justified to
ask: Why didn't you people act in this same way—on an international
scale? Why on the contrary did you follow the opposite course, to rush
out and denounce the whole outfit as 'pro-Stalinist' and
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'liquidationist'? Don't tell me you were afraid Pablo would have you
expelled because you sent Internal Bulletins to all sections, or that you
feared to be confronted with a 'rigged W C If one really wants to stay
inside an organization, one always finds organizational expediencies
for such kind of problems. So the question remains: Why has the
International suddenly become a prison to you? Because the IS wasn't
ready to approve the expulsion of the minority, didn't give Cannon
'loyal support' in his fight against the minority? But isn't this utterly
unprincipled and cynical? Isn't this destroying the basic brinciple of
internationalism, of democratic centralism on an international scale,
of the meaning and mission of the FI?
Need I add that what you think to be 'stages of Pablo's intrigue'
against the SWP leadership are mainly misunderstandings indeed?
Need I add that Clarke most definitely was not 'Pablo's agent,' that
Pablo urged him in many letters not to attack the party's leadership, to
stop the fight, to accept every reasonable organizational truce? We
shall publish the letters and you will be able to see for yourself. Need I
add that our June 1953 IEC letter to your leadership was a genuine
expression of satisfaction with the truce, that all of us were sincerely
convinced this was going to work — except of course Burns who
already had information to the contrary from Cannon? Need I add
that the second IS-Bureau letter of August was a natural reaction
upon the Stein document and all other many indications that you were
rapidly heading for an international split? Need I add that Pablo wrote
to you about my trip in the sense you indicate only because I had not
yet received the information about the latest developments and was
therefore unable to represent IS opinion after these developments?
Need I add that even given all these misunderstandings, some organi
zational compromise could have easily been found at the eve of your
last Plenum? Really, the organizational procedure we have followed in
the past should have warranted that to you. Didn't we discuss with the
Bleibtreu group for over two years, not withstanding repeated and
open breaches of discipline(recognized by Cannon himself as late as
his May speech of 'Internationalism')? Haven't we cohabited with the
Swiss section, which violently disagrees with us on every major politi
cal issue which cropped up since the end of the war? Even if you were
so afraid of Pablo's 'apparatus,' haven't we got a world cadre of fine
comrades who think and judge by their own mind, their own convic
tions? Your party's action implies in fact a terrible contempt of the
real world movement, which is only the sum of our sections. The
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break-away from the movement is a logical outcome of that contempt.
The political nature of that contempt is unprincipled through and
through. As for its social nature, what name can you give it?
Faction fights and splits have a logic of their own, dear George.
This logic has already brought you in few months' time to a radical
change of opinion on our 'Rise and Decline of Stalinism.' Yesterday
you thought it 'on the whole an excellent document.' Today you
accept Stein's view that it is 'the most revisionist (!) document ever
written in the history of our movement.' To justify your retreat, you
write: 'The text of resolutions is important, but I need not tell you that
we have learned that in the hands of unscrupulous people the text
itself alone is not enough to indicate the real line intended(!)'. You
certainly need tell me that, for it is the first time I hear about it in our
movement. The Stalinists used to tell us that all our theses, resolu
tions, articles, books, speeches, were of no importance. Important,
you see, were only the hidden intentions of that arch-traitor Trotsky.
You try to get away with the same method in our movement, by
simply substituting Pablo for Trotsky? You won't succeed, I can tell
you that in advance. I told Bleibtreu the same thing three years ago.
Ours is a principled, serious movement, a conscientious cadre. If you
have misgivings about a document, you present amendments or
counter-documents, and everybody will judge them for their own
merit. But if you use the smear-tactic, if you don't discuss what people
say and write but what they intend and hide, i.e., what they don't say
and don't write — you won't get the support of any serious principled
revolutionist. Cannon, not so long ago wrote the very same thing to
Renard. Have you already forgotten this serious lesson?
It will not be possible to convince the movement that 'fundamental
issues' are involved in the 'suppressed sentence in the quotation of the
Transitional Program,' or in one wrong sentence in Clarke's article
(sentence with which we disagree, I repeat once again). We shall put
the 'suppressed sentence' back in our document this very minute. We
shall dissociate ourselves in the same document from any 'sharingof-power-ideas.' You can't go on living just on 'intentions.' You need
more substantial nourishment. It will come, don't worry. The
behavior of the Bleibtreu group, since it split away from the Interna
tional, is a clear example of this; sad to say, this group is now in the
process of becoming the political advisor of your paper! You have
already completely modified your position on the Chinese revolution(I remember vividly, like all IEC members do, Manuel's excellent
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speech on that subject!)for the purpose of an unprincipled bloc with
Peng, who doesn't represent the Chinese section but just his own
egotistic warped personality. Suddenly you discover that Peng always
followed a 'principled course,' the principled course of calling for a
truce and 'elections for a Constituent Assembly' late in 1947, after the
decisive offensive of Mao Tse-tung had already started, the principled
course of calling as late as 1951 the Chinese CP a 'peasant party,' the
Chinese government a 'coalition government with the bourgeoisie,'
and the conquest of power by Mao as 'instructed by the Kremlin
diplomacy.' Thank you for these principles; they are cer
tainly not ours nor Trotsky's! For a short time you'll have to satisfy
yourself by playing around eclectically with all kinds of conflicting
hypotheses, like Hansen did in his latest series. That too was a sad
sign, to see a Trotskyist paper with nothing else to say on perspec
tives than 'perhaps this is going to happen, perhaps this is not going to
happen, let's just wait and see.' But it won't stop there. Worse will
come. You'll have to swallow the Bleibtreu-Swiss line hook, line and
sinker. That will really give you some 'fundamental differences' with
the FI: the idea that not a revolutionary upheaval but capitalist
restoration is brewing in the USSR; that not world revolution but
world reaction is on the move; that as long as 'we' don't lead the
masses, there will be no change in this trend of events (nobody yet
explained how 'we' can capture the mass movement if world reaction
grows stronger and stronger as in the pre-war period); and that
therefore the danger of barbarism grows from day to day. These ideas
will transform your party into an inept, sterile sect. They will cover
you with ridicule, like they covered with ridicule the Bleibtreu group
which has replaced Marxist analysis by fantastic stories, like the one
that Stalin has been secretly poisoned; that Beria and the GPU leaders
of all people represented the left, i.e., Reiss wing of the bureaucracy;
that Malenkov wants to send the workers back to the farms because he
is afraid of the numerical strength of the proletariat, etc., etc. It is a
sad perspective for me, who felt closer to the SWP than to any other
Trotskyist organization in the world. But it is the price one pays for a
political and organizational break with the FI, the only revolutionary
organization on a world scale, the price one pays for unprincipled
politics.
As you certainly did not lose your capacity for sober thinking like
the Bleibtreu group has, it won't take you long to have a second look at
the International situation and to 'take stock' a second time. You will
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have found out by then, on the basis of the answers to your Open
Letter which will pour in from all sections, that you did not just break
with the 'Pablo' regime but with the FI organization and nearly all its
sections. Perhaps that will give you some food for thought, and many
things you don't grasp today on the basis of illusions as to the recruit
ing possibilities of Cannon's prestige in the International, will become
clearer at that time. You will have to ask yourself over and over again if
it was justified on principle to break with the FI on the issue you broke
with it. You'll also take a look at some of the fancy people you
certainly will attract: all the kibitzers and splitters who broke away in
the years since the 2nd world war, all kinds of people opposed to the
defense of the Soviet Union, all types of hopelessly ossified sectarians,
in which you yourself won't have any confidence whatsoever. Perhaps
some of you, all of you, will reconsider then their organizational
attitude and come to the conclusion that it has been wrong. We on our
part will always keep the door open for any group agreeing with our
program and willing to function within the normal framework of our
statutes and organizational tradition.
I shall answer presently your questions:
1. The immediate reason why the SWP leadership changed so
radically its course of principled politics in the past is the fact that for
the first time it was confronted with a situation in which it was not sure
of the International's support for its actions. This was a test of the
seriousness of its international allegiance — and in this test it failed
miserably. Underneath there is a reaction of self-consciousness and
self-delusion towards the growing objective difficulties — an escape
from reality of a sectarian type. I would add that objectively this is a
result of alien class pressure, without saying that your party has
already succumbed to that pressure. (But breaking away from the FI
definitively would certainly be a very bad sign indeed.)
2. You are profoundly misinformed about the International situa
tion if you think we have suffered 'so many losses and splits' since the
3rd WC. Until the crisis your party started in the International, I
know only of 2 splits, the one in France and the one in the Indochinese
group (where we lostl/4 of the membership in France but gained
important forces in Indochina itself); much less than in the period
between the 2nd and 3rd WC when there was no question of the 'Pablo
regime.' In Ceylon we didn't have a split but an epuration of the party
which was due for a long time given the character of that party. In
most cases, as in Ceylon itself, there have not been 'losses' but big
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organizational gains, as in South America, in Germany, in Britain (till
Cannon ordered Burns to repeat Operation Killer on the 'Pabloite'
majority of that party. Do you know that between 2/3 and 3/5 of that
party remain with the International?), in Italy, etc. The only serious
crisis that existed at the time of the 3rd WC, the split in Austria, has
been healed in the meantime. And the one important section which
had been much weakened, the Indian section, has greatly recovered
since.
3. I consider the FI the only organization I owe allegiance to. When
my organization is attacked in the most unprincipled and slanderous
manner, I'm not going to squabble about words with my comrades
who defend my organization. Isn't that the way you also act — on a
national scale?
It is now my turn to ask some questions:
1. Why should Pablo, Frank, Germain and the other 'followers of
Pablo,' i.e., 17 or 18 of the 23 members of the IEC unanimously
elected by the 3rd WC, comrades in whom you always had the fullest
confidence, after having faithfully built the movement for many
years, suddenly transform themselves into criminals who 'are work
ing consciously and deliberately to liquidate the FI,' i .e., into Stalinist
agents and spies, for what else can be the meaning of that formula?
2. Is it true or isn't it true that the basic reason why your Plenum
wrote the 'Open Letter,' i.e., called publicly for a split of the FI, was
the fact that you had become convinced that the IS and the IEC
wouldn't approve the expulsion of the minority? Is it tolerable from a
principled point of view to break with the International on such an
issue?
3. If you really don't want to break with the FI, but only want to
'fight the Pablo regime,' are you ready:
(a) To participate in a WC of our movement representing all the
sections at the stand of the 3rd WC, on the basis of representation
modus adopted at the 2nd and 3rd WC or any other basis usual in the
revolutionary movement and acceptable to both sides?
(b) To declare at the beginning of that WC, like we ourselves
would do without hesitation, that you would abide by its decisions,
regardless of the fact that your proposals would be adopted or not?
(c) To accept an organizational compromise for reestablishing the
unity of the world movement, e.g., the reunification of the British
section and the recognition, both in France and the USA, of both
groups as affiliated to the FI with certain forms of non-aggression
agreements, based on a functional division of labor?
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(d) To call publicly (in forms adapted to security), on the basis of
an agreement with points (a), (b), and (c), upon all sections of the FI to
participate in the 4th WC regularly convened by the regularly elected
leading bodies of the movement (in which, if you wished, you could of
course occupy the position you always occupied in the past), while
keeping all your rights to defend your political views in the preCongress discussion, with the clear understanding that any public
attack on the international leadership would be answered publicly by
that body?
To accept such proposals would have been of course normal proce
dure for all groups, tendencies, parties or individuals who recognize
the principle of democratic centralism not only on a national but also
on the international field. Allow me to repeat what I already wrote in
my last letter: on the basis of your friends' actions of the last months, I
do not have much hope left as to your and their answer to these
questions.
Fraternally yours,
E. Germain
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DOCUMENT1d

Letter from George Breitman to Ernest Mandel,
January 15, 1954

Dear Ernest:
Your letter of December 9 was painful to read. I had hoped that a
meeting of minds was possible. Instead, you have so far chosen to
misunderstand, employ debaters' tricks and ignore most of what I
wrote you. You evidently feel you must defend 'the International'
against us, and this has led you to indefensible statements. I asked
why you had signed your name to the November 15 IS Bureau letter
containing numerous gross slanders against us, applied to our past as
well as present course, when in your letter to me you said you did not
consider our past course ever to have been unprincipled. In the
December issue of the French Pabloite paper, which I had not seen
when I wrote you, you claimed among other things that our minority
represented 'more than a third of the members' and that they commit
ted 'no public act of indiscipline.' Do you know how ridiculous this
makes you appear here, where everyone knows they represented only
18 percent? Do you see why no one can give the slightest credence to
your equally inflated figures about the British Pabloites? And don't
you feel silly, writing there was 'no public act of indiscipline' at the
very same time that Cochran, weeping on Shachtman's shoulder,
publicly refutes you by explaining that his faction deliberately
organized the boycott of our 25th Anniversary celebration? By the
way, what do you think of this boycott? Why do you evade all mention
of it? Are you, like the real Pabloites, an enemy of our 25 year struggle
and all that it represents? If you had been in New York, would you
have joined the boycott?
Your answer to the question I asked you last time is, 'I'm not going
to squabble about words with my comrades who defend my organiza
tion.' Does this mean that you will sign or write anything, no matter
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how far from the truth, just so long as it is conceived as a defense of the
IS? What kind of defense is it, and what is being defended, that
requires lies? How can I have confidence in what you write when you
tell me in advance that you will not 'squabble about words' with
slanderers because they are on your side, or because you are on theirs?
How can I tell what part of what you write is actually your opinion of
the facts, and what part is concession to your slanderous allies?
Nevertheless, I want to try again to reach through to you—for your
sake, for ours, for the sake of the International.
You make a joke of my letter when you ask if I think the present
situation is the result of 'nothing but a tragi-comedy of errors and
misunderstandings.' No, what my letter tried to do in good faith was
answer the charge that our course was unprincipled by reciting the
events and the evolution of our thinking under their impact. What we
reached was not a misunderstanding, but an understanding. An
understanding (1) of the profound political differences that separate
us from the Pablo faction, which are set forth in our Letter and to
which I shall return. An understanding (2) of the new slogan, 'Junk
the old Trotskyism,' not as an expression of a desire to bring our
program up to date, correct our errors and adjust our tactics to new
needs (although that is how it was represented), but as an expression
of a desire to junk Trotskyism itself as outmoded and to replace it with
an opportunist orientation to Stalinism as the channel through which
the revolution will pass everywhere in the world. And an understand
ing (3) of the necessity to determine who the real Trotskyists in this
International are.
You condemn us for openly publishing our Letter in which we
broke politically with the Pablo faction, an act which you claim
represents 'a break with the International.' The reasons why we
published the Letter have already been stated by Cannon in the
December 28 paper. What do you mean when you accuse us of 'a
break with the International' by publishing a defense of orthodox
Trotskyism against deliberate public attacks on it? Didn't Clarke
publicly violate our program by forecasting the possible self-reform of
the Soviet bureaucracy in the magazine behind the backs of its editor
ial board? Haven't the new Pabloite conceptions about Soviet
development, to which we object, been published? Didn't the French
Pabloites publicly defend the Stalinists against the criticism of the
French Trotskyists of the Majority in a public leaflet? Is it 'loyalty' to
the International to defile its program and tradition in public, but 'a
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break with the International' to defend this program and this tradition
in public? The members of the SWP don't think so, and no pontifical
pronouncements, factional expulsions, excommunications or 'remov
als' will change our opinion. I agree that, as a general rule, internal
disputes in our movement would perhaps better be discussed internal
ly, although a public discussion is nothing new. We conducted a
limited public discussion before the 1940 split in the SWP, and
Trotsky did not hesitate to attack in the public press the
capitulationist position of Roman Weil and others in the German
section in 1932. Trotsky's polemic against Urbanns, in the formative
stage of the International Left Opposition, was also published in The
Militant. In any case, we will never agree to a one-sided rule whereby
revisionists enjoy the right to attack the program in public and the
orthodox have no right to defend it in public.
And I urge you: Please don't pretend that the publication of the
Letter marked a qualitative change in the relations between the IS and
us. Because on November IS, before you had even heard of the existence
of our Letter, the IS Bureau, writing to the leaderships of all sections,
had already excommunicated us (and without even waiting to hear of
the circumstances under which we had disciplined the organizers of
the boycott, had already pledged to 'never permit the expulsions
effected by Cannon').
Elaborating on 'the main and only fundamental difference which I
see at the present stage of the fight: the overthrow of the principle of
one World Party,' you write many things about international discip
line and democratic centralism that we would never quarrel with. But
many of these things are also beside the point. I said we want to know
who the Trotskyists in this International are. With Trotskyists we
always have found and always will find agreement on organizational
procedure. With Trotskyists we are willing and eager to discuss. But
we want to be sure that they are Trotskyists, and not something else.
Stalinists and apologists for Stalinism we will fight as enemies, not
engage in discussion on the basis of democratic centralism. This is not
a difference of nuance; it is the first condition of democratic cen
tralism. (The American Pabloites understood this and that was why
they refused to be bound by democratic centralism.) The selection is
now taking place in the International. Far from having contempt for
the majority of the International, as you charge, we have the greatest
confidence that a decisive majority will understand the real issues and
show themselves to be Trotskyists.
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I would make a second condition. When someone talks to us about
democratic centralism, we want to make sure we are talking about the
same thing. Tell me, do you think democratic centralism is possible
internationally where an international leadership does not recognize
and defend democratic centralism on a national scale? I don't believe
it is, and I think this question is most pertinent to our discussion.
Here we were in the SWP, contending with a minority that blat
antly violated discipline in the name of a 'higher allegiance.' The
Pabloite faction in England were doing the same thing at the same
time. This, you will recall, was what happened first, before there was
any disciplinary action against them, before there was any Letter.
What, in your opinion, were we supposed to do—grit our teeth, smile
and console ourselves with the merits of democratic centralism — as
applied internationally? Oh, you tell us, 'some organizational com
promise could have easily been found at the eve of your last Plenum.'
Really? Such as what? Without anyone else's help, we found the
means for a truce at the May plenum. But it wasn't worth the paper it
was written on as soon as the minority saw it could not survive a truce.
Why should we have your faith in 'some organizational compromise'
when we could see that the minority was driven by fundamental
political pressure that made them feel we were incompatible? Does
your conception of international democratic centralism require the
leadership of a national party to permit it to be wrecked as the price of
international democratic centralism? It's not our conception anyhow.'
As I say, the minority violated democratic centralism. Here then
was an excellent opportunity for the IS to show how devoted it was to
this principle. Did it do it? On the contrary, Pablo directly instigated
and encouraged the deliberate violations. (You may not know the
whole American story, but you certainly know that this was what
happened in Britain.) Is that how you expect to create devotion to this
principle on the international field? Instead of joining us in our
defense of democratic centralism in our party, the Pabloite IS
attacked us for bureaucratism and brutality and degeneracy and
pledged that it would 'never' permit the violators of democratic
centralism to be disciplined. And after that you expect this IS to be
taken seriously when it preaches the necessity of democratic cen
tralism on an international scale?
I am not sure, because I don't know all your ideas on the subject,
but I have the feeling that your views on the International suffer from
a tendency to regard it as a sort of collective substitute for national
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parties. I know that is the real Pabloite conception; that is why the
Pablo faction is so eager to break up the solid national cadres who
assert independence of judgment. Without the International, in our
view, there can be no national parties worthy of the name of Trots
kyist. But that doesn't mean that the International can substitute for
them, for their organic development, for their selection of a leadership
that really represents them, for the experiences they must pass
through if they are to be fit for their historic role. Against these truths,
which must be accepted as the necessary basis for a healthy relation
ship between parties and International leadership, we are offered a
caricature of Cannon's remarks, according to which the International
must be a 'letter-box,' exercising no discipline, having no common
line. Will it really surprise you to learn that we reject this caricature.
Don't you know, or have you forgotten, that we got along with the
International for 25 years? At the same time we flatly reject the
genuinely bureaucratic — to speak plainly, the Stalinist — concep
tions and practices of Pablo, which enabled him to dispose of a critical
majority in France by disposing of the majority of the party, and
which supplied him with the gall to issue his ultimatum that we'd
better abandon our revolutionary anti-Stalinist line on Germany and
the Soviet Union because they didn't conform to his private line, or
else! We reject the caricature of Cannon's views and the tested reality
of Pablo's views, and demand a healthy relationship between parties
and International leadership, which will permit the parties to grow,
and the International leadership, expressing the positions of the
majority, to guide, co-ordinate and where necessary discipline — all
this, of course, being possible only on the basis of a common general
(that is, Trotskyist) line.
On the basic point in your letter: You emphasize 'loyalty to the
International.. .as an established organization, with its established
leadership and statutes,' while our main emphasis is on loyalty to
Trotskyism, that is, the program, the body of doctrine and the
tradition that the International had up to and through the 3 world
Congress. Where we see fundamental political differences between
ourselves and the Pablo faction, you see only differences of a 'tactical
nature,' none of which 'put a question mark on any of the basic
principles of our estimation of Stalinism and the USSR.' That, in our
opinion, is where you make the biggest mistake of all. You will end in
a blind alley, totally unable to influence the development of this
struggle in a revolutionary fashion, unless you probe the already
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visible differences to the bottom and take your stand on the basis of
the political lines that are tearing the International apart, rather than
on the basis of an organizational loyalty, and an essentially abstract
organizational loyalty at that.
I won't repeat what has already been written about these differences
in our Letter, resolution and press. But I am forced to return to the
German question when you say, 'I myself have failed to grasp till
today the differences in approach to the Eastern German question',
but that amazes me all the more. Why don't you ask Pablo? He
grasped it sufficiently to use the authority of his post — without any
protest from other IS members—to try to bludgeon us into substitut
ing his approach for our own. Instead of accusing us of 'inventing'
differences, why don't you find out from Pablo why he regarded our
differences on this issue so important that he felt he had to resort to the
heavy hand to try to stifle our views?
I don't know what Pablo would tell you, but here is what we think:
There was a fundamental difference between him and us on the
omission from the IS manifesto of our demand for the withdrawal of
the Soviet troops from East Germany in June. I know what you wrote
me on November 15 — that it was omitted 'only because we wanted at
that time to concentrate on the slogans the fighters in Berlin had used
themselves (where no one had used that slogan and for good reasons!
Did the people come out on the street in the February revolution with
the slogan: Withdrawal of the Cossacks? When you are busy making a
revolution, and not only writing about it, the winning of the troops
wherever it is possible becomes task nr. 1, not the deliberate provoca
tion of these troops into hostile actions.'
Fundamentally this explanation strikes me as a lawyer's argument.
(1) As I told you before, the evidence we have collected was that the
demand for the withdrawal of the troops was raised; but let that go—I
will agree that it probably was not raised as widely as other demands.
(2) But must the raising of such a demand necessarily constitute a
provocation of the troops into hostile actions? Not necessarily; in fact,
such a demand, linked with appeals and acts of fraternization, etc.,
could have just the opposite effect and win the troops to friendly
actions — it all depends on the way it's done. (3) Let's distinguish a
little. There well might be situations in which the masses in the street
could not raise such a demand, no matter how much they wanted to.
But the IS statement was not written in the street. If it is true that the
masses didn't raise this demand because they couldn't, then it all the
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more became the duty of the Trotskyist IS to express the demand for
them, to voice it in their behalf, to use the occasion to drive home the
lesson that the withdrawal of the occupation troops is an indispensable
necessity for the successful completion of the revolution they had
begun (1 don't think your comparison of invading, occupying troops
with Cossacks is a helpful one in this situation). (4) Don't say that the
IS wanted to concentrate on the demands that the Berlin fighters had
used themselves — say why it wanted to do only that. Since when are
we constrained to limit ourselves only to those demands already raised
by the masses — isn't that called tail-ending? (S) And finally, in
support of my opinion that you have given us a lawyer's argument, I
want to remind you that the IS statement was dated June 25 — more
than a week after the Soviet troops had already engaged in hostile
actions, that is, had saved the regime from almost certain overthrow
by shooting down and jailing revolutionary workers. How could the
omission of the demand in the IS statement on June 25 have had any
effect in warding off the counter-revolutionary actions of the Soviet
troops?
'But,' you can say, 'even if this was a mistake, couldn't it be a
mistake in tactics?' It could, and that was why we were slow to draw
conclusions, and why I wrote to ask you about it last summer. But
when we began to hear the arguments of the American Pabloites, we
saw that it went far beyond tactical differences. For their basic point
in support of the IS's omission was that to demand withdrawal of the
Soviet troops from East Germany while imperialist troops remained in
West Germany would be to play into the hands of imperialism. Ask
yourself: Is that an expression of a mere tactical difference? Since the
Soviet troops are the chief obstacle to the political revolution in East
Germany, doesn't such a line of reasoning itself become an obstacle to
that revolution? Doesn't it raise at least a question mark over our
attitude to Stalinism, particularly to our traditional positions that the
way to defend the Soviet Union is by extending the revolution and that
the defense of the Soviet Union is subordinate to the extension of the
world revolution. Those who refuse to recognize such a line as a
danger signal pointing to the growth of sentiments conciliatory to
Stalinism will probably never recognize as a danger signal anything
short of a proposal to dissolve the International.
Now the rotten thing and the infuriating thing is that those who
hold these ideas refuse to express them openly, confining them for the
present to verbal discussion and private correspondence while they
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build a faction around them. And when we see what is really at the
bottom of their 'tactical' proposals and how much damage it is causing
in terms of morale and when we want to bring the thing out into the
open, we are met with evasion and duplicity and denial — and you
reproach us as users of the smear tactic for wanting to discuss what
people 'don't write.' The procedure they follow is the infallible hall
mark of revisionists: unable to present their full position at the start
because then they could make no headway, they nibble away at
things, putting out a feeler here and a feeler there, retreating when
they have gone too far and exposed their real hand, refusing to discuss
the real orientation behind their tactical proposals, furiously denying
any intention of abandoning principles, and vilifying those who want
to come to grips with them as sectarian, ossified, helpless in the face of
changing reality, etc.
You are wrong if you think the troops-withdrawal issue is the only
important one involved in the dispute over Germany; the conception
in the IS statement that the bureaucracy can't stop half-way on the
road to concessions is a wide open bridge to the theory of Deutscher.
You are wrong when you say there is only 'one wrong sentence' in
Clarke's article on Stalin's death. The only thing exceptional about
that sentence, which mislabels the harmonious sharing of power
between a section of the bureaucracy and the workers as 'political
revolution,' is that there Clarke slipped and let too much out of the
bag. But the entire article is drenched with Deutscherism and could
easily have been written by Deutscher if he were a member of our
party and under compulsion of unfolding his revision of Trotsky's
analysis of Stalinism cautiously and step by step. I really am surprised
that you didn't see that, and I urge you to reread it, noting among
other things the new terminology: Stalin, you see, may have been
'anti-revolutionary,' but never, God forbid, must we say that he was
counter-revolutionary because all the time he was an unwitting and
blind instrument of the revolution, etc. And because we dared to
differ from his article, Pablo condemned us as not expressing the
International's line. There was a time not too long ago when Pablo and
Clarke both considered Deutscher the most adroit apologist for
Stalinism; but that time is past, and they fight us because we don't
want any concealed Deutscherism in our press or in the International.
And it isn't Deutscher who has changed, I assure you.
But, you say, you'll dissociate yourselves from any sharing of power
ideas, you'll put back the sentence on the Soviet revolution dropped
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write that our leadership 'has lost its principles under the pressure of
the reactionary atmosphere imperialism imposes on its country.' (In
your letter to me, in slightly more restrained fashion, you say that
'objectively this is a result of alien class pressure, without saying that
your party has already succumbed to that pressure.')
As I said last time, you must do more than make statements, you
must support them concretely. The only concrete attempt you make
goes like this: The SWP has 'broken with the International' (to use
your words)—ipso facto, it is and must be buckling to the reactionary
pressure of imperialism. But I repeat: We have not broken with the
International, we have no intention of letting anyone drive us away
from the International; we are fighting its anti-Trotskyist faction
precisely because we don't want to break with the International.
There is a terrible pressure exerted on the revolutionary party in
this country, and its results are extremely harmful. But you don't
understand its results because you don't see how they manifest them
selves; you have the thing upside down. How is the pressure man
ifested concretely? By a desire, an instinct, a hysterical drive to get out
of the line of fire. That is, by a movement to get out of our party,
which is branded subversive, hounded, persecuted, threatened with
legal prosecution. Those who are buckling under the pressure feel
uncomfortable in our party. They want the party to stop resisting the
pressure — to discontinue activities that can result in casualties (in
Michigan the Pabloites were bitter about our elections campaign in
1952 because, according to their reasoning, 'they might not have gone
after us under the Trucks Act if we had not been running an election
campaign that forced us to their attention'). The last thing in the
world they wanted was the line of the Third World Congress that in
this country we should act as an independent revolutionary party.
And when they see that they can't persuade our party to try to escape
persecution by piaying dead (that's their concept of 'propaganda
activity'), then they want to get out of the party. Leaving our party
also has certain attractions for opportunist elements in the unions: It is
dangerous for party members to run for union office today because if
elected they run the risk of being indicted and jailed for perjury under
the Taft-Hartley Act, which requires an oath that you do not belong to
any 'subversive' organizations. Those who leave the party and thus
can swear that they don't belong to any group on the 'subversive' list
can run freely for union office, regain a position of respectability in the
eyes of the union bureaucracy, etc.
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In other words, the way in which buckling under the pressure
manifests itself is by a tendency to find pretexts to get out of this party,
membership in which entails serious risks. But what about the Inter
national? Since we are not formally affiliated to it anyhow, our relation
to the International does not and cannot play the same kind of role in
this process I have described. Whether or not we actually do break
with the International (and not merely with the Pablo faction) does
not affect the status of the SWP on the 'subversive' list because the
SWP remains on it and the International does not. That is why I say
your easy little formula stands everything on its head. It is the Pabloites here who have buckled under the pressure and are driven by a
desire to duck, not we. Your abstract explanation about us applies to
them perfectly in the concrete. If you really believe what you have
written, you must think it over again in the light of the Pabloites'
uncontrollable frenzy to get out of our party as soon as possible and
under any pretext. Surely their sigh of relief as they left us must have
been audible over the Atlantic.
Determined to shut your eyes to the political differences that
motivate our conduct, you seek another explanation. Only one has
suggested itself to you, and you recur to it at least nine times in your
letter. Here is how I would summarize your explanation: We never
would recognize any discipline in the International when we hap
pened to be in a minority; we denied the IS the right to reach its own
conclusions on matters concerning the SWP; what we wanted was a
clique in the IS that would obediently raise its hands whenever
Cannon gave the signal. These are hypotheses, and nothing else; you
know very well that nothing ever happened in the past 25 years to give
them the slightest shred of confirmation. Now, however, you contend
that they are supported and even proved by one thing: We resolved to
put through a brutal and bureaucratic expulsion of the minority and
demanded that the IS passively accept it, and when we saw that that
was not forthcoming, we decided to 'break with the FI,' wrote the
Letter in order to 'justify' the break politically, etc.
According to this conception, everything would have remained
harmonious if only the IS had acquiesced in the alleged bureaucratic
expulsion. But first we must ask: Why should the SWP leadership
want to expel the minority, bureaucratically or otherwise? What
reason could they have? Merely because the minorifexpressed dif
ferences? But that had never happened before in our party. It didn't
happen now with the Marcy group, who also had differences and also
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expressed them. How could the leaders justify a bureaucratic expul
sion to the members, who you admit have not been trained in such a
school? What would the leaders have to gain from such an expulsion
when everyone understood that the 18% minority could not hope to
win the party leadership for a long long time, if ever?
Your entire explanation, you see, rests on one assumption — that a
bureaucratic expulsion, or an expulsion of any kind, was wanted and
needed by the leadership so badly that everything else must be subor
dinated to it. But this assumption had no validity.
The SWP leadership had neither the need nor the desire to expel the
minority — it had contained them, contained them so successfully
that the minority began to disintegrate right after the May plenum and
would have disintegrated further if the minority leaders had not
resumed all-out factional warfare in order to whip up and hold
together their followers. You say the May truce could not work; your
proof — that Burns 'already had information to the contrary from
Cannon.' This is not true. He had no such information, and neither
did anyone else. We regarded the May truce as workable, and
expected it to work if the minority wanted it to work and if Pablo did
not encourage it to wreck the truce. We told the party we expected it
to work. We wrote it in the press. Do you think the members of our
party are so blind that such a double game can be played on them?
No, you'.ve got it all wrong, as I explained at some length in my last
letter. We didn't want to expel them, we did everything we could to
keep them in the party on the basis of democratic centralism. If they
had wanted to remain in the party, nothing could have removed them.
They wanted to get out and away, and there was nothing we could do
to prevent them from going except to make an unconditional surren
der and a shambles of our party. So your simple explanation falls to
the ground. It explains nothing because it evades the question of why
the minority left our party, of what pressure was driving them. It
substitutes psychological speculation for political and organizational
analysis. It answers no questions and raises many. Either your previ
ous estimate of our party was completely wrong, or your present one.
The truth is that we were not interested in expelling the minority,
but in keeping them ia the party, if possible. That this was not
possible. That we were not greatly concerned about what the IS
thought about the minority split because we knew that no one claim
ing to speak in behalf of democratic centralism could possibly get
away with a defense of their provocations. That our opposition to the
Pablo line, expressed in the Letter and resolution, had crystallized
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before the minority's boycott action and before our decision to take
disciplinary steps against them. That we were determined to break
with Pablo and go to the International with our appeal for his removal
even if the minority had remained in the party.
Believe this or not, as you please. But don't deceive yourself into
thinking that your explanation rests on anything but thin air. It has no
more foundation in reality than the American minority's charge that
the SWP leadership has suddenly become 'mad,' 'irrational' and
'senile,' which they offered in our fight to explain so many otherwise
unexplainable things. But the charges against Pablo that I outlined to
you last time are based on solid fact: He did prepare and was on the
verge of expelling you and others before the Third World Congress
because you dared to resist the orientation that was evidently at the
bottom of his proposals for that Congress. Ucdid succeed in bureaucratically getting rid of the over-whelming majority of the French
party. He did foment a split in the British party by directing his faction
to ignore its discipline and by trying to oust the majority leadership
without having even the feeble pretext that is employed against us. He
did encourage and support the American minority in their violations
of discipline that could only end in split. These are not hypotheses,
conjectures or 'misunderstandings' — they are facts, facts with the
most sinister implications for the future of the International. How
much longer are you going to refuse to look them in the face? How
much longer are you going to tell yourself that such acts are motivated
by merely tactical differences?
You have made some dire predictions about what is going to happen
to us. I want to touch on only one of the points you raise — our
attitude to the French and Chinese parties. For over two years the
Pabloites here (and I imagine elsewhere) have made them the whip
ping boys, the bogeymen and the horrible examples of what we would
become if we didn't follow Pablo's course without deviation. The
French were denounced as incorrigible Stalinophobes, capitulators to
imperialism and hopeless sectarians who refused to participate in the
real mass movement. The Chinese were condemned and ridiculed as
'refugees from a revolution,' including, I presume, those who were
murdered at their posts inside China. Whenever anyone would say
anything about the need for an independent party, the answer hurled
at him was: 'Look at China. Wasn't the revolution made there without
our party? Keep on talking that nonsense about the independence of
the party and you will end up the way the Chinese did, unable and
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unwilling to see the revolution before your eyes, blinded by old
schema, running away from the revolution.' When someone would
question the correctness of a major orientation to American Stalinism,
he would get hit over the head with the French example of
'Stalinophobia,' etc. At first we didn't know what to make of all this.
But we began to catch on. Real life helped us.
We watched the French closely for evidences of Stalinophobia as
our own internal fight developed. We never found any. The policies
followed by the two groups in the French general strike clinched the
matter for us. In that test the majority unquestionably acted as
revolutionists, which is more than could be said for the Pabloites.
Whether or not they actually have shown traces of sectarianism,
which is harder to detect from afar than Stalinophobia, two things are
sure: this is a matter on which we will no longer be content to take
Pablo's word; and the French majority has shown themselves to be
Trotskyists, and therefore people with whom we can discuss and
work. Similarly with the Chinese. That they made errors during the
revolution we know; these were errors that were at the time shared to
one degree or another by everyone else in the International, including
those who now try to make them scapegoats for our common errors.
But we also know now that the claim that they have refused to
recognize the Chinese reality or learn from past errors is a lie. Their
letter of last January, which we never saw until a few months ago
because Pablo supressed it — and this was not the least scandalous of
his bureaucratic crimes — convincingly refutes this lie. They have
recognized and adjusted themselves to reality, they have adopted a
generally correct attitude to the government and the CP. We can work
with them too, and not on the basis of any wrong position on the
Chinese question, which they have corrected and are correcting. So
we are no longer impressed by horror tales slanderously directed
against the French and Chinese comrades, or predictions that collab
oration with them will inevitably drive us to fall into errors that they
have already corrected or never actually committed in the first place.
And we're not going to tolerate any longer the Pabloite campaign to
discredit, isolate and excommunicate them.
While we're on the subject of predictions, maybe you'd better
devote some thought to the future of the Pablo faction and your
relations to it. First of course there will be a period, during which the
undecided will be wooed, when the Pabloites may find it imperative to
blur the distinctions, protest their orthodoxy and screen the course
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they are contemplating. But that will be only an interim period. When
the dust has settled and all the anti-Pabloites have been expelled, what
will there be to restrain them? They will be indisputable masters in
what-ever is left of the Pabloite house; their need for you will be
diminished; freed of the restraints imposed by the presence of the
orthodox wing of the International, there will be nothing to stop them
from proceeding at a greatly accelerated pace along their opportunist,
impressionist road toward Stalinism. You know Ceylon: if you want
an image of the future of the Pablo faction, look at what happened to
both the groups that broke with the Ceylon party after they were
released from the pressure of the real Trotskyists. And make no
mistake — at best you will be a captive, and sooner or later an
unwelcome one, because these people will want nothing to do with
those who are unwilling to accompany them all the way down the road
of the junking of Trotskyism.
At the end of your letter, you ask some questions about our readi
ness to accept 'an organizational compromise for reestablishing the
unity of the world movement,' which, if I understand it correcdy, is
aimed at ending or restricting the public struggle that is going on
between the two factions in the International. It seems to me, how
ever, that such proposals should be addressed first of all not to us, but
to those who started the public struggle. If you are serious about these
proposals, are you willing to and will you:
1. Demand that the Pablo faction discontinue all public announce
ments of political positions not authorized by orthodox doctrine and
previous congresses, and submit their revisions of such positions for
discussion in the internal bulletin?
2. Demand that they cancel all summary expulsions and 'removals'
of elected leaders of the national sections?
Don't you recognize that these are necessary conditions for the
consideration of your proposals, especially since it was the Pablo
faction that started the 'expulsion' game? without these conditions
your proposals cannot fail to have the appearance of an unworthy
maneuver.
You have made important contributions to the movement, which
we all have valued gready. But now you are at a crossroads — or
rather, you have already taken a first step down a road that will be fatal
for you as a revolutionist. I urge you: Reconsider what has happened.
Subordinate all subjective considerations. Rid yourself of all fetishistic conceptions about the International. Restudy the political differ-
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ences, and where they lead. Recognize that a historic selection, over
riding all secondary issues, is now taking place in the International. I
earnestly hope that you will take your place on the side of those who
want it to remain a Trotskyist International, and against those whose
political and theoretical disorientation is driving them inexorably to
conciliation with Stalinism and other alien forces. If you do, we will be
ready to discuss a common line of action with you. Organizational
accommodations are not now, and never have been, a primary consid
eration for us. What we are concerned with, first of all and above all, is
political agreement.
Comradely,
George Breitman
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DOCUMENT 2a

Letter from James P. Cannon to Farrell Dobbs,
December 7, 1953

Dear Farrell:
I read the two Germain letters, also Breitman's reply. This is one of
the most important developments, in my opinion. I do not think
Germain is a revisionist or a Pablo cultist; politically he belongs rather
with us. All the machinations of Pablo and his cult have obviously
been carried out behind Germain's back without his knowledge or
participation. He has simply been trapped and they are now trying to
use him as a front man and attorney to rope in those who are neither
revisionists nor cultists. Pablo cannot approach such people on the
spurious grounds of organizational formalism and loyalty to the
'International,' which the Pabloites interpret as Pablo and his obscene
cult. They need Germain for that, and for the time being, they don't
mind his emphasis on his 'orthodoxy.' In practice they will 'interpret'
that as they see fit.
Breitman's answer to Germain is a masterful explanation of the
processes by which our thinking developed on the International ques
tion and led us step by step, on the basis of real developments and
concrete facts to the decisions of the Plenum. It would be very good if
this letter of Breitman's could be published and circulated in the
International. It might be argued that Germain can be influenced
better for the time being by purely personal communication. In
normal circumstances this would be the best procedure—at least for a
certain period. We have to remember, however, that the international
struggle is developing at break-neck speed. The problem in the
circumstances, is not so much to influence Germain personally —
important as that is — but to counteract the effect of his influence as
attorney for Pablo.
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We can't afford to delay our fire at this target while Germain is
making up his mind. Public opinion in the various sections may be
crystallized very quickly. Our task is not to compile excellent material
for the archives, for the benefit of students of history after it is made,
but to throw everything we have into the scale to influence the
decision in the next few weeks. Besides that, the public pressure
which will be exerted by the publication of Breitman's letter, and
other material along the same line, may very well add to the persua
siveness of this material as Germain studies it personally.
I think these are the overriding considerations. For that reason I
strongly recommend the publication of Breitman's letter, and that
copies of it be dispatched immediately to all sections with a request
that they publish it also.
I agree entirely with George's letter, including his estimate of
Germain. In fact I have been thinking lately about this side of the
problem more than anything else, because I regard Germain as the
only barrier standing between Pablo and the complete collapse of his
whole strategy to split the international movement. It is ironic that
Germain, who sincerely wishes to avoid a split and is really antirevisionist in his basic conceptions, is virtually the sole instrument
Pablo has to carry out the split and impose in practice, a revisionist
policy on the rump of a minority, which he will call 'The Fourth
Congress of the Fourth International.'
For some time I had been trying to think of some way to induce
Germain to write directly to me, which would prompt an answer. I am
most gratified that George has already written him much of what I
would have said; but I can think of many more things to say. We want
to come to an agreement with Germain; or in any case to neutralize his
influence as attorney and front man for Pablo. The latter at the
moment is of course the more important consideration. That's why
publication of George's letter and similar material is imperatively
dictated.
We will not, however, under any circumstances, agree to any more
common resolutions with the Pabloites, as Germain in the next stage
of developments may propose. I fully agree with the French comrades
in this respect, that Pablo will sign any kind of a joint resolution as
long as he retains administrative control and can use it to force his
'interpretations' of the resolutions by administrative pressure, threats
of'discipline,' and top-lofty talk about 'the line of the International,'
meaning himself and his spineless lackeys.
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We have had enough experience with that already, not only interna
tionally, but also here at home. You will recall how we were all
flabbergasted at the brazen way our homegrown Pabloites rep
resented our Convention resolution as meaning the direct opposite of
what we meant when we wrote it and allowed them to add a section —
which we did not consider as a contradiction to the main line — for the
sake of 'unity' on a common resolution. That kind of machiavellianism is a deliberate technique of Pabloism, I am now convinced. It
never happened before in our party or in our international movement,
and we must never let it happen again in either sphere.
I would also like to make the suggestion that Burns, taking advan
tage of Ernest's letter to him, also write him a detailed and extensive
account of the development of the struggle in the English section and
the reasons which brought him unavoidably to the open clash with
Pablo and the split. Such a letter by Burns should also be published.
Fraternally,
J.P.Cannon
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DOCUMENT 2b

Letter from James P. Cannon to George
Breitman, January 12, 1954

Dear George:
I am returning herewith your draft of your new letter to Germain. I
have indicated a few suggested editorial corrections.
I think it best to eliminate the paragraph on the last page, which by
linking your letter to the PC, tends to give it an official character.
From a tactical point of view I think your remarks to Germain would
be better contained in what appears to be a personal letter. As the
discussion develops, what we have to say officially or semi-officially
about Germain will be a great deal harsher. This will not be a differ
ence in real content, but rather a tacdcal division of labor.
Germain and others, as his letter of December 9 indicates, will be
looking for an organizational compromise. They may very well be
assigned this role by the real Pabloites, as a division of labor. The aim
would be to throttle the discussion, while they proceed merrily with
their program of expulsions, 'removals' and excommunications. We
have no interest in becoming involved officially in such piddling
maneuvers.
Our strategy must be a full-scale, all-sided discussion to bring about
not an organizational compromise, but a clear political division bet
ween the Trotskyists and the Pabloites. I think your letter, with a litde
touching up, can serve very well as a part of this discussion, bearing in
mind that much more will be said by others, and in some cases by
official declarations. For that reason I am not inclined to consider
your letter a final, full and complete statement and to suggest rewrit
ing it from that point of view. Everything that you say seems to be all
right as far as it goes, and that is far enough for one contribution.
I suggest two additional points which I think will strengthen your
letter.
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One is to place more emphasis on the Cochranite boycott of our
25th Anniversary Celebration and to ask Germain why he evades it,
and what he thinks of it. I have written in my suggestions for an
amplification of this point on Page 1 of your draft.
The second addition I suggest relates to Germain's claim that the
publication of our Letter represents 'a break with the International.'
You simply refer him to the reasons for publishing the Letter, given
by me in the December 28 Militant and you say you will not repeat
them. Since this is a very important point, and seems to be interesting
to many international comrades, I suggest that you repeat these
reasons in your letter somewhat as follows:
'What do you mean when you accuse us of 'a break with the
International' by publishing a defense of orthodox Trotskyism against
deliberate public attacks on it? Didn't Clarke publicly violate our
program by forecasting the possible self-reform of the Soviet bureauc
racy in our magazine behind the backs of the editorial board? Haven't
the new Pabloite conceptions about Soviet development, to which we
object, been published? Didn't the French Pabloites publicly defend
the Stalinists against the criticism of the French Trotskyists of the
Majority in a public leaflet?etc.
'Is it 'loyalty' to the International to defile its program and tradition
in public, but 'a break with the international' to defend this tradition
and this program in public? The members of the SWP don't think so,
and no pontifical pronouncements, no factional expulsions, excom
munications or 'removals' will change their opinion.
'I agree that, as a general rule, internal disputes in our movement
would perhaps better be discussed internally, although a public dis
cussion is nothing new. We conducted a limited public discussion
before the 1940 split in the SWP, and Trotsky did not hesitate to
attack in the public press the capitulationist position of Roman Weil
and others in the German section in 1932. Trotsky's polemic against
Uhrbahns, in the formative stage of the International Left Opposi
tion, was also published in The Militant. In any case, we will never
agree to a one-sided rule whereby revisionists enjoy the right to attack
the program in public and the orthodox have no right to defend it.'

*

*

*

Organizationally our position, as I see it, is very strong. I am not too
much impressed by circumstance that a number of weak sections,
without serious cadres or tradition, support Pablo precisely because
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they are Pabloites and know nothing else. That's too bad, of course,
but we must recognize that people who have been educated in the
Pablo school are not going to agree with those who have been educated
in the Trotsky school.
What is important is that the most solid cadres, educated in the
Trotskyist doctrine and tradition, have already taken a firm stand
against the revisionists and liquidators.
An 'International' made up of the rumps of the minorities and small
weak sections, without these tested cadres, would be somewhat farci
cal. Even as things stand right now, the real relation of forces, as they
are measured by cadres, is plainly in our favor. The thing to do is to
recognize this reality and to recognize also that we have no need of any
compromise whatever.
That, of course, does not exclude our taking a formal position
which opens an approach to the hesitating elements. Such a position,
as I see it, requires the designation of the struggle in the international
movement as a factional struggle; the consolidation of the Interna
tional Committee of the Fourth International as the rallying center of
the Trotskyist faction: the insistent contention — which is the plain
truth — that the Pabloites initiated the public struggle against the
Trotskyist program and that we are simply answering them on thenown ground, etc.
I believe it very important for the International Committee, as well
as all the sections supporting it, to stand firmly on these formal
positions without in the least restricting their freedom of action in the
struggle.
Right now a problem is presented by such people as the Ceylonese,
some of the Canadians, etc., who sympathize more or less with us
politically but have been caught on the hook of organizational for
malities, 'discipline,' etc. The thing is to understand what this prob
lem is and how to deal with it. I will give my opinion first, before the
explanation for it: No compromise whatever with such tendencies. I
give this answer all the more confidentiy because the problem is not
new to me.
There were such people — many of them — in 1928 in the Ameri
can CP as well as in other sections of the Comintern. All those who
tried to out-wit the Stalinists by organizational concessions and dip
lomacy, came to disaster. Once they recognized the rules laid down by
the Stalinists, their doom was sealed; one capitulation followed
another until there was nothing left to give away. The Stalinists first
coddled them and then cut them to pieces step by step—according to
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the 'disciplinary rules' to which they had agreed in advance. The
cadres of international Trotskyism were created by those who rejected
this maneuverist policy and embarked on a straight-out public strug
gle.
That's the way it's going to be this time too. By that I do not at all
mean to cross off and ignore such hesitant, concilatory elements as
those mentioned. On the contrary we should pay a great deal of
attention to them, but our attention should consist of the following
elements:
First — and most important — an incessant, merciless hammering
of the Pabloites in our public press as well as in Internal Bulletins.
Second, repeated, insistent demands upon the hesitators that they
take a position on the principal questions in dispute and let the world
movement know where they stand in regard to them.
Third, tell them that if they want to restrain the public struggle,
their demands should be addressed not to us but to those who started
it. The conciliators should demand of the Pabloites:
a. That all public announcements of political positions not
authorized by orthodox doctrine and previous decisions of world
congresses, be discontinued. Let them hereafter submit their new
revelations for discussion in Internal Bulletins.
b. That all summary expulsions, excommunications and 'remov
als' of elected leaders of the national sections be cancelled.
I think you should consider answering Germain's questions to you
by posing these two points to him — in the form of questions — and
asking if he doesn't recognize that they are a necessary a priori
condition to the consideration of his proposals — since the Pabloites
started the 'expulsion' game.
There is no question of the Pabloites accepting these demands. It
would be quixotic at this late date even to present them in this
camarilla, and still worse to entertain illusions about their acceptance
of them. As I see it, the proposals are designed for conversation with
the hesitants who claim to agree with us politically but give their
support to Pablo on organizational grounds. We can suggest to the
hesitants, as a division of labor, that they make the proposals for a
revision of the rules of the fight while we concentrate on frontal
political attack on the big questions at issue in the fight.

*

*

•

The Pabloites are clearly bent on a formal split to be effected by the
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simple expedient of expelling and excommunicating all opponents
before the discussion gets a good start. The 'unanimous decisions' of
their December Plenum proves that, if more proof was needed. They
aim to compromise the name of the Fourth International, as much as
possible before formally 'junking' it. I don't think the Trotskyists
should facilitate their game, either by a policy of formal withdrawal or
by recognition of their expulsions. We fight not only for the doctrine
and tradition of the International, but also for the organization and the
name.
The International Committee of the Fourth International, as the
organizing center of the Trotskyist faction, recognizes the right of the
Pablo facdon neither to outlaw it; nor to expel any of its affiliates; nor
to 'remove' the elected officials of any section; nor to appropriate the
name of the Fourth International. We should fight it out on this
formal ground all the way through to the end, without permitting our
fight to be hampered at any point by rules laid down by the
liquidators.
Given the principled nature of the fight, no one who takes principle
seriously can justifiably object to our stand on these formal positions.
If anyone does object we have a simple answer: We take principles
seriously and fight for them openly and honestly; and in the fight we
claim the same rights for ourselves that our opponents claim for
themselves. We recognize the usefulness of 'rules' but the rules must
be observed by both sides.

•

*

*

One more big difference between us and the supporters of Pablo is
reflected in the line-up of forces and should also be reflected in the
nature of our work and struggle. In addition to everything else, two
different conceptions of the International are involved in this strug
gle. I expect to write about this at some length, but here I would like to
indicate the main points.
We conceive of the International, first of all, as a program and
second, as an organizational means of coordinating and unifying the
policy and activity of the functioning sections by means of political
and ideological collaboration. Discipline in secondary matters follows
as a matter of course; and it has never been a serious problem among
people who are really united on the program, either nationally or
internationally. On the other hand, discipline never yet succeeded in
reconciling the adherents of contradictory programs.
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Programmatic differences can be resolved — if they can be resolved
at all—only by discussion, argument and persuasion, never by force.
The history of the innumerable splits since the beginning of the
International Left Opposition, as well as the history of the disputes
which were setded without splits, gives definitive testimony on this
point.
From our point of view, the one who will not observe discipline on
secondary matters is an intellectual anarchist, unfit to belong to a
serious organization, and the sooner he is thrown out the better. On
the other hand, the one who will surrender his right of discussion and
criticism on primary matters of principle under threats of discipline,
or for any reason whatever, is an ideological traitor; or, as Trotsky said
in blunter language, 'a scoundrel.'
The dupes who follow Pablo, like those who facilitated the corrup
tion of the Comintern, really think discipline is the first principle of
international organization. Along with that, they regard 'the Interna
tional' as a sort of substitute for functioning national sections with
solid cadres and indigenous leaderships occupied with the problems
of their own country. The weaker they are on their home grounds, the
more they depend on 'the International' to answer all questions for
them, and the readier they are to 'condemn' those leaders who have
built serious organizations in their own countries and assert some
independence of judgment in international matters.
The less impression these 'leaders' of pseudo-sections are able to
make in their own country, the more they seek fictitious importance
as international politicians. Clarke is perhaps the arch-type of this
pseudo-leader, but there are others and they are all yapping at our
heels.
The task and the test of the real internationalists is to build organi
zations in their own countries, as well as to help the other sections, and
the International as a whole, by an informed and lively participation in
their affairs. Believing that, we must be careful now not to allow our
activities to become too one-sided in the present international strug
gle. Our task is not merely to give advice to the Trotskyist world at
large, but also to set the example by doing serious work and building
serious organizations in our own countries.
I am very glad to see that the Political Committee in New York is
not neglecting this basic task while the International fight goes on.
The campaign you are developing around the issue of McCarthyism,
the subscription campaign, the speaking tours, etc., are convincing
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evidence of this. The Pabloite leaders, who as a general rule don't have
to bother with those burdensome 'national' tasks, may seem to have
an advantage over us in the 'international' struggle, since they have
nothing else to do. But these political operations in the stratosphere
will never reap any serious results on this earth.
I notice that the French comrades complain that they are somewhat
handicapped in the international work by the fact that their leading
militants are so fully absorbed in mass work and the general practical
activity of the French section. The same thing applies to England.
But, among other things, it was the obvious proofs that the Majority
in France were really active in the class struggle of their own country,
while the Pabloites were merely commenting about the activities of
others — to say nothing of commenting falsely and shamefully—that
obliges us, and all other real Trotskyists in the International, to
collaborate with the French Majority and to support them despite
secondary differences which may arise between us.
Fraternally,
J.P. Cannon
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DOCUMENT 2c

Letter from James P. Cannon to George
Breitman, March 1, 1954

Dear George:
I received your two letters of February 11 and February 14 on
Germain's latest effusion. I think we should stop the correspondence
with him for the time being and concentrate on direct communication
with the national organizations which are already close to us political
ly. The text of my letter to Goonewardene which has already been
forwarded to New York, is intended in part as a sort of answer in
advance to any Germainistic proposals inspired from Paris, which
might come from one or another of these organizations.
I don't agree with your statement that it would be wrong 'to mix up
what we should do now with the tactics that, maybe, should be
employed at a different and later stage.' On the contrary, I think we
should have a clear picture in our own minds of what we are going to
do in the next stage, and even in the next stage after the next, and
prepare the way for those later decisions in the answers we give today.
My letter to Ceylon was written with this in mind. We have to dispel
the illusion that everything can be settled by an unprepared common
Congress; or that the Trotskyist faction can be induced by any man
euver to participate in such a Congress rigged against them in
advance, and thus give it a cover of legality. In our minds we must
resolutely rule out all ideas of a Common Congress at the present time.
I have tried to make the reasons for this clear in my letter to Comrade
Goonewardene. The position of the Trotskyist faction would be
weaker if they should go to such a Congress and then repudiate its
decisions afterward; and still worse if they should legitimatize a
trumped-up Pabloite majority and accept a position as a minority
tendency, with its struggle muffled by Pabloites rules and regulations.
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Our objective is fundamentally different from Germain's. In the
last resort, it traces back to a different theory of the role of the
revolutionary vanguard, and its relation to other tendencies in the
labor movement. Germain thinks he is orthodox on this question —
he even wrote an article about it in Quatrieme Internationale — but in
practice he compromises the theory. We alone are unconditional
adherents of the Lenin-Trotsky theory of the party of the conscious
vanguard and its role as leader of the revolutionary struggle. This
theory acquires burning actuality and dominates all others in the
present epoch.
The problem of leadership now is not limited to spontaneous
manifestations of the class struggle in a long drawn-out process, nor
even to the conquest of power in this or that country where capitalism
is especially weak. It is a question of the development of the interna
tional revolution and the socialist transformation of society. To admit
that this can happen automatically is, in effect, to abandon Marxism
altogether. No, it can only be ^conscious operation, and it imperatively
requires the leadership of the Marxist party which represents the
conscious element in the historic process. No other party will do. No
other tendency in the labor movement can be recognized as a satisfac
tory substitute. For that reason, our attitude towards all other parties
and tendencies is irreconcilably hostile.
If the relation of forces requires the adaptation of the cadres of the
vanguard to organizations dominated at the moment by such hostile
tendencies — Stalinist, Social Democratic, centrist — then such
adaptation must be regarded at all times as a tactical adaptation, to
facilitate the struggle against them; never to effect a reconciliation
with them; never to ascribe to them the decisive historical role, with
the Marxists assigned to the minor chore of giving friendly advice and
'loyal' criticism, in the manner of the Pabloite comments on the
French General Strike.

*

*

*

Germain doesn't know it, but at bottom our differences with him
are the same as our differences with Shachtman and Pablo in this
domain. Germain offers us an 'entrist' policy; he wants us to content
ourselves with the position of a critical opposition in a Pabloite
International, just as Pablo, implicitly, would reduce the Fourth
International to the role of a critical wing of Stalinism, and as
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Shachtman explicitly advises the revolutionary vanguard to be satis
fied with the ignoble destiny of a 'loyal opposition' — the formulation
is Shachtman's — to the Social Democracy.
The main difference between the conceptions is that those of
Shachtman and Pablo have a certain superficial plausibility, because
of the disproportionate relation of forces at the present time between
the Marxists on the one side and the Stalinists and Social Democrats
on the other. This unfavorable relation of forces does indeed impose a
large measure of tactical adaptation upon the Marxists in order to
connect themselves with the mass movement. But the relation of
forces between us and the Pabloites in the Fourth International is
entirely different. It would be simply stupid for us to throw away
those advantages for the sake of organizational formality. The 'entrist'
policy sometimes has its uses for a minority in its struggle to become a
majority. But it is of no use to a majority, unless it is an idiotic majority
determined at all costs to maneuver itself into the position of a
minority.
The Fourth International, in the present stage of its evolution and
development, is not a mass organization in which different and even
antagonistic tendencies could accommodate themselves to each other
for a long time, while the struggle continues for the allegiance of the
masses in its ranks. The Fourth International today is a cadre organiza
tion. Its striking power and historical justification derive from its
program and its ideological homogeneity. Pabloism is not a mass
movement to be penetrated and influenced, but a revisionist tendency
which discredits the Fourth International and disrupts its cadres. The
revolutionary task is not to 'live with' this tendency — which,
moreover, is a minority tendency — but to blow it up.

*

*

*

As I visualize the next stage of our strategy, it should proceed from
the uncompromising determination to annihilate Pabloism politically
and organizationally. This will take time, and we should adjust our
thinking to a drawn-out struggle along three lines, in the following
order of importance.
First: to consolidate, and re-educate the cadres already supporting
the International Committee.
Second: to secure the organizational alignment with the Interna
tional Committee of those sections already in substantial political
agreement with us, or still undecided.
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Third: to consolidate minorities in those sections whose top leader
ship is already corrupted by Pabloism, and arm them for an irrecon
cilable struggle.
I attach the greatest importance to the first point: The consolidation
and ideological hardening of the ranks of the orthodox cadres. As I see
it, the polemical material we are turning out is intended mainly for
their benefit, to involve them in the discussion and assist them to
move forward with us consciously at every step. We should look back
to the early days of our movement and recall that our voluminous
polemics against the Stalinists were not merely a debate with them;
they were the means whereby our our own basic cadres were educated
and consolidated.
We should deliberately aim to accomplish the same results again
this time on a higher level. This is very important for us in the SWP,
for it is obvious that our party is being rebuilt from the bottom up in
the course of this discussion. It is ten times more important for such
organizations as the Canadian and British, and others who are obliged
by circumstances to follow a policy of 'deep entry.'

*

*

*

This 'deep entry,' which absorbs the energies of the comrades in all
kinds of small maneuvers and tactical adaptations, carries with it the
danger ofde facto liquidation by a creeping process. This process can
become irresistible if it is not consciously recognized and arrested,
either by an undisguised Trotskyist publication of our own, or — the
next best thing — by the constant involvement of the rank and file of
our organizations in a discussion of the big questions of principle
which demarcate us from the Stalinists and the reformists.
The most striking part of Murry's report on his Toronto visit,
which should be an alarm signal to us, is his impression that an
imperceptible 'creeping liquidationism' has already reached an
advanced stage in the Canadian organization. The same thing was
probably true in England when this fight began. The outbreak of the
fight, pulling up short all the rank and file activists and compelling
them to re-examine the question of what their activity is for, has
undoubtedly been a blessing in disguise. The burning task now in
England, as well as in Canada, is not merely to get a formal majority
for the International Committee, but to see to it that this majority is
developed into a homogeneous body of conscious Trotskyists.
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The best means to serve this end right now consists of our merciless
polemics against the Pabloites on every point. But this means will be
partly wasted if the polemical material is confined only to the leading
circles and is not widely distributed in the ranks, and studied and
discussed by them. Otherwise Pabloism, the end result of which can
only be a liquidation of the Trotskyist cadres, could eventually gain
the victory by default, even though the cadres formally renounce the
Pabloite facdon.
The process of liquidationism is implicit in a policy of tactical
adaptation to the Stalinists or reformists, if it is not counteracted
either by an independent Trotskyist organ or by lively internal discus
sion of principled questions. We must be aware of this danger and
consciously aim to overcome it. This cannot be done by slackening or
neglecting our practical work in the mass movement, and certainly
not by a policy of withdrawal into isolation from the mass movement.
The effective combination of practical activity in the mass movement,
which requires a certain formal adaptation, with deliberate work of
ideological demarcation, is the problem our 'entrist' sections would
have to solve, even if there were no liquidationist tendency of Pab
loism to deal with.

*

•

*

The history of our period of entry into the American Socialist Party
has never been fully told, and its lessons have not yet been fully
assimilated even by our own cadres, to say nothing of the cadres of
other sections. You probably know that when Trotsky first devised
the tactics of entry into the Socialist Party in France in 1934, he haid
down as a condition, that our French section must maintain its own
independent paper. Otherwise, he said, he would not recommend
entry. Later he modified that condition in the case of some other
sections, but only with the greatest misgivings. Trotsky was not a
fanatic of 'entrism' and never prescribed it as a panacea. Entrism, for
him, was a tactical means to build our movement in struggle against
our ideological opponents who happened to control much larger
organizations then ours.
At the time of our negotiations for entry into the SP, we bargained
hard for a long time with the SP leaders for the right to maintain our
press. In the end we had to surrender this right as the price of entry. I
personally hesitated a long time before agreeing to this enormous
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concession. Our final agreement to give up our press in order to effect
the entry, was motivated at the time by two special circumstances
peculiar to our situation. One, we had assurances that the 'Socialist
Appeal,' already being published as a mimeographed bulletin in the
SP by Goldman, would be placed at the disposal of our faction. Two: I
believed that our cadres were ideologically much stronger, more
experienced and more homogeneous than the European cadres of that
time, and that they would be able to hold together for a considerable
time even without a fully independent organ of their own.
This second consideration, by far the most important one, proved
to be correct in the end result. But it was not an automatic guarantee;
and in fact we came very close to disaster with our entire strategy. A
section of our leading cadre, headed by Burnham and Shachtman at
the time, adapted themselves so comfortably to the SP milieu that
they nearly wrecked the whole experiment.
When the Emergency Convention of the SP, in the early spring of
1937, adopted the resolution banning all internal party organs, Bur
nham and Shachtman wanted to take the prohibition in stride and
continue as if nothing had happened. Even when the prohibition of
tendency organs was supplemented by the prohibition of controver
sial resolutions, they wanted to swallow that too. The appetite for
conciliation grows by what it feeds on. Adaptation can become a 'way
of life,' until there is nothing left of the original principle which the
tactical adaptation was designed in the first place to facilitate and to
serve.

*

*

*

It is not generally known, I suppose, that there was constant
friction and disagreement, almost from the beginning of our work in
the SP, between the NC group in California, where I worked during
that time, and the New York leadership. Things came almost to the
breaking point in the summer of 1937. In a letter to the center at that
time I posed the question of winding up the experiment and starting to
publish our own press again in order to consolidate our gains and to
prevent the demoralization of our own cadres. Burnham and
Shachtman reacted violendy against the proposal.
They were bent on struggling endlessly without adequate weapons,
and began to make almost a fetish of SP party unity. It just happened
that at the same time Trotsky, on his own initiative and without prior
consultation with me, wrote to New York along the same lines as my
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letter and in even sharper terms. Burnham and Shachtman suspected
collusion between Trotsky and me, but it was just a coincidence. They
still resisted. The correspondence between Trotsky and Burnham on
the subject sharply illuminated the difference between a policy of
entry in order to build the revolutionary party and entry more or less
as an end in itself.
It was not until Shachtman came to California a month or so later
that we finally got an agreement with him to wind up the experiment,
prepare the split and the publication of our own press again. After the
agreement, we hushed up the dispute and very few of our members
ever heard about it. I think an article on this hidden chapter of our
party history, which I intend to write if I can ever get around to it,
could have a considerable importance for our international movement
at the present time.
We always speak of our experiment with entry into the SP as a
success, which in the main it was, for we more than doubled our
membership and knocked the SP out of our road. But even so, there
were some heavy overhead costs which we had to pay later. The
softening up of Burnham and Shachtman, during the period of the
entry, persisted as a hangover. We felt the full force of it when the
factional struggle broke out over the Stalin-Hitler pact in the fall of
1939. The back-sliding Burnham and Shachtman and the non-fullyassimilated left-socialists, who had come with us in the split, found
themselves in a natural alliance against the orthodox line and the
leadership. The petty bourgeois opposition has its main base of sup
port in these unassimilated left socialists, who numbered over half of
the party, and took several hundred of them along in the split after the
1940 Convention.
I don't cite these facts as an argument against the entry, which on
the whole brought us more gains than losses, but as a reminder that
the policy of entry is no panacea. It entails dangers as well as oppor
tunities for advancement, even in the best case. The question of
whether a policy of entry will ultimately lead to a strengthening and
expansion of our movement, or to its imperceptible liquidation,
depends on the cadres; especially on the consciousness of the leader
ship and the deliberate measures it takes to combat the dangers while
exploiting the opportunities.
Fraternally,
J. P. Cannon

Chapter Two
The struggle in the
British section
The letters in this chapter from the secretary of the British section (G.
Healy) describe the actions of Pablo's British agents, led by John
Lawrence (Collins), who joined publicly with Stalinists and social
democrats in an attempt to break up the British section. They were
unsuccessful, and the Trotskyist group emerged as one of the pillars
of the International Committee, later becoming the Socialist Labour
League and then the Workers Revolutionary Party.
The Trotskyists were working at this time in the Labour Party,
which necessitated collaboration with left centrists in the publication
and sale of the paper Socialist Outlook. The Trotskyist organization
was built in struggle with the forces drawn around this paper.
Pablo used the same tactics in Britain as in France, pronouncing
Lawrence's group the 'official' majority on the grounds that they
supported the 'International Majority'. Lawrence joined forces with
the Stalinists to denounce the Trotskyists as 'anti-Soviet'. He engaged
in a series of manoeuvres to destroy Trotskyist control of the press and
was defeated only by the firmest struggle against all the reactionary
forces who joined him. A Stalinist weekly, World News and Views,
obliged with a witch-hunting 'exposure' of Trotskyist influence in
Socialist Outlook. Only months after the Trotskyists won the battle,
Lawrence joined the Communist Party. This was the first product of
Pabloism in Europe.
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DOCUMENT 3a

Letter from G. Healy to the British section,
December 15, 1953

Dear Comrades,
The End of the Road
Just over four weeks ago Collins and Romney united publicly with
centrists and launched an attack on our group. They denounced
leading members as 'anti-Soviet' elements before a non-group audi
ence. This startling degeneration now drives its victims pell mell
down the slope to further revisionist actions.
We publish for your information their 'rallying call' for a 'Confer
ence.' In doing so, we confess that it is almost incredible that after
only four short weeks they should be capable to producing a docu
ment on so low a political level.
They shout, hurl personal abuse, shriek threats and of course wind
up with a funeral oration on the majority comrades. Who is this
supposed to convince? — certainly nobody in this country. It is for
international consumption, designed to mislead those who have no
knowledge of what has actually happened in England.
To begin with, where is this so-called majority of members? We are
informed that they have a 58% support — percentage of what?
Everyone knows this is a complete lie. Not only is the basic cadre
intact and mobilized for the struggles ahead, but it has the full support
of the decisive worker militants. For instance our Merseyside docks
group sent the following statement to our NC of Dec. 12:
'We the members of the group in the docks on the Merseyside fully
endorse the resolution that Collins and those who supported him
should be suspended and we wholeheartedly support the majority.'
The representative of Pablo who attended their so-called confer
ence, agreed without hesitation that the basic group was with the
majority.
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Revolutionary parties can be constructed only on the basis of great
principles. These are embodied in the teaching of Comrade Trotsky in
the founding conferences of our movement and in the 2nd and 3rd
conferences.
Our group since its inception has loyally adhered to these princi
ples. Yet without the slightest proof or explanation, without charges
and a meeting of the IEC, the General Secretary is expelled, together,
we now learn, with Comrade Sinclair.
They made no public statements against the International, no rules
were broken, yet they are expelled without trial or opportunity for a
declaration.
If there was one single act which condemns the unprincipled basis
of the Pablo clique, it is this. Pablo breaks the statutes of the FI in a
manner only comparable to the practices in the Stalinist movement.
And these people talk in the name of the FI.
In Britain, Collins and Co. join forces with centrists to attack the
loyal internationalists. This action is endorsed by Pablo.
In the name of the FI, Pablo and his clique expel leading members
without explanation, violate the Statutes and then, in company with
centrists, support a public attack on the comrades defending the line
of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Congresses.
Such unprincipled conduct is therefore incorporated in the history
of our movement as part of the basic education of future cadres.
We say in all sincerity that these actions can never build a move
ment and will never defeat the loyal Trotskyists in this country.
Contrast these methods with the treatment of Collins and Romney
by the NC majority. They broke the discipline publicly after being
warned three times. They were then charged separately in writing,
provided with facilities to retract without reprisals and in addition
guaranteed a conference in eight weeks. This is Trotskyist procedure.
Need more be said to condemn Pablo and his followers in this coun
try?
We are informed that the majority who finance, produce and sell
the overwhelming bulk of the papers have now been deprived of
control of 'the paper.' Behind the backs of the militants it has been
stolen by the Pablo clique. This was the real meaning of their conspi
racy all along. That was why they would not agree to Romney being
replaced by Sinclair. Far from the fine principles of democratic
centralism being involved, it was just an act of amateur thievery.
We use the word 'amateur' because the strategic positions they
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occupy were not won as a result of group to group struggle. They
obtained these as members of the section with its full support.
The fact that they now choose to combine with centrists and rat on
their comrades who placed confidence in them, provides a certain
temporary advantage, but it is not the last word.
We are sure that all our comrades will be incensed with this
treachery; but let us be patient.
Loyal Trotskyists throughout the world are now gathering around
the banner of orthodox Trotskyism. The Appeal of the International
Committee issued to all sections is the beginning of a real world
mobilization of revolutionary forces for the coming showdown with
imperialism, its Stalinist and social-democratic agencies.
With fraternal greetings,
Mason
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DOCUMENT 3b

Letter from G. Healy to the British section,
December 28, 1953

Dear Comrades,
Collins, Romney and their four supporters who were suspended
from our NC for uniting publicly with centrists against the section,
have issued a call from what they describe as 'a conference of the
British Section.'
The origin of this 'section' is about the most unprincipled organiza
tional sleight of hand trick which has ever been inflicted upon our
movement in this country. It is a fraud from beginning to end. Briefly
its history is as follows:
1) On Thursday, November 12th, Collins attended a faction meet
ing called by Pablo in Paris and there agreement was reached to split
the British section and recognize the Collins minority as 'official.'
2) Monday, November 16th, Collins announces at 11.30 a.m.
approx. that he will no longer accept the discipline of the section. He
is cautioned about the serious implication of this, but he maintains his
position.
That afternoon together with Romney they publicly break discip
line. They claim that Pablo has given his authority for their action.
3) On Nov. 20th they were charged in writing before a special
meeting of the NC and offered the opportunity of retracting provided
they undertook to accept the discipline, until a special conference of
the group was held in 8 weeks from that time.
They refused to do this and were suspended until this conference.
4) The next day, Nov. 21st, Collins and Romney call a meeting in
London and announce that Burns is expelled and they are the official
section. They again quote Pablo as their authority.
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5) They proceed to call a 'conference' on Dec. 12th, to which were
invited people who had been expelled for inactivity, and others who
were financially lapsed.
This absolutely unrepresentative minority then proceeded to elect a
'National Committee' on the basis of which they issued a statement
explained by G. of Birmingham as follows:
'The decision of the FI was that Mason and Sinclair are suspended,
and their expulsion will be moved at the W. Cong, the members of the
NC who supported them are suspended from holding office in the
section, and the rank and file are free to join the official section which
still continues, under the leadership of the loyal supporters of the Int.'
Pablo and his 'bureau' clique flagrandy violating the Statutes of the
movement, provided 'official recognition' for this farce.
Comrades may well rub their eyes after reviewing this unprincipled
record. In the name of the International, Pablo supported a public
attack on the British section, organized a split by instructing his
minority to refuse to accept discipline of the section. He then expelled
leading members of the majority, and constituted the rump minority
as 'a section' of the International. After this is done and the 'section' is
secure for Pablo — all can join individually except those who are
expelled.
Such conduct finds a parallel only in the 're-organizing' policies of
the Stalinists and Transport House. A provocation is created to justify
'official' intervention; the old organization is disbanded — a new one
set up which all can join except the leaders of the old.
Pablo next claims he has 58% of the membership. Let us start with
the NC. This body included the leading militants in the group. The
voting figures which suspended the Pabloites were: 11 and 2 alter
nates for, 6 against. The two NC members from Merseyside who were
unable to be present at this meeting, have since agreed with the
decision — so the majority is now 13 and 2 alternates in favor, 6
against. This is the main leadership of the Trotskyist movement in
Britain.
It is composed of comrades who come from Edinburgh, Liverpool,
Manchester, Leeds, Nottingham, Birmingham..The Pabloites had
only one NC member in the provinces (Birmingham). Leading indus
trial militants from the docks, engineering, electricians, railways are
included in this majority. The Pabloites were completely routed on
the docks and in the provincial areas. In the whole of the provinces
they represent 6 people (two of these were financially lapsed members
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before the fight). Out of the Council group, 7 have remained with the
majority — only two, including Collins, have gone to Pablo.
The false claim of the Pabloites of 58% is designed for international
consumption and is a lie from beginning to end — nobody treats it
seriously in England.
That is why we say that the so-called conference was a complete
fraud.
Fraternally,
Mason
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DOCUMENT 3c

Letter from G. Healy to members of the
International Committee, January 1, 1954

Dear Comrades,
It is claimed by the British Pabloites and their sponsors in Paris that
by some miracle or other they acquired a majority in our Party.
In England this claim is regarded as a joke hatched up for Interna
tional consumption. We would like to present some facts for our
International friends so that they should be fully informed about the
situation here. These are intended only for the leadership of sections
and are strictly confidential.
National Committee
Majority 13 plus 2 alternates — Pabloites 6
(6 plus 2 alt. London)
— (5 London 1 province)
7 provinces
Membership — (Pabloite)
6 only in the provinces (3 lapsed in dues before discussion)
24 in London (6 lapsed in London before discussion)
Council group
Majority — 7 Labour councillors
Pabloites — 2 Labour councillors
Industrial publications
Portworkers Clarion (Monthly) complete majority control Textile
Machinery Worker (Monthly) complete majority control
The 'weekly paper*
Management Committee — Majority 5; non-party 4; Pabloites 2.
Editorial B. — Majority 1; Pabloites 1; non-party 2.
General publications dept. NPP Ltd. complete majority
The suspension of the Pabloites arose because they combined with
non-party centrists on the Editorial Board and Management commit
tee against the section. They denounced the orthodox Trotskyists as
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'anti-soviet' elements. One of the Pabloites, Romney, draws money
unofficially as wages from one of the centrists whom they are using as
a spearhead in the public fight against us.
It should be understood, in the first place, that the Pabloites did not
acquire these positions as a result of a group to group fight. They were
placed there originally last May by us. Because these are public bodies
it takes a litde time to remove them — but it will be done before long.
The great crime of Pabloism in Britain is that it took treacherous
advantage of the difficulties of the section in its mass work to stab the
orthodox Trotskyist organization in the back. This, of course, pays
some dividends in the beginning because of our setup, but these are
temporary.
The big centres for our paper's circulation, Birkenhead, Manches
ter, Edinburgh, Leeds, Birmingham, Nottingham and London are
firm majority strongholds. This goes for the main shareholders group.
It is just a matter of time before we clear them out of the present posts
which they hold under false pretenses.
Under present conditions our comrades are forced to work with
great restraint.
The 'conference' called by the Pabloites from which they claimed
58% of the membership was organized as follows. Besides invitations
sent out to their followers, they invited people who had been expelled
for inactivity over the past 6 years and others who had lapsed activity
and had not been heard of for some time. Having reinforced their
membership with these ghost fighters, they then expelled leaders of
the majority and calculated from then stricdy by percentages, taking
great care not to mention upon what these are based. It was a fraud
from beginning to end as any overseas comrade who knows our
section will be able to verify.
We shall be very pleased to hear from you as soon as you can write to
us.
Fraternally,
Mason
General Secretary BSFI
P.S. Germain's reports on Britain are about as accurate as some of his
past 'facts' about Yugoslavia and USSR.
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DOCUMENT 3d

Letter from G. Healy to L. Goonewardene,
April 2 1 , 1954

Dear Comrade Leslie,
I want to draw your attention once again to the situation in Britain
in the struggle against Pabloism.
You are aware from my previous letter of the background to the
dispute. Under orders from Pablo, Lawrence joined hands with
Braddock and other centrists and attacked our group publicly. For
this act of indiscipline he was suspended. Pablo then organized a split
and in twenty-four hours, without consulting anybody, he christened
a rump group of demoralized people his 'section.' A few days later he
published a public attack on myself in his 'La Verite des Travailleurs'
(December) and all we had done was to protect our work in the LP.
That was in November of last year. Since then there has been a
constant struggle under the worst possible conditions. Pablo's split
was timed as a strategic blow against our six and a half years of entry.
The Editorial Board consisted of Lawrence, myself, Braddock and S.
(both confused politically on the question of Stalinism). For several
months now I have been a minority of one on that Board in a constant
struggle against an organized attempt to push the paper toward
Stalinism. During that time I and our comrades have had to sit back
and watch open Stalinist agents such as Hyman Levy (the defender of
Lysenko and the Moscow Trials) monopolize our paper — not only
that but Mrs. Goffe, a close personal friend of Lawrence wrote into
the paper specially congratulating Mr. Levy. Just think what the Old
Man's reaction would have been to this type of thing. You know how
he estimated the intellectual apologists of the Moscow Trials; you
know that Levy was for years their chief man at the London School of
Economics, and now we have Pablo's 'chosen people' opening up the
pages of a paper constructed out of great sacrifice by our comrades and
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your comrades (Mike and Tony) to be defiled by Stalinists. And not
only that. Mr. Levy today under King Street instructions runs a book
club. Lawrence permitted him to write almost half a page boosting
this club — and why? you may ask. Very simple. The orthodox
Trotskyists also run New Park Publications for the purpose of boost
ing and selling the works of the Old Man and our movement. Lawr
ence gave Levy a boost to counteract our influence. Just check your
Oudook files on this.
Now this sort of thing was not only confined to the paper. It
extended into the printshop. Here, Lawrence and Braddock and
myself were the directors and once again we were in a minority.
Having joined forces with the centrists, the Pabloites then began to
drive the shop into bankruptcy. They kept their people (three in all)
full time on the paper doing nothing except factional work against us.
As a result, a debt of £900 accumulated at the shop and we were
steadily going broke. They didn't give a damn because it was the
money of our comrades which purchased the machinery and general
equipment.
Right from the start therefore, Pabloism in Britain emerged as a
sabotaging unit working to objectively aid Stalinism. Our paper sales
went down from 6,000 to 4,500 a week. By temporarily isolating
myself on the Editorial Board and in the printshop they thought they
would smash orthodox Trotskyism. Their whole strategy was part of a
carefully prepared plan. Having been completely repudiated by the
over-whelming majority of the group, they struck at the nerve centres
of our work at the points where we had alliances with centrists, and it
was precisely these alliances which were a big obstacle for Stalinist
work inside the LP left-wing.
The British Pabloists were not really interested in the fight inside
our group. This only lasted a few weeks. Right from the word go they
meant to cut loose and blast the work we were doing in the LP, and
Pablo, Clarke and their Germainist dupes backed this to the hilt.
We set out to unravel this treachery in two stages. Firsdy we
concentrated in a real campaign of recruiting new forces from around
the paper. We have now made 28 new members, and there is at least
12 more being prepared at the moment. This almost offset the 35
which went to Pablo and placed us in a very favourable numerical
group to group position. Alongside this we went to work in a more
open than previously Trotskyist way to swing the readers group of the
paper in our direction. We used Comrade Cannon's 'America's Road
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to Socialism' to good effect here, as well as circulating Fourth Interna
tionals and Militants amongst key people. This brought excellent
results. In Leeds the largest readers group in the country, the Pabloists wound up with one of themselves and one Stalinist out of 30
shareholders. Lawrence went there and informed some left-wing
youth that we were working on dollars supplied by American
Imperialism (note again the familiar Stalinist technique). We went
there and routed him politically. As a result we raised our member
ship from 8 to 14. Edinburgh, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham,
and Nottingham readers groups all followed Leeds and Pabloism
became completely isolated. The same held true in London.
Whilst this was going on we opened up negotiations with Braddock
and Lawrence over the business. This was only possible because S.
the trade union General Secretary gradually woke up to what was
going on around him, especially the business questions, and he
backed a settlement which would place the ownership of the shop
definitely in our hands. These negotiations lasted over 10 weeks and
on two occasions after Lawrence saw Pablo in Paris they almost brokt
down. In fact they stood up because of one fact alone and that was we
were forced to repay Braddock most of the money he had put into the
business originally. Like all centrists, politics may be all right, and
Pabloism not so bad, but the pocket book is considerably more
substantial.
During these 10 weeks they continued to provoke us on such
questions as the Levy issue. We refused to be provoked and restrained
our people everywhere. Our group worked silendy but at top pres
sure. Issue after issue of the paper went from bad to worse, but we
held our sales in the localities knowing that it was a matter of time
before we took over. We are very proud of our people here. As Doric
can tell you they disciplined themselves to first of all taking the
printshop and then preparing for the paper struggle. At last we got the
legal agreement giving us full control of the shop and so ended stage
one.
We now opened up the struggle for the paper. In a group to group
contest for new shareholders and votes, our people romped home with
155 new shares valued at £1 each — the Pabloites produced 20 and 58
transfers from previous holdings. We smashed them here by almost
two to one. When the management Committee of the paper met, we
had six and they had five. With our majority which was only possible
because S. came over to us, we blocked every move they made, and set
the date for the Annual Shareholders meeting which is on May 15.
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ITie Pabloites at last were driven into a corner and then began the
most vicious stage of the fight.
Immediately following this management committee Lawrence
went to S. and told him that he was being 'taken for a ride by the
Trotskyists.' He immediately informed us, and then it became clear
to all what we were really dealing with. When a man with 14 years in
our movement made such a declaration you can only come to one
conclusion and that is that you are dealing with a traitor.
Lawrence then proceeded to suppress letters from our comrades
attacking the Stalinists for attacking the paper.
Last Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock he turned up at the printshop
with one of his followers who worked for us as a machine minder.
When I drew attention to the fact that he was not complying with
decisions of the Editorial Board, without warning he swung a blow at
my face bursting blood from my nose. His henchman started to
interfere, but by then Mike came to the rescue, and pulled a knife on
Lawrence. I immediately took it from him and Lawrence was put out
of the office by the other printers. This terrible incident could have
been serious, as it was all that happened was a bleeding nose for me
and a black eye for Lawrence's assistant. We can produce a signed
affidavit by non group printers describing the incident as above.
Lawrence then sent his man to the Printers trade union of which he
is a member, and he denounced young Mike as a man who pulled a
knife. All this was done in an effort to get Mike's ticket taken away
from him. At the moment this matter is in abeyance and Mike has
been summoned before the union committee.
Side by side with these incidents Braddock publicly resigned from
the Editorial Board and behind the backs of the board his letter and
one from Lawrence is published in a desperate attempt to scuttle the
paper. All this coincides with an attack on the paper by the Stalinists.
Braddock stops all financial support for the paper. He goes to the
bank behind our backs and tries to withdraw his security for a £500
overdraft with which we run the shop. In other words we have one
conscious act after another helping the Stalinists.
You are aware that we are not weaklings in our group. We have had
many faction fights in the past, but never acts of physical violence.
The only people we had these with were Stalinists — nobody else, and
it is not an accident that the Pabloites run true to form. I would like to
say one word about violence. In our group we have some hard people
— we have only to say the word and many things can happen, but we
won't because we are Trotskyists. However, we will defend ourselves
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in the future and steps have been taken along these lines. Pabloite
Stalinist scum will no longer stalk around using their fists and rushing
to right-wing union leaders.
Now in the midst of this 'civil war' along comes Germain's propos
als for a 'commission' to investigate us all — to see if we are 'bona
fide.' Please Comrade Leslie, forgive me if I speak with a litde feeling
about this political trickery and duplicity. If there is going to be
commissions set up we've got some ideas. Let us set one up to
investigate Pablo and Lawrence. For our part we will submit abso
lutely cast iron proof on the matter I have just mentioned.
The members of our section know all about Pabloism and its logical
end Stalinism, and we will have no truck with Pablo committee traps.
We have only one answer to make to Pabloism in Britain and that is to
smash them politically and organizationally, and nobody is going to
talk us out of this.
This 'commission' proposed by Germain does not answer any of the
proposals contained in Jim's letter and your request for the Congress
to be postponed. It seeks to involve you and Colvin in a scurvy
attempt to involve us in sidetracking maneuvers. All the while Ger
main figures this thing out, the British Trotskyists are engaged in a
life and death struggle with Pabloism for existence. This has been the
same two-faced policy which has characterized this treacherous ten
dency from the beginning. They talk about democratic centralism and
discussion, and at the same time stab you in the back.
We look to Ceylon comrades in this critical stage of the fight to
provide real leadership. Your paper and internal material receives the
widest circulation here. It is read with great interest by all comrades,
because you are a vital part of the world orthodox Trotskyist move
ment. We know that you will stick by your original proposals and not
be sidetracked into fake commissions. We stand by Cannon's propos
als contained in his letter to you. We will act on these in conjunction
with our comrades everywhere.
We know, and sincerely hope you will stand firm with us in this
matter.
Fraternally,
Burns

Chapter Three
Roots of the Ceylon
betrayal
In the months following the publication of the 'Open Letter', the
Ceylon section (Lanka Sama Samaja Party) attempted to take a middle
position. The Central Committee of the LSSP publicly denounced the
Letter, though without making any political declaration on the
opposed positions of the International Committee and the Pabloite
International Secretariat. For years they persisted in this position,
raising formal protests against the split to avoid any real discussion of
the political and theoretical issues. In the letters in this chapter
Cannon righdy insists that this was not internationalism but its very
opposite. Indeed, the spurious emphasis on 'unity' at the expense of
political clarification was instrumental ten years later in the Pabloite
'International's' responsibility for the criminal betrayal of the LSSP
when it entered the coalition government of Bandaranaike.
Cannon himself, commenting on the Mandel-Breitman correspon
dence (Chapter One) had drawn attention to the fact that behind
formal agreement could he basic differences. Because he and the SWP
leaders did not go beyond merely observing this, they quickly became
victims of the same phenomenon in another form: behind formal
opposition to Pablo, even though it was sufficiently comprehensive in
1953 to make the split necessary, there lay a fundamental agreement
on method. It was for this reason that by 1963-4 Cannon and the SWP
became the leading representatives of the liquidationism they here
condemn. What began as a struggle by the IC to win the LSSP for
Trotskyism was turned by the SWP into its opposite.
85
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DOCUMENT 4a

Letter from L. Goonewardene to
James P. Cannon, January 26, 1954

Dear Comrade Cannon,
I placed your letter of December 16 before the Politbureau and the
Central Committee of the party and this reply is in accordance with
their instructions.
At the time your letter arrived here, the CC had already adopted a
resolution regarding the publication of the 'Letter to All Trotskyists'
in The Militant of November 16.1 enclose a copy of the resolution. It
was forwarded by us to the IS on December 22, 1953.
I would stress that this resolution was adopted only after prolonged
discussion and the most earnest consideration because we could not
doubt that the National Committee of the SWP would not have taken
so grave a step except for the most deep-going considerations.
Nevertheless, and after the further consideration we have given to the
matter in the light of your enclosures, we see no reason to alter the
position taken in our resolution.
It is also our considered opinion that the step taken by the USA,
British and Swiss majorities in setting up a Provisional Committee to
summon a World Congress of the Fourth International is likely to be
catastrophic to our movement as a whole. We understand the docu
ments issued by this Provisional Committee to mean that they are
working towards a separate and rival World Congress. If this should
happen, the consequences are incalculable. It may well disable the
world forces of Trotskyism decisively in a decisive period of world
history.
However, we do not wish to leave these matters at the point of
merely expressing our considered opinion about them to you. The
situation itself is too grave for that. Besides, our long course of
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intimate collaboration, the deep respect and unqualified com
radeship we have always had towards you and your colleagues, and the
impression that our regard for the National Committee of the SWP is
not wholly un-returned, persuade us to the belief that our directiy
addressing you on these matters may yet serve the purpose of prevent
ing the permanent breach in World Trotskyism's forces which seems
now to loom before us.
We address you on the footing that we have not yet taken a position
on the political issues which have arisen. We have been awaiting
sufficient material and have also to complete a full discussion before
we take a position on those issues. But we address you also on the
footing that the political differences which exist, however deepgoing
they may be, require first of all to be thrashed out within our move
ment and fought out at the coming World Congress.
May we appeal to you even at this stage to stay the course taken of
attacking publicly the very motivation of the duly elected official
World Centre of the International. May we also appeal to you to use
your every effort and influence with those concerned to prevent them
heading towards a separate Congress in rivalry and hostility to the
officially planned Congress. May we appeal to you further to cooper
ate in making the officially planned World Congress as fully represen
tative as possible of the various trends in our movement so that all
these trends can join together in discussion of all issues with a view to a
considered and democratic decision. In particular, may we earnesdy
plead with you to persuade the USA, British and Swiss majorities, and
those associated with them elsewhere in the working of the Provi
sional Committee to come into the officially planned Congress and to
fight the batde there, thus rendering a full-scale battle on those issues,
with all sides drawn up in full force and array, possible at the official
World Congress.
We would add that if there is any manner in which our good offices
can serve in ensuring a single World Congress in which the entire
forces of World Trotskyism will be represented, we would be only too
happy to make ourselves available in that behalf. We believe that
coming together for discussion and democratic decision in a single
World Congress is the only way to ensure that those who have
marched shoulder to shoulder so long and in such difficult circums
tances shall continue to march shoulder to shoulder in order to take
the fullest advantage of the new and unprecedented opportunities
which are opening up on a world scale for Trotskyism, its programme,
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its ideas and its organizations. It seems to us from the latest communi
cations of the IEC that it should be possible to arrange for representa
tion at the Congress to be accorded to all Trotskyist tendencies which
are ready to come in on the basis of willingness to accept the Congress
decisions. May we therefore ask you what you have to say thereon and
whether there is any manner in which we can assist to bring into the
World Congress comrades and organizations whom the movement
has so long held in the highest comradeship, to whom the movement
owes so deep a debt, and whom the FI can ill afford to lose.
In respect of your inquiry about the Ceylon party, we fear that you
have been misinformed about the relations with the IS of the group
which split away. We enclose a statement released by us in regard to
that matter, which is in the form of a reply to certain statements in La
Verite.
As far as we know, the pro-Stalinist faction has gone out of the party
completely. The party is united as never before, ideologically and
organizationally; is getting again into fighting trim, is studying hard
and working hard; and is in no mood to tolerate anything pro-Stalinist
within its ranks, either open or covert. We are being assisted in our
recovery from the faction fight and split by dissensions in both wings
of local Stalinism, dissensions which have broken out into the open
recendy. I think we can say that, although we do not under-estimate
the difficulties of the fight against Stalinism, we are confident of
victory against them in the struggle for our continued leadership of
the mass movement in Ceylon.
Yours fraternally,
Leslie Goonewardene
Secretary
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DOCUMENT 4b

Letter from James P. Cannon to
L. Goonewardene, February 23, 1954

Dear Comrade Goonewardene:
This is in answer to your letter of January 26, concerning the crisis
in our international movement, which we take as an offer to cooperate
with the SWP in organizational measures looking toward its solution.
As far as we are able to judge, there is a sound basis for such
cooperation in all fields. We study your press attentively, and do not
see any serious differences between your line and ours on the most
important questions of principle, as well as in their application in
analysis and political action on the most important events of the day.
The two parties speak the same language on the struggle of the
workers and colonial peoples against imperialism and its war prog
ram; and also on the concrete struggle against Stalinism and the
analysis of its policy, as it has unfolded in the events since the death of
Stalin.
This political collaboration in developing the general external work
of our international movement — a collaboration long ago established
in practice — really ought to be extended to internal affairs. We take
particular note of the statement in your letter that the Lanka Sama
Samaja Party 'is in no mood to tolerate anything pro-Stalinist within
its ranks, either open or covert.' This attitude coincides entirely with
that of the leadership of the SWP in its own internal policy. But we
cannot stop there. As internationalists, it is obligatory that we take the
same attitude toward open or covert manifestations of Stalinist conciliationism in other parties, mdinthe international movement generally.
This is, in fact, the touchstone of internationalism in the present
crisis.
Trotsky laid down this principle in the first formative period of our
international movement. In a circular letter of that time (December
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22,1930) he wrote: 'For a Marxist, internationalism consists, first of
all, of the active participation of every section in the life of the other
sections. Only under these conditions is there any sense in calling an
International Conference later on.' I cite this quotation as a 'text' and
introduction to the following explanation of our position.

*

*

•

A realistic approach to the present crisis must take as its point of
departure the recognition that the Fourth International is no longer a
politically homogeneous organization. The issues of the factional
struggle are matters of principle which put the Trotskyist movement
squarely before the question: To be or not to be. The attempt to revise
the accepted Trotskyist analysis of the nature of Stalinism and the
Lenin-Trotsky theory of the party, and thereby in effect, to deprive
the Trotskyist parties and the Fourth International as a whole of any
historical justification for independent existence, is at the bottom of
the present crisis in our international movement. In connection with
this as a highly important, although subordinate issue, matters of
organizational principle—not merely procedure, but principle — are
also involved.
There is no way to get around the fact that we are up against a
revisionist tendency which extends from basic theory to political
action and organizational practice. We have not imagined this ten
dency or invented it; we simply recognize the reality. We have become
convinced of this reality only after the most thorough deliberation and
consideration of the trend of the Pablo faction, as we have seen it
manifested in its concrete actions as well as in its crafty theoretical
formulations and omissions. We have declared open war on this
tendency because we know that it can lead to nothing else but the
destruction of our movement; and because we believe that silence on
our part would be a betrayal of our highest duty: that is, our duty to
the international movement.
The fight on national grounds in the SWP is already finished, and
the victory of orthodox Trotskyism is definitive. The Pablo faction
which threatened the existence of the SWP, has been isolated and
reduced to a splinter of a split. The party is bounding forward with the
development of its agitational struggle against the raging reaction in
this country — which in reality represents incipient fascism in its
specific American form — with firmly united ranks and high morale.
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If we continue to preoccupy ourselves with the struggle against Pab
loism, it is not from national considerations, for such considerations
no longer have any urgency.

•

*

*

Our attention in the ideological struggle has shifted almost entirely
to the international field. We are fighting now in fulfillment of the
highest duty and obligation which we undertook when we came to
Trotsky and the Russian Opposition 25 years ago. That is the obliga
tion to put international considerations first of all and above all; to
concern ourselves with the affairs of the international movement and
its affiliated parties; help them in every way we can; to give them the
benefit of our considered opinions, and to seek in return their advice
and counsel in the solution of our own problems. International collab
oration is the first principle of internationalism. We learned that from
Trotsky. We believe it, and we are acting according to our belief.
Our international struggle against the new revisionism is not simply
a literary affair of the leadership, or a section of the leadership. The
party is constantly informed and consulted about every step we take;
and the entire membership, in all branches and locals, are completely
involved in the discussion. Our membership is experiencing in this
international struggle, a new, rich period of ideological life, in prep
aration for future tests of our doctrine in action in the class struggle.
Just as our party was created, in the first place, in the fires of a great
ideological battle over international questions of major importance, so
it is today being re-shaped and re-educated in another batde of the
same order.
The new, young cadres of the party, who have been recruited in the
course of our agitational work on elementary issues of the class
struggle in this country, are being introduced to the great issues which
unify our party with co-thinkers throughout the world. They are
learning, in the course of this intense discussion, the indissoluble
connection between the policy of the party on the simplest questions
of the national struggle and the world program. We fervendy hope
that the membership of the other national Trotskyist parties — not
merely the leading staffs, but the entire rank and file of the organiza
tions — are being similarly informed and involved in the present
international discussion. Only in that way will they re-learn and fully
assimilate the full meaning of our doctrine, and emerge from the
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experience as real Trotskyists who have once again verified their
doctrines in a test of struggle.

•

*

*

We have set forth our opinions in the Letter of our 25th Anniver
sary Plenum to all Trotskyists throughout the world; in our criticism
of the draft resolution on 'The Rise and Decline of Stalinism' adopted
by the same Plenum; and in numerous articles amplifying and con
cretizing the basic position oudined in these documents. More of the
same will follow.
In the course of the open struggle we have already found basic
agreement with a large majority of the oldest and the most tested
cadres of Trotskyism on the international field. We expect to find
agreement with all the real Trotskyists in the further course of the
discussion, which is only now beginning to unfold in full scope.
Although not organizationally affiliated with the International
Committee of the Fourth International set up by the French, British,
Swiss and New Zealand sections — since the legal right of interna
tional affiliation is denied to us by the Voorhis Law — we are in full
solidarity with this International Committee and fully support its
stated aims, while retaining, naturally, the right to offer this commit
tee suggestions as to its course.
The International Committee of the Fourth International, as we
understand it, is the political and organizing center of the Trotskyist
faction in the international movement. In this respect, it is similar in
its function and aims to the International Left Opposition organized
by Trotsky in his time. In another respect it is different. The Interna
tional Left Opposition had to struggle as a small minority for the
reform of an organization whose cadres were already in an advanced
stage of degeneration. The International Committee of the Fourth
International begins with the real relation of forces in its favor in a
movement whose main cadres remain basically sound and revolutio
nary. Its stated objectives are not the 'reform' of a movement which
needs no reformation, but rather the reaffirmation of the accepted
program and the removal of a usurping secretarial apparatus by
administrative action.
Pablo and his personal circle have set themselves up as an autonom
ous, uncontrolled and irremovable body, standing above the living
movement represented by the national sections and outside their
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:ontrol. Such a regime is, in general, acceptable only to those sections
without experience, definite opinions, self-confidence or qualified
leadership of their own, who implicidy regard 'the International' as a
substitute for real national parties, and look to Paris for instructions
on all things great and small. Such a regime unfailingly runs up
against the opposition of those sections which have firm cadres and
democratically selected leaders who do some thinking for themselves,
and rightfully consider themselves a part of the international leader
ship, sharing in its rights as well as in its responsibilities. This has
already happened, and could not fail to happen — first in the French
section, then in the Swiss, English, New Zealand and Chinese sec
tions, and then in the SWP. The open revolt of the Canadian section is
taking place right now. Others will follow.
The International Committee of the Fourth International is
organizing the revolt against the revisionist usurpers. According to
the accepted rules of democratic centralism this Committee has full
right to exist and carry on its work without threats or reprisals
designed to throttie the discussion which this committee is leading in
the furtherance of its declared program. Factional organizations in
national parties are 'abnormal' manifestations, since every serious
factional struggle entails the danger of a split. Nevertheless, our
movement has never prohibited factions, for it has learned from the
cosdy experience of the past that the cure is worse than the disease.
Even when the majority and minority in the SWP agreed upon a
truce at the Plenum last May, the Plenum resolution specifically states
that the minority could maintain their faction if they wished to. It
makes no sense to acknowledge this right in national parties and deny
it on an international scale. Like the International Left Opposition,
the initiating nucleus of our present movement, the International
Committee exists and functions as a matter of right; and in my
opinion, it should not and will not surrender this right under any
threats or reprisals from any source whatever.

*

*

*

I grant that the publication of the Open Letter of our 25th Anniver
sary Plenum and the formal constitution of the International Commitee of the Fourth International were, as Comrade Peng, the Interna
tional Representative of the Chinese section of the Fourth Interna
tional, has described them, 'extraordinary measures.' But there was
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nothing 'illegal' about them. As Peng also said, they were 'revolutio
nary measures' imperatively dictated by an extraordinary situation.
This extraordinary situation consists in the fact — and there is no
getting away from it, for it strikes everyone in the eye — that the
personally-monopolized International Secretariat of Pablo has
attempted, and is attempting, to impose upon the Fourth Interna
tional a line of policy and political action not sanctioned by our
program or by any Congress, and against the will of the great majority
of the strongest Trotskyist cadres. The attempt of Pablo and his
personal circle to impose this unauthorized policy, and to choke off a
free discussion, by means of threats, expulsions, excommunications
and other measures of Stalinist discipline, confronted the orthodox
'old Trotskyists' with inescapable alternatives: to capitulate or to
fight.
But precisely because they are 'old Trotskyists,' precisely because
they learned in Trotsky's school how to stand up for their 'old
program' under any and all circumstances, and to grant no one the
right to proscribe it, they have decided to fight. In taking part in this
fight with all our strength, we are simply remaining faithful to the
tradition in which we were politically raised and educated.
We know that some international comrades, primarily those who
lack the experience of the old struggles in which our movement was
forged, have been caught in the trap of organizational fetishism
promoted by a usurping minority. But the usurpers will not catch the
SWP. We had to fight our way out of such a trap in the old Comintern
and we know all about it. Our procedure has nothing to do with
anarchism, arbitrariness or irresponsibility in organizational affairs.
Quite the contrary. We are fighting with the highest sense of respon
sibility, by such means as are at our disposal, to prevent the prostitu
tion of normal organizational formalities to the service of minority
rule.

•

*

*

In our theory and practice, organizational policy, important as it is
in and of itself, flows from and is subordinate to principled positions
and political aims. Without agreement on the latter, it is usually quite
useless to count on consistent cooperation on the former. Political
disagreement, of course, does not always necessarily exclude organi
zational compromises to maintain the normal functioning of the
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movement while disputed questions are under discussion, prior to a
decision with the informed participation of the membership. As past
experience shows, however, the efficacy and even the possibility of
such organizational compromises are usually determined both by the
extent of the differences and the good will of both sides.
Do the necessary conditions for such a compromise now prevail in
the Fourth International? Or if, as we are convinced, they do not
prevail, can they be imposed by the intervention of responsible
organizations, such as yours, which have not yet taken a definitive
position on the side of either of the contending factions? We are open
to conviction on this point, and ready to consider any proposals put
forward in good faith.
I feel obliged to state at the outset, however, that in my opinion the
prospects for the success of your endeavor, in the given state of affairs,
are not very good. At any rate, there should be no illusions of a quick
^lution by a single action. Realism must compel us to recognize, that
as the result of a long chain of circumstances, the Fourth International
.lands on the brink of a definitive split. The most that could be realisti
cally hoped for now is that a counter-process might be set into motion.
Maneuvers along this line will do no good; but honest proposals,
which conform to the realities of the situation, can count on our
cooperation.
Our willingness to encourage any sincere effort in this direction
even at this late hour, must also be taken together with the distinct
understanding that our political position cannot be compromised; and
that the necessary discussion, now just at its beginning, cannot be
summarily shut off or stifled by any administrative decisions on the
part of anybody. Eventual decision by a Congress must come after the
discussion, not before it.

*

*

*

From an organizational standpoint, the situation, as we see it at
present, is as follows: A factional struggle which concerns questions of
political program and policy, as well as organizational conceptions
and procedures, is in full swing throughout the international move
ment. This factional struggle has already resulted in formal splits in
he French and British sections of the Fourth International and in the
SWP (I leave aside for the moment the split in the LSSP, which I will
discuss separately.)
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The Pablo faction, which found itself in the minority in each of the
three national organizations above mentioned, deliberately provoked
these splits in order to deprive the majorities of their legal rights, and
is now working deliberately to make the split universal. In pursuit of
this aim, this faction is resorting to arbitrary expulsions, excommuni
cations, and removals of all opponents in order to establish a fake
majority at a rump Congress.

•

*

*

This formal international split, however, has not yet been fully
consummated, and this brings us to the main point in your letter:
Does the possibility still exist, as your letter states it, 'of preventing
the permanent breach.' That depends not only on your party and
ours, between whom there is neither the political ground nor the will
for any serious conflict, to say nothing of a split, but also on the
Pabloites. Their disposition, in turn, may possibly be regulated to a
certain extent by the position which your party and others take in the
next period.
The Pabloite faction at present lacks the forces and the support to
effect a 'disabling' split, that is, a split which would fatally disrupt the
Fourth International and prepare the way for its dissolution, whatever
their disposition may be in this regard. One has only to look at the
line-up of forces to recognize that. Their projected 'Fourth Congress,'
to be held without the participation of the majority of the strongest
and most important sections, is a foredoomed fiasco, since these
'expelled' sections are internationally organized and alert, and can
neither be dispersed nor by-passed.
The consciousness of their weakness in this respect is undoubtedly
responsible for the maneuverist policy of the Pablo faction toward
different parties and different elements at the present stage of the
struggle — their brutal ultimatism toward those who have taken a
firm political position against them, and their simultaneous offers of
conciliation and compromise, both political and organizational, to
those who have not yet announced a definite political position in the
dispute.
This two-faced maneuverism with respect to your party is indicated
by their special communications to you, to which your letter makes
reference. You state: 'It seems to us from the latest communications of
the IEC that it should be possible to arrange for representation at the
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Congress to be accorded to all Trotskyist tendencies which are ready
to come in on the basis of willingness to accept the Congress deci
sions.'
First of all, it must be recognized that this assurance to you is flady
contradicted by the published decisions of the recent rump plenum of
the Pabloite IEC. These decisions specifically exclude from participa
tion in their proposed rump Congress not only the French, British,
Swiss and New Zealand sections, and all those who have expressed
agreement with their declaration (which now includes the Chinese
section and tomorrow will include Canada), but also those who may
express agreement with them in the future. Their assurance to you
that, nevertheless, such 'expelled' sections, and those who may agree
with them in the future, may somehow be represented anyway can
only be regarded as a ruse designed to deceive you as to their real
program.

*

*

*

You say: 'May we therefore ask you what you have to say thereon
and whether there is any manner in which we can assist to bring into
the World Congress, comrades and organizations whom the move
ment has so long held in the highest comradeship, to whom the
movement owes so deep a debt, and whom the Fourth International
can ill afford to lose.'
Although such an inquiry from the Pabloites, in view of their
actions, could only be regarded as a ludicrous masquerade — they
want nothing better than to 'lose' the 'old Trotskyists' — we have not
the slightest doubt that you ask this question in good faith. I will
answer in the same spirit, with complete frankness. The hour is late;
but in my opinion, the present drift toward a definitive international
split, signalized by the holding of separate Congresses, can possibly be
arrested, and the definitive split prevented or delayed, on certain
conditions.
It is obvious that the first prerequisite for a realistic consideration of
your proposal is the unconditional cancellation of all the expulsions of
genuine Trotskyist parties, beginning with the French, and the
announced discontinuation of such procedures. As long as these
expulsions stand formally on the books, there is no basis even to
discuss the question of whether the expelled parties would participate
in a common Congress with the Pabloites or not. Naturally, those
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concerned are not going to pay the slightest attention to their 'expul
sions.' Neither, in my opinion, would any of them agree to appear at
any Congress as convicts on parole, with special conditions attached to
their participation.
These parties cannot feasibly participate in a Congress of an organi
zation from which they have been expelled, or in which their rights are
in any way infringed. And it likewise goes without saying that serious
revolutionists will reject out of hand any proposal that they participate
in any Congress that is rigged against them in advance, or on any other
basis than that of equal rights and full representation according to the
strength and importance of their organizations.
The 'special condition' now being bruited about by Germain, in his
capacity as attorney and 'orthodox' frontman for Pablo, that the
expelled sections be required to agree in advance 'to accept the
Congress decisions' is based on a historical precedent absurdly inap
plicable in the present conflict.
This 'special condition' was, in fact, devised by us in 1940 to close
the doors of the Emergency Conference of the Fourth International to
the Shachtmanites who had broken with the organization and bet
rayed its program. The Emergency Conference of 1940 had been
called to put the formal seal of approval on the decisions already taken
by the majority in defense of the program and the organization. The
Shachtmanites simply wanted to use the Conference as a forum for
another round of discussion without taking any responsibility for its
decisions. The 'special condition' was merely an answer to an obvious
maneuver.
The present attempt to lay down the same condition to the sections
united under the International Committee, has none of the justifica
tions which prompted its first use 14 years ago. The expelled sections
have neither betrayed the program nor split from the organization.
They are not seeking access to a forum of discussion and have no
desire to degrade a World Congress to that level. They are still
members of the Fourth International and will continue to be such
under all circumstances. What is required in their case is not an
extension of the privilege of participating in a Congress of their own
organization, with special conditions attached, but simply a restora
tion of their rights.
It has always been self-understood among Trotskyists that mem
bership in their organizations presupposes an obligation on their part
to respect its decisions honestly arrived at by a majority after a
democratic discussion. The demand that they make special pledges in
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addition to such self-understood obligations, has to be brushed aside
as an infantile insult, as well as a too-clever maneuver designed to
deceive some members of our international movement who are not
sufficiently acquainted with its practices and history.

*

*

*

The second prerequisite, to prevent, or at least to delay, a definitive
international split, is for the Pablo faction to cancel their announced
decision to hold their congress at an early date. That could only be a
congress of a faction. The holding of a congress by either side, at the
present time, would only formalize the international split. A joint
congress, prior to adequate discussion in the national sections, the
clarification of all issues in dispute and the informed decisions of all
sections upon them, could be expected to yield the same results.
As I understand it, the International Committee of the Fourth
International has thus far confined itself to the organization of the
forces of the orthodox Trotskyist faction in the development of the
international discussion. It has not yet projected an international
congress; and I believe it will refrain from doing so until the discus
sion is completed and all the sections — not merely the leading
committees but the organizations as a whole — have had adequate
time and opportunity to study and discuss the questions in dispute
and make their decisions.
The Pabloite IEC, on the contrary, has simultaneously announced
the exclusion of all its opponents, including ten of the elected mem
bers of the International Executive Committee, and set a date for the
holding of the 'Fourth Congress.' These cannot be recognized as
anything but deliberate actions designed, first to split the movement
and then to formalize the split by a so-called Congress. In order to
prevent, or at least delay, the definitive split, your first demand,
therefore, should be for the postponement of this announced Con
gress of the Pabloite faction. The SWP, on its part, has already
suggested to the International Committee of the Fourth International
that it defer action on a formal Congress, and will repeat the sugges
tion once again.

*

*

*

A World Congress, if it is to have any real meaning and binding
force in the present situation, must be fairly organized after a free and
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democratic discussion in which all the sections have had the opportun
ity to familiarize themselves with the issues in dispute, to take posi
tions on them, and to instruct their delegates accordingly. The World
Congress must be a congress of delegates representing organizations,
who come prepared to make decisions, with the authority of these
organizations behind them.
Can Pablo's personal IS, or his rump IEC, from which 40 percent of
the elected members have already been excluded, be trusted to
organize such a fair and democratic Congress? No, that is totally
excluded. It would not be realistic to suggest such trust to the expelled
sections. If the elementary rules of democratic organization had not
been violated by the Pabloites in the first place, there would be no
splits in the several parties today, and no talk or prospect of an
international split. The expelled sections would certainly require
guarantees.
In my opinion, the Trotskyist faction united in the International
Committee would consider proposals for a common Congress as a
serious project, and not as a mere maneuver, only after substantial
proof of a radical change of organizational policy on the part of the
Pablo faction. Mere talk about such a change wouldn't do a bit of
good. The test is action, as suggested above. There would have to be
guarantees; and they would have to begin at the top, where all the
trouble started. If and when the tangle begins to unwind at the top, a
gradual straightening out of the snarls at the bottom would naturally
follow.
There are certain things about which one should not jest. A World
Congress of the Fourth International is far too serious a matter to
maneuver with. If we recognize that, and regard the Congress with all
the seriousness and responsibility which it deserves, we must recog
nize that the time for another Congress has not yet come. Nobody can
invent a formula to work a miracle. To put hopes in an early Congress
to work the miracle, before the conditions for it have been prepared,
would only lead to disillusionment. I feel obligated to tell you this
frankly.
Nobody will doubt your sincerity and good will when you say: 'we
would add that if there is any manner in which our good offices can
serve in ensuring a single World Congress in which the entire forces of
world Trotskyism will be represented, we would be only too happy to
make ourselves available in that behalf.' If and when the time comes
for a united Congress, after the conditions for it have been fully
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represent real organizations united on theoretical and political posi
tions previously arrived at in free discussion. He was continuously
plagued by conference fetishists with their proposals to unite the
movement organizationally and settie questions which had not yet
been setded beforehand. He would have nothing to do with such
proposals.
Moreover, when serious differences arose within the ranks of the
International Left Opposition, as they have arisen in our international
movement today, his first reaction was never to rush through a
conference or congress to decide the disputes there. Just the contrary.
His unvarying response was to propose a postponement — even of a
conference already projected — until the disputes had been clarified
and a selection of forces had taken place in a previous discussion. I can
give you numerous examples of that procedure.
When occasions arose — as was the case more than once — where
elected committees failed to represent those who had appointed them,
and departed from the program which they had been elected to
defend, he prompdy demanded the replacement of such bodies by
others of a representative character. In the early days the International
Secretariat was reorganized at least half a dozen times. The same
thing was done with the International Executive Committee, in 1940.
JPerhaps it is not generally known in the International that in the
1940 struggle in the SWP, the Burnham-Shachtman minority was
supported by the majority of the resident IEC of the Fourth Interna
tional, at that time located in New York. (This was prior to the passing
of the Voorhis Law.) Burnham and Shachtman, who had been elected
as the representatives of the SWP at the Founding Congress in 193%,
together with Johnson and Lebrun, from the British and Brazilian
sections respectively, made up the majority. These gendemen also
referred to 'the statutes' and pronounced themselves irremovable,
despite the fact that they had abandoned the program of the Founding
Congress on which they were elected and no longer represented the
majority opinion. They still claimed the formal right to speak in the
name of the Fourth International. But neither Trotsky nor the SWP
would tolerate these pretensions.
The Convention of the SWP (April, 1940) paid no attention to the
formalistic arguments, which were undoubtedly in their favor. The
Convention declared Burnham's and Shachtman's mandates null and
.' void and replaced them by others who had remained true to the
program. In cooperation with Trotsky, and on his initiative, we then
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For the reasons given we have started our struggle to unite in one
faction only those who are in principled agreement, and will continue
along the same line, expecting and allowing for differences on tacdcal
and organizational questions. The Pablo faction on the other hand, is
attempting to gather up anybody and everybody, the orthodox and
the revisionists, as well as those who don't recognize the differences,
as long as they agree to certain organizational rules laid down by the
Pablo faction, or interpreted by them as they see fit. The difference
between the two factions, as far as methods are concerned, is the
difference between principled politics and unprincipled combinationism.
Since there are no discernible differences on the most important
questions between us and the LSSP, we expect to find agreement with
you for cooperation as members of the same faction. We do not see
how this cooperation can be avoided. A decision to that effect by your
party would virtually setde all doubts of the victory of orthodoxy in
the internal struggle in the international movement. It would also
operate powerfully to protect the formal unity of the movement in two
ways: First, it would be a warning to the Pabloites that any adventure
with a formal split would be doomed to destruction. Second, it would
bring to bear the influence of your party for moderation, responsibil
ity and restraint within the councils of the orthodox faction.

*

*

*

Our comments on the pro-Stalinist split in the LSSP were not based
on misinformation, as your letter suggests, but rather on deductions
from the role played by Pablo in France, England and the United
States, which we knew very well. We, like all the other parties in the
international movement, were kept in the dark while the crisis in your
party was unfolding. The first information we received about the full
seriousness of the pro-Stalinist disruption in the LSSP was contained
in press dispatches in the New York papers last October, on the eve of
our 25th Anniversary Plenum. These dispatches told of a split at your
Congress and reported that a third of the delegates had demanded
uncritical recognition of the leadership of the Soviet bureaucracy
before leaving the Congress. We also heard that the Silva group had
quoted Pablo and Clarke at your Congress. Prior to that, we had heard
only rumors of some kind of a pro-Stalinist tendency in your ranks
and had assumed that it was an isolated group of no great importance.
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We could not separate the developments in your party from similar
manifestations in our own ranks, which had been cultivated and
encouraged by the Pabloites from the beginning — although they
avoided any explicit pro-Stalinist formulations themselves, and conveniendy disavowed their factional supporters in Seatde when they
carried the Pabloite revelation to its logical conclusion and openly
went over to the Stalinists.
We received no documents, no official information whatever, from
the International Secretariat while the pro-Stalinist faction in the
LSSP was building up its struggle toward the split. At the same time,
Pablo tried to lull us to sleep, and to assure us that our apprehensions
about the tendency toward Stalinist conciliationism in the SWP were
unfounded, and contrary to the general trend in the international
movement. He actually wrote to Manuel, under date of March 23,
1953: 'Since the Old Man's death up to now we have not had to deal in
the world movement with pro-Stalinist tendencies (I don't speak of
individuals here and there) who have capitulated or wanted to capitu
late to Stalinism, but on the contrary with tendencies which have
gravely erred in the opposite sense.. .It is there that the principal
danger lies, and there is still the danger today against which we have
effectively fought. All those who have quit us have not gone to the
Stalinists but to the reaction and have become both anti-Stalinists and
fierce anti-communists.'
In the light of the actual situation in your party at that time—which
was known to him but unknown to us — this statement can be
considered as nothing but deliberate deception. I must say, to our
credit, that we did not take this reassurance for good coin as far as the
SWP was concerned. We campaigned against Stalinist con
ciliationism as an alien tendency in our ranks, and thereby protected
the party from a disabling split on that issue. When the Seatde
Pabloites openly went over to Stalinism, they gave the party members
all the confirmation they needed of our warning and put an end to all
possible further recruitment into the Pabloite faction in the SWP.

*

*

*

The International Secretariat's letters disavowing the pro-Stalinist
faction in the LSSP, after the latter had dispensed with hypocritical
formulations and unfolded its real pro-Stalinist program, does not
convince us that this faction was not instigated and encouraged,
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directly or indirecdy, in the first place. It is simply inconceivable that
8 out of 17 members of your Central Committee, just one short of a
majority, could submit a pro-Stalinist resolution unless a favourable
atmosphere had been previously created in the international move
ment; and if it had not received some direct or indirect encouragement
to begin the struggle.
It goes without saying, that no one can propose an unambiguous
pro-Stalinist policy in any section of our movement, raised and edu
cated in the doctrine of Trotskyism, with any hope of success. The
Seatde Pabloites recognized this when they accompanied their open
avowal of Stalinism with a formal withdrawal from the party. The
Open Letter of the SWP stated correcdy that Pablo's method is to
introduce Stalinist conciliationism in graduated doses; to maneuver
the movement in that direction step by step; and to accompany the
maneuver with disruptive assaults on the orthodox Trotskyist cadres
by instigating factional opposition.
That's the way the game was worked in France, then in the United
States, and after that in England. Now we have the testimony of the
Chinese that the same perfidious operation was attempted there by
offering the Chinese student in Paris the 'support' of'our Internation
al' in a factional struggle to overthrow the Chinese leadership. (See the
Letter of S.T. Peng in the SWP Discussion Bulletin No. A-15, Feb
ruary, 1954, page 10.)
From our knowledge of Pablo's real intentions, as they have been
revealed by his devious and treacherous maneuvers to disrupt the
cadres in other parties, we came to the logical conclusion that he was
playing the same game in the LSSP. And we still think that is the case.
However, the open defection of the Silva faction will not put an end to
these maneuvers. It is not convenient for Pablo to engage in an open
conflict with your leadership at the present moment. His hands are
quite fully occupied, for the time being, with the revolt of other
sections organized under the International Committee, and he badly
needs the organizational support of the LSSP on any basis that it can
be secured. But if he could succeed in breaking up the orthodox
cadres in other parties, the LSSP could be the next easy target at any
chosen time.

*

*

*

In this letter I have placed your international obligations as of first
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represent real organizations united on theoretical and political posi
tions previously arrived at in free discussion. He was continuously
plagued by conference fetishists with their proposals to unite the
movement organizationally and setde questions which had not yet
been setded beforehand. He would have nothing to do with such
proposals.
Moreover, when serious differences arose within the ranks of the
International Left Opposition, as they have arisen in our international
movement today, his first reaction was never to rush through a
conference or congress to decide the disputes there. Just the contrary.
His unvarying response was to propose a postponement — even of a
conference already projected — until the disputes had been clarified
and a selection of forces had taken place in a previous discussion. I can
give you numerous examples of that procedure.
When occasions arose — as was the case more than once — where
elected committees failed to represent those who had appointed them,
and departed from the program which they had been elected to
defend, he prompdy demanded the replacement of such bodies by
others of a representative character. In the early days the International
Secretariat was reorganized at least half a dozen times. The same
thing was done with the International Executive Committee, in 1940.
.Perhaps it is not generally known in the International that in the
1940 struggle in the SWP, the Burnham-Shachtman minority was
supported by the majority of the resident IEC of the Fourth Interna
tional, at that time located in New York. (This was prior to the passing
of the Voorhis Law.) Burnham and Shachtman, who had been elected
as the representatives of the SWP at the Founding Congress in 1938,
together with Johnson and Lebrun, from the British and Brazilian
sections respectively, made up the majority. These gendemen also
referred to 'the statutes' and pronounced themselves irremovable,
despite the fact that they had abandoned the program of the Founding
Congress on which they were elected and no longer represented the
majority opinion. They still claimed the formal right to speak in the
name of the Fourth International. But neither Trotsky nor the SWP
would tolerate these pretensions.
The Convention of the SWP (April, 1940) paid no attention to the
formalistic arguments, which were undoubtedly in their favor. The
Convention declared Burnham's and Shachtman's mandates null and
void and replaced them by others who had remained true to the
program. In cooperation with Trotsky, and on his initiative, we then
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organized an Emergency Congerence of the Fourth International,
with only a handful of delegates from those sections which stood by
the program and were able to attend, and set up a new International
Executive Committee. The Shachtmanites and their supporters
howled to high heaven against this revolutionary procedure. They
invoked the statutes and claimed that they could be removed only by a
World Congress which they, as a formal majority of the functioning
IEC, would have the sole right to convene. Trotsky gave a contemp
tuous answer to these pretensions in the following words: 'As the
French say, we must take war-time measures during a war. This means
that we must adapt the leading body of the Fourth International to the real
relationship offorces in our sections. There is more democracy in this
than in the pretensions of the unremovable senators.' (Emphasis
added.) You can find this reference on page 164 of In Defense of
Marxism.
If one wishes to condemn the SWP for its undoubted violation of
strict organizational formalities in the present crisis, he can
strengthen his case by citing this proof that we acted rather irregularly
in a similar situation once before. We would have to plead guilty to
this indictment too. But at the same time, we would offer in our
defense the fact — which hardly anyone today would deny — that the
resolute action taken at that time on the initiative of Trotsky, rear
ranged the leadership of the Fourth International in accordance with
the real relation of forces, saved the continuity of functioning of the
Fourth International, and protected its program against the
revisionists of that time. Our present action has the same purpose, and
no other.
There is still another instance in the history of the Fourth Interna
tional of a similar action to break through formalities in order to
protect the program and assure the leadership in accordance with the
real relation of forces. Once again, after Trotsky's death, when the
IEC elected by the Emergency Conference in 1940, departed from the
program and defaulted in the functions assigned to it by the Confer
ence through the defection of Logan and the German retrogressionists
(IKD), a new body was improvised to carry on the work until the
Second Congress in 1948. This improvised body, consisting of the
European Secretariat plus some additions, directed the international
work without statutory authority from 1945 until The World Con
gress in 1948. The SWP supported this improvised committee, not
because of its formal authority — which, stricdy speaking, it did not
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have — but because of its orthodox stand against the revisionists of
that time, a consideration which stood higher in our eyes.

*

*

*

I don't believe that in any of the cases cited, did the defaulting
committees so flagrantly violate the trust that had been given to them,
or so grossly and bureaucratically abuse their official powers, as have
Pablo and his personal circle. If the orthodox Trotskyists were to
recognize organizational formalities as the highest law, and agree to
govern themselves by the rules laid down by the usurpers, the wrong
would have no remedy. The irremovable secretary could maintain
himself in office until he finished his destructive work, and even be
certified in this right by a Congress, by the simple expedient of
expelling his opponents beforehand.
That is precisely what would have happened if the SWP had
remained silent, and if the revolting sections of orthodox Trotskyists
had not organized their struggle under the International Committee.
It is a great mistake to separate the Open Letter of the SWP and the
Declaration of the International Committee from their contextual
circumstances. In the circumstances they were political actions of the
highest order. They may be approved or condemned on that ground;
but it only adds confusion and aids those who profit by confusion, to
judge them purely and simply by an organizational yardstick.
A crisis involving questions of program and policy has never yet
been solved by putting organizational considerations first. The his
tory of the movement is saturated with proofs of the relendess opera
tion of this law of revolutionary politics. The case of Abern in the 1940
struggle comes immediately to mind as an illustration, carried out to
its tragic denouement. But the most tragic illustration of all is that of
the political oppositionists in the Russian Communist Party and the
Comintern, who sought to outwit the Stalinists by submitting to their
formal disciplinary rules. By that, they only facilitated the destructive
work of the Stalinist revisionists; and the fetishists of formal discipline
themselves, all of them without exception, ended up as wretched
capitulators.

*

*

*

I must tell you frankly that I think the LSSP entered on a dangerous
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path when it adopted its resolution condemning the publication of our
Open Letter, in advance of taking a position on the political questions
in dispute. Unless the LSSP radically changes the political line
expounded in its press, it will be compelled to recognize—and that in
the very near future — that its line is contrary to the line of the
Pabloites and very near to, if not identical with, the line of the SWP.
Meantime, your action gave objective political support to the Pab
loites and more in their favor than all the stereotyped resolutions of
the Pabloite handraisers.
I have the definite impression that your action was motivated by the
conception that the formal unity of the international movement is the
most important consideration at the moment, and by your sincere
desire to maintain this unity. If my impression is correct, your action
contained a double error. Formal unity is not our first, nor even our
second, principle; it is not the most important question in the present
situation; and your action did not sever the cause of unity anyhow.
The first concern of Trotskyists always has been, and should be
now, the defense of our doctrine. That is the first principle. The
second principle, giving life to the first, is the protection of the
historically-created cadres against any attempt to disrupt or disperse
them. At the best, formal unity stands third in the order of impor
tance.
The cadres of the 'old Trotskyists' represent the accumulated
capital of the long struggle. They are the carriers of the doctrine; the sole
human instruments now available to bring our doctrine — the ele
ment of socialist consciousness—into the mass movement. The Pablo
camarilla set out deliberately to disrupt these cadres, one by one, in
one country after another. And we set out, no less deliberately—after
too long a delay — to defend the cadres against this perfidious attack.
Our sense of responsibility to the international movement impera
tively required us to do so. Revolutionary cadres are not indestructi
ble. The tragic experience of the Comintern taught us that.

*

*

*

Have you read the account of the struggle in France in the Bulletin
of the International Committee? That is something to make one's
blood boil. The French Majority have stood up for two years against
unimaginable bureaucratic injustices, manipulations and intrigues,
and have shown their revolutionary calibre in the test of the French
General Strike. But if they had been allowed to remain in isolation
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much longer, to fight alone without international connections or
support, they could hardly have failed to suffer discouragement and
demoralization. The first letter in the Trotskyist alphabet says that no
national party can stand alone, and sustain a correct revolutionary
policy in this epoch, without international collaboration and support.
The cadres of British Trotskyism, so painfully assembled in long
years of experience, under the terrible handicap of inadequate and
unworthy leadership for so long a time, were marked for attack in the
summer of 1953. We saw this incredible operation develop step by
step, like a series of irrational actions in a nightmare world. But it was
all too real. The British section of the Fourth International would be a
shambles today if the leading cadres had been abandoned, and left
without international support against the treacherously deliberate
campaign to disrupt them.
The letter which Comrade Peng addressed to me, published in the
February, 1954 Discussion Bulletin of the SWP (No. A-15), is one of
the most devastating, and at the same time one of the most poignant,
documents in the history of our movement. Here is a heroic section of
the Fourth International, with 25 years of experience in a struggle
which has cost them many victims. This cadre, by rights should be
estimated as one of the greatest treasures of our international move
ment, the pledge of its future in the Orient. Our Chinese cadre should
by all means have been encouraged, nurtured and assisted in every
comradely way.
Instead of that, we have seen them hounded, persecuted and
derided as 'fugitives from a revolution.' The SWP leadership felt very
deeply and bitterly about the abominable mistreatment of the Chinese
comrades. We felt that we had kept silent about this scandal too long,
especially after we learned that Peng's 'Open Letter to Mao,' and the
'Appeal of the Five' against the murder of their comrades inside
China, had been submitted to the International Secretariat last May
and were never distributed to the national organizations. These
documents, of such great political urgency and historical importance,
were only published in October — five months later — when The
Militant finally received copies by independent means.
Most alarming of all to us, were the repeated reports we had direct
from Hong Kong that the cadre was stagnating without perspectives,
feeling isolated and helpless in the international movement, and
appealing to the SWP for aid. Peng's letter confirms the reports of the
comrades in Hong Kong that the organization 'was more and more
approaching the edge of disintegration.' He further states that since
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the publication of the SWP Letter, 'they have recovered their original
confidence.' I consider this alone a sufficient justification of the
actions Which have been taken by the SWP and the International
Committee to rally and unite the real cadres of international Trots
kyism.

*

*

*

The formal unity of the international movement is important.
There is no doubt about that. But formal unity has no real meaning,
and is not worth a cent, if it represents a fictitious legal form to cover
the actual disintegration and demoralization of the old cadres. 'The
letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life.'
But even from the standpoint of preserving the formal unity of the
international movement, your resolution had a contrary effect to that
which you intended. The real Pabloites — that is, the conscious
revisionists and liquidators — after all, don't represent very numer
ous forces. They are ready for any adventure, as we have already seen
in France, England and the United States; but there is not much that
they can do by themselves. Least of all could they take the road of a
definitive international split at the present time. For that, they need
the cover and support of orthodox elements and organizations whose
support can be attracted on formal organizational grounds and other
considerations of a secondary order.
Germain, the only one of the Paris group who retains any standing
among the orthodox Trotskyists, renders that service to them in
Europe; and, unfortunately, his maneuvering is not entirely innocent.
Your resolution, despite your intentions, had the same effect. It
emboldened the Pabloites to take further organizational measures of a
disruptive character in the direction of a definitive international split.
They would hardly have had the courage to take these actions if they
had not been able to count on your support, as stated in your resolu
tion.
To the extent that your resolution may have been designed to stop,
or to slow down, a drive toward split from the other side, it was also
misdirected. From the very start, the forces united in the Interna
tional Committee did not set an international split as their goal. They
were sure they could win a big majority in a fair, democratic discus
sion and saw no need of a split. But at the same time, they began with a
resolute determination to fight without compromise to reinstate the
basic program, and to stop the disruption of the cadres, and to permit
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no considerations of a secondary character to cut across this line of
principle.
We have no reason to doubt that the real movement of world
Trotskyism, represented by its cadres, will be united on this basis in
any case, and that the revisionists will be isolated and rendered
powerless to disrupt this unity. All doubts on this score will be settied
when the orthodox Trotskyist national organizations decide to put
first things first, and to align themselves in the factional struggle with
those whom they agree with, or stand nearest to, on the most impor
tant questions.
Trotsky said many times that the real political position of any group
or party is determined by its international alignments, even more than
by its resolutions. Internationalism is the test and guiding line of every
national group or party in the modern epoch. And the touchstone of
internationalism is international alignment. So taught Trotsky.

*

*

*

The SWP is in favor of the unity of all Trotskyists in one faction, as
a stage on the road to the re-unification of the Fourth International, on
two fundamental points, as stated in its Open Letter of its 25th
Anniversary Plenum: The reaffirmation of the Orthodox Trotskyist
program, and the recognition that the historically-created cadres are
the human forces upon which we must build. The Trotskyist faction
of the Fourth International does not require agreement on tactical
questions or other questions of secondary order, including questions
of procedure in the factional struggle. Differences on these questions
are not only permissible and subject to discussion. Such differences
cannot be prevented, and it would be stupid to proscribe them.
But in order to discuss such questions profitably, and to setde them
either by agreement or majority vote, it is necessary first to establish
the principled framework within which the proposals can be discus
sed, and to agree upon the aims they are designed to serve. Discipline
is a problem of tenth-rate importance for real Trotskyists, and is taken
as a matter of course, as long as the things which unite them are more
important than the things which divide them. When this condition
prevails, they advocate and observe an iron discipline. When this
condition is lacking, the attempt to enforce conformity by police
measures becomes a horrible caricature of discipline, capable of pro
ducing nothing but splits. There is plenty of experience to convince us
of that, and the Pablo regime has provided additional proof.
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For the reasons given we have started our struggle to unite in one
faction only those who are in principled agreement, and will continue
along the same line, expecting and allowing for differences on tactical
and organizational questions. The Pablo faction on the other hand, is
attempting to gather up anybody and everybody, the orthodox and
the revisionists, as well as those who don't recognize the differences,
as long as they agree to certain organizational rules laid down by the
Pablo faction, or interpreted by them as they see fit. The difference
between the two factions, as far as methods are concerned, is the
difference between principled politics and unprincipled combinationism.
Since there are no discernible differences on the most important
questions between us and the LSSP, we expect to find agreement with
you for cooperation as members of the same faction. We do not see
how this cooperation can be avoided. A decision to that effect by your
party would virtually setde all doubts of the victory of orthodoxy in
the internal struggle in the international movement. It would also
operate powerfully to protect the formal unity of the movement in two
ways: First, it would be a warning to the Pabloites that any adventure
with a formal split would be doomed to destruction. Second, it would
bring to bear the influence of your party for moderation, responsibil
ity and restraint within the councils of the orthodox faction.

*

*

*

Our comments on the pro-Stalinist split in the LSSP were not based
on misinformation, as your letter suggests, but rather on deductions
from the role played by Pablo in France, England and the United
States, which we knew very well. We, like all the other parties in the
international movement, were kept in the dark while the crisis in your
party was unfolding. The first information we received about the full
seriousness of the pro-Stalinist disruption in the LSSP was contained
in press dispatches in the New York papers last October, on the eve of
our 25th Anniversary Plenum. These dispatches told of a split at your
Congress and reported that a third of the delegates had demanded
uncritical recognition of the leadership of the Soviet bureaucracy
before leaving the Congress. We also heard that the Silva group had
quoted Pablo and Clarke at your Congress. Prior to that, we had heard
only rumors of some kind of a pro-Stalinist tendency in your ranks
and had assumed that it was an isolated group of no great importance.
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We could not separate the developments in your party from similar
manifestations in our own ranks, which had been cultivated and
encouraged by the Pabloites from the beginning — although they
avoided any explicit pro-Stalinist formulations themselves, and conveniendy disavowed their factional supporters in Seatde when they
carried the Pabloite revelation to its logical conclusion and openly
went over to the Stalinists.
We received no documents, no official information whatever, from
the International Secretariat while the pro-Stalinist faction in the
LSSP was building up its struggle toward the split. At the same time,
Pablo tried to lull us to sleep, and to assure us that our apprehensions
about the tendency toward Stalinist conciliationism in the SWP were
unfounded, and contrary to the general trend in the international
movement. He actually wrote to Manuel, under date of March 23,
1953: 'Since the Old Man's death up to now we have not had to deal in
the world movement with pro-Stalinist tendencies (I don't speak of
individuals here and there) who have capitulated or wanted to capitu
late to Stalinism, but on the contrary with tendencies which have
gravely erred in the opposite sense.. .It is there that the principal
danger lies, and there is still the danger today against which we have
effectively fought. All those who have quit us have not gone to the
Stalinists but to the reaction and have become both anti-Stalinists and
fierce anti-communists.'
In the light of the actual situation in your party at that time—which
was known to him but unknown to us — this statement can be
considered as nothing but deliberate deception. I must say, to our
credit, that we did not take this reassurance for good coin as far as the
SWP was concerned. We campaigned against Stalinist con
ciliationism as an alien tendency in our ranks, and thereby protected
the party from a disabling split on that issue. When the Seatde
Pabloites openly went over to Stalinism, they gave the party members
all the confirmation they needed of our warning and put an end to all
possible further recruitment into the Pabloite faction in the SWP.

*

*

*

The International Secretariat's letters disavowing the pro-Stalinist
faction in the LSSP, after the latter had dispensed with hypocritical
formulations and unfolded its real pro-Stalinist program, does not
convince us that this faction was not instigated and encouraged,
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directly or indirecdy, in the first place. It is simply inconceivable that
8 out of 17 members of your Central Committee, just one short of a
majority, could submit a pro-Sudinist resolution unless a favourable
atmosphere had been previously created in the international move
ment; and if it had not received some direct or indirect encouragement
to begin the struggle.
It goes without saying, that no one can propose an unambiguous
pro-Stalinist policy in any secdon of our movement, raised and edu
cated in the doctrine of Trotskyism, with any hope of success. The
Seatde Pabloites recognized this when they accompanied their open
avowal of Stalinism with a formal withdrawal from the party. The
Open Letter of the SWP stated correcdy that Pablo's method is to
introduce Stalinist conciliationism in graduated doses; to maneuver
the movement in that direction step by step; and to accompany the
maneuver with disruptive assaults on the orthodox Trotskyist cadres
by instigating factional opposition.
That's the way the game was worked in France, then in the United
States, and after that in England. Now we have the testimony of the
Chinese that the same perfidious operation was attempted there by
offering the Chinese student in Paris the 'support' of'our Internation
al' in a factional struggle to overthrow the Chinese leadership. (See the
Letter of S.T. Peng in the SWP Discussion Bulletin No. A-15, Feb
ruary, 1954, page 10.)
From our knowledge of Pablo's real intentions, as they have been
revealed by his devious and treacherous maneuvers to disrupt the
cadres in other parties, we came to the logical conclusion that he was
playing the same game in the LSSP. And we still think that is the case.
However, the open defection of the Suva faction will not put an end to
these maneuvers. It is not convenient for Pablo to engage in an open
conflict with your leadership at the present moment. His hands are
quite fully occupied, for the time being, with the revolt of other
sections organized under the International Committee, and he badly
needs the organizational support of the LSSP on any basis that it can
be secured. But if he could succeed in breaking up the orthodox
cadres in other parties, the LSSP could be the next easy target at any
chosen time.

*

•

*

In this letter I have placed your international obligations as of first
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importance in determining your policy in the present struggle. But
this is not meant to suggest that you should sacrifice the interests of
the LSSP to the higher interests of the international movement as a
whole. In fact, the two cannot be separated. The future of the LSSP,
as a Trotskyist organization, also depends on the victory of the
Trotskyist faction in the international struggle.
The LSSP — more than any other party, I venture to say —
requires an international leadership which will be a source of strength
and support to its Trotskyist orthodoxy — the sole condition for its
survival and eventual victory — rather than an organizing center of
creeping liquidationism and disruption. If, as I strongly suspect, you
have a secret Pablo faction in your midst, its present tactics in Ceylon,
as in Canada, will be to subordinate the political discussion and
political issues to the single issue of organizational formality, until the
international split is completed with your support.
The LSSP would then be the next place for the Secret Pablo faction
to come into the open with a disruptive attack against the leadership
— in the name of 'our International.' Such an eventuality cannot be
averted by diplomatic maneuvers, but only by an action. The adop
tion of a firm position by the leadership on the issues of principle, and
a corresponding alignment in the international factional struggle,
would be the surest way to protect the unity of your party against
future attacks.
Yours fraternally,
James P. Cannon

Chapter Four
The SWP blocks
discussion
The correspondence of James P. Cannon in this chapter shows that,
while the SWP leadership continued to document their formal posi
tion against Pablo, as in the article by Joseph Hansen (Document S),
they were impatient to conclude not just the split but the discussion
itself. To Cannon the issuing of the 'Open Letter' and the formation of
the International Committee were not a stage in the struggle against
Pabloism, but a ready administrative solution. Even while he con
tinued to discuss proposals for a parity committee, Cannon was urging
the party press to turn away from the fight in the International
(Document 6). By the end of the year all pretence of fighting for a full
discussion with the Pabloites had been dropped, on the pragmatic
grounds that the International Committee had attracted forces in a
number of countries (Document 9a).
Cannon completely underestimated the seriousness of the
revisionist tendency, and the kind of struggle required against it. The
SWP leadership refused to analyse the emergence of Pabloism in
terms of the pressures of world imperialism, turning their backs on
discussion just when the fight was beginning to draw out the essence
of the differences.
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DOCUMENT 5

Pablo 'Answers' the Open Letter
by Joseph Hansen

Pablo, who was elected Secretary of the Fourth International and
charged with the duty of preserving the integrity of the Trotskyist
programme of world socialist revolution, but who utilized his position
to attempt to foist a revisionist programme on the organization
founded by Leon Trotsky, held a three-day meeting in Paris at the end
of December with the principal European lieutenants of his faction.
He took a series of measures that completely confirm the warning
issued by the National Committee of the Socialist Workers Party in
the open letter addressed to Trotskyists throughout the world (see
The Militant, November 16, 19S3) about the danger represented by
the uncontrolled, personal faction organised in secret by the secretary
in whom the Trotskyist movement placed too much trust.
In its open letter, the SWP warned: 'The Pablo faction has demon
strated that it will not permit democratic decisions truly reflecting
majority opinion to be reached. They demand complete submission to
their criminal policy. They are determined to drive all orthodox
Trotskyists out of the Fourth International or to muzzle and handcuff
them.'
And that is precisely what the Pabloite leaders did at their meeting.
They demanded complete submission to their criminal policy under
threat of expulsion from the Fourth International.
The Pabloite faction leaders labelled their meeting the 'Fourteenth
Plenum of the International Executive Committee' although no one
was present outside of themselves and none of the major sections of
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the Fourth International had representatives present. Then they pro
ceeded to pass a 'unanimous' motion without precedent in the Fourth
International:
To suspend from membership in the International all the members of
the IEC who subscribed to the split appeal which appeared in The Militant
of November 16, 1953, as well as the appeal of the Committee of the
Fourth International, or who approved it and are trying to rally on this
base the sections of the International.
To suspend from their posts of leadership in the sections all those who
signed these appeals, or approved them and are trying to rally on this base
the sections of the International.
To refer the final decision on these cases to the Fourth World Congress.

What the Open Letter Did
The open letter, which this fiat refers to as a 'split appeal' —
although it was nothing of the kind — did three things:
(1) On the political level, it called the attention of Trotskyists
everywhere to the fact that in flagrant violation of the programme of
the Fourth International the Pablo faction had covered up and
apologised for the Stalinist betrayal of the French general strike in
August; had failed to call for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from
East Germany when they were used to crush the June 17 workers'
uprising against the Stalinist gauleiters; had painted up the treacher
ous temporary concessions granted by these beseiged rulers; had simi
larly painted up the concessions deceptively promised by the Malenkov regime to allay mass unrest in the Soviet Union; and had projected
the possibility of self-reform of the Stalinist bureaucracy and even the
Soviet workers sharing power with it.
(The revisionist 'sharing of power' concept was advanced by
Clarke, a Pabloite high priest, in the magazine, Fourth
International.When Clarke was called to order by M.Stein and the
editorial board, Pablo's response was an attack — on M. Stein and the
editorial board.)
(2) On the organizational level, the letter called public attention to
the secret faction Pablo had organized in the Fourth International
as part of his preparation for a 'coup'. It noted that in line with this
aim, Pablo had unjusdy expelled the majority of the French section of
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the Fourth International and committed other acts of a similar charac
ter in flagrant violation of the organizational methods bequeathed the
Fourth International by Leon Trotsky.
The letter charged that Pablo was systematically injecting Stalinist
conciliationism into the organization, utilizing 'piecemeal' tactics for
the operation, and in similar piecemeal fashion trying to 'get rid of
those who come to see what is happening and raise objections'.
(3) On what to do about this, the letter urged the orthodox
Trotskyist majority of the Fourth International to assert their will
against Pablo's usurpation of authority, to remove Pablo and his
agents from office and 'to replace them with cadres who have proved
in action that they know how to uphold orthodox Trotskyism and
keep the movement on a correct course both politically and organiza
tionally'.
These conclusions about Pablo's organizational methods and the
danger they represent to the Fourth International were not reached
lighdy. For a time, some of the facts seemed incredible to us, but they
turned out nevertheless to be only too real. Here are three typical
ones:
(1) In May 1953, almost two years after the event, a shocking
example of how the Pabloites operate came to light. One of their
leaders revealed that at the Third World Congress of the Fourth
International held in August-September 1951, certain criticisms of
some of the formulations in the documents under discussion were sent
in by the New Zealand section. But they never reached the delegates
for consideration, the reason being that this Pabloite leader, in his
own words, 'burned' them.
(2) Some months ago, Burns, one of the outstanding leaders of the
British section of the Fourth International, indicated his sympathy
with the political position of the majority of the SWP in its struggle
with the revisionist minority headed by Cochran. Burns also indicated
that he disagreed with certain revisionist views held by Pablo.
He was ordered by Pablo to keep his mouth shut and not reveal his
differences to the British rank and file. When Burns refused to obey
this Stalinist-type ukase, Pablo immediately organized a 'with Pablo'
faction in England that sought to cut Burns down. To accomplish this
aim the faction did not hesitate to publicly violate party discipline in
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the pattern of the revisionist Cochranite faction secretly fostered and
inspired by Pablo in the Socialist Workers Party.
(3) The Pablo faction misrepresented the hounded and perse
cuted Chinese section of the Fourth International as 'sectarians' and
'fugitives from a revolution'. The truth is that they participated in the
revolution against Chiang Kai-shek as revolutionary socialist rep
resentatives of the Chinese working class and are stout defenders of
the New China in its struggle against world imperialism.
Pablo even went so far as to suppress two of the appeals of the heroic
Chinese comrades for help against assassinations carried out against
them by Mao's secret police. We do not know whether Pablo burned
them as the New Zealand criticisms were burned. But up to this day
he has maintained a guilty silence about them. They were made public
only after they reached The Militant by an indirect route, appearing in
the issues of October 19 and November 2. Pablo did not care to see
the appeals published, perhaps because they clearly indicated the
genuine position of the Chinese Trotskyists, perhaps because they
placed the Mao regime in a sinister light for murdering revolutionary
socialists.
These three cases are all that space permits me to cite. They should
prove sufficient, however, to give every militant trained in Trotsky's
school an idea of the grounds that led the National Committee of the
Socialist Workers Party to raise the alarm and the British, French,
Swiss and New Zealand sections to set up an International Committee
to struggle for the life of the Fourth International against ruin by
Pabloism.
'Irremovable' Secretary
The reaction of the secretly formed Pablo faction to the political and
organizational charges levelled by these two bodies and the remedial
measures they propose, was as indicated above, to further abuse its
control of the administrative apparatus of the Fourth International by
suspending from membership all who subscribed to the critical
document, honesdy and openly presented by the Socialist Workers
Party, or the declaration of the International Committee of the Fourth
International that raises the banner of orthodox Trotskyism.
In addition to actual subscribers to these two documents, the Pablo
action ordered all leading Trotskyists suspended who have the temer
ity to approve these documents or seek to rally support for them.
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This means that Pablo has now in effect declared that serious
political differences with him or his arbitrary interpretations of prog
ramme, or an effort to replace him in office, constitute crimes equival
ent to organised sabotage, calling for summary expulsion from the
Fourth International.
He has in effect, in the well-known tradition of Stalin, declared
himself irremovable, even though he represents only a minority fac
tion. In the same familiar tradition he had declared for monolithism in
the Fourth International — the monolithism of a personal cult.
In accordance with this programme of utter perversion of every
thing that Trotsky stood for, the leaders of the Pablo faction issued
Papal bulls from their December meeting, labelling them 'resolu
tions' of the 'International Executive Committee'. These edicts of the
cult head declared the Socialist Workers Party beyond the pale and
also excommunicated the overwhelming majority of the British sec
tion from the Fourth International. Although the Swiss section was
not specifically named as also expelled, the blanket resolution
excommunicating all who disagree with Pablo politically applies to
them too.
By such desperate organizational methods, borrowed right out of
the corrupt school of Stalinism, Pablo hopes to maintain the personal
control he usurped of the administrative apparatus.
Typical Pabloite Propaganda
To what lengths the Pabloites are prepared to go to maintain the
pretence that their revisionist views and Stalinist methods represent
the views and will of the majority of the Fourth International can be
judged from their latest propaganda about the British section.
There the Pabloites ended up in the minority as they did first in
France and then the United States. Nevertheless, they are circulating
the false story that the British section is 'with Pablo'.
This is a he. Pablo read the rank-and-file-elected leadership out of
office, appointed a personal lieutenant to take over like a receiver sent
by a trade union czar to handle a rebellious local, and thus converted
his minority in England into an 'official' British 'section'. Naturally,
the newly born 'section', small and despondent through it be, raised
an 'overwhelming' majority of hands for their Pope in Paris. Thus the
cult could claim the British 'section' was 'with Pablo', and could also
claim they were not lying about it.
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In England the rank-and-file majority only laughed at this flimsy
ruse, as it served no political end there except to further expose
Pablo's affinity for Stalinist methods. Elsewhere it seems to have
taken in some people for the time being. The Shachtmanite Labour
Action, for instance, which was chosen by the American Pabloites as a
sympathetic forum for their first public declaration, printed as good
coin the misinformation that 'the size of each group is approximately
equal at the moment'.
'Strong' Moves
These edicts of excommunication undoubtedly appear to Pablo as
'strong' moves, the strongest possible answer to the political fire
levelled at him in the letter of the Socialist Workers Party and the
appeal of the International Committee of the Fourth Interntional.
The fact is that such stringent measures are simply the organiza
tional reflection of Pablo's political line which is to liquidate the
Fourth International as an independent organization. To dissolve the
Fourth International politically, it is necessary to first break up its
cadres by expelling them, or reducing them to silence if not acquies
cence. In this way, Pablo seeks to smash those organizations where the
orthodox Trotskyists are the strongest and the resistance to his
revisionist course the greatest.
Cochran, under the slogan 'junk the old Trotskyism', laid down a
similar tactical line for the American contingent of the Pablo cult. The
tactics included organized sabotage of party finances and party
activities. To 'junk the old Trotskyism', especially the concept of an
independent revolutionary socialist party, you first have to break up
the existing organization.
These moves by both Cochran and Pablo thus represent, in the
form required by their faction, the substitution of organizational
manoeuvres for principled politics, the classic symptom of a pettybourgeois tendency.
This becomes deadly clear on examination of Pablo's political
explanation of the crisis now occurring in the Fourth International,
for this explanation is so shallow, so self-contradictory and so evasive
that it amounts to no more than pretence — a cover for the organiza
tional manoeuvres which he really counts on to save his political neck
and his administrative post.
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DOCUMENT 6a

Letter from James P. Cannon to Farrell Dobbs,
April 13, 1954

Dear Farrell:
I received your letter of April 9, enclosing the proofs of your
magazine article. Over the weekend, I had a chance to discuss the
quesdon again with Tom and Murry.
The more I think about it the more I am convinced that we should
now pull up short and deliberate over tactics in the next stage of the
international fight. Factional excesses are more or less unavoidable in
every serious struggle, but there is always a danger of overdoing this
business and risking an adverse reaction. The problem is to stand a
little above the fight and keep a general, overall view of the struggle,
so as not to be carried along too far by the momentum of our own
factionalism.
We ought to remind ourselves that it is now five months since the
Plenum, the split, and the beginning of the public struggle on the
international field. We cannot proceed indefinitely in the same way
and at the same pace, as though the fight had just begun. As a matter
of fact, the fight is long since finished on national grounds, and the
internal struggle in the international movement is about three-fourths
finished. The struggle against Pabloism becomes less and less an
internal factional struggle and more and more an ideological and
political struggle between conflicting tendencies which have grown
farther apart, and which, in the main, are already functioning in
separate organizations.
In such circumstances, the husde-busde and tension, inseparable
from a factional struggle in a common organization, when the major
ity is not yet determined, is something like an artificial fever. Ques
tions of 'regime,' internal organizational methods, etc., become of
diminishing interest, since in the essence of the matter neither side is
bound in any way by the methods of the other.
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In my opinion we should now eliminate all discussion of the organi
zation question, including the question of the Congress, and all
related questions of the regime and the internal affairs of the Fourth
International, from the public press. Even in the internal bulletins,
we should eliminate repetitions and re-statements of our indictment
on these questions, and refer to them only when some concrete
question arises — as in the case of the correspondence with Ceylon.
This applies also to the question of entrism. There should be no
further public discussion of this question as such. Even in internal
discussion of this question, the most carefully worked-out tactical
formulations and reservations must be resorted to, in order not to
jeopardize the work of those sections which are obliged by circums
tances to apply the entry tactic.
The entry question, as a question of tactics, is a fit subject for
discussion only among genuine Trotskyists. Between us and the
Pabloites, what is really involved in the issue of 'entrism' is not a
tactical question, but the Lenin-Trotsky theory of the vanguard
party. That is the way we should present it in the future and then, as a
rule, only in broad general terms, not concretely with reference to the
tactics of one party or another.
The public ideological and political fight against revisionism should
be continued — but in a somewhat different form. It should no longer
present the public appearance of a campaign against 'Pablo,' with
Pablo's name in the headline of every article we write. This can
impress the average reader as an exotic business. We will never be able
to get the American workers excited about it.
Our polemical articles along this line in the future should take the
form of general statements of our position, with occasional sideswipes
and references to the Pabloite heresy, rather than emphasing the name
of Pablo in the tides, beginnings and ends of the articles. Murry tells
a story about a contact reached in our current campaign against
McCarthyism, who said: 'I think I know who McCarthy is, but I can't
figure out who this guy Pablo is.'
The struggle against revisionism should be completely subordi
nated also in volume to our broader agitation on McCarthyism, the
economic situation, the war threat, Stalinism and the labor bureauc
racy. The Winter Number of the Fourth International, with three big
slabs on Pabloism dominating the issue, can perhaps be justified by
the technical difficulties and delays which caused the material to pile
up. But by no means should this issue set the pattern. One article per

DOCUMENT 6b

Letter from James P. Cannon to Farrell Dobbs,
April 24, 1954

Dear Farrell:
Re: The April 9 Meeting of the Pabloite I.S.
I received your letters of April 20 and 21 with the enclosed material
from Ceylon and the Pabloite IS. It is quite clear now that relations
between the Trotskyists and the Pabloites are entering a new and final
stage. The announced refusal of the Pabloite IS to postpone thenCongress signifies their determination to formalize the split on an
international scale. That is their affair; there is nothing for us to do
about it, but to recognize the fact and proceed from there.
Our position on the Congress has been stated in the letter to Ceylon
and made known to the international movement by its publication in
the Internal Bulletin. We have nothing to add or detract from that.
The postponement of the Congress was stated there as the prerequis
ite to arrest the trend toward a definitive international split and,
possibly, to set a counter-process into motion. The Pabloite IS circu
lar of April 9 flatly rejects the postponement.
This bars further negotiation, since there is no agreed-upon com
mon ground to begin with. Any discussion or negotiation over the
composition of a commission to decide representation, or any other
organizational and technical details of the Pabloite Congress, are a
family affair of the Pabloite faction. We have nothing to say and
nothing to offer in this respect. It is not our business.
For us to become involved in any way in negotiations about these
technical matters of the Pabloite Congress would not be simply a
stupid organizational mistake, but a political crime. Such procedure
would debase the great struggle for political principle into a petty
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game of organizational maneuver, at the moment when the Pabloites
are adapting themselves to Stalinism more grossly and more treacher
ously than ever. This is shown most clearly in the program for a
proposed International Workers Conference set forth in the appeal of
the Pabloite IS under date of April 9. This is a program not of workers'
internationalism but of Kremlin diplomacy.
I fully agree with your characterization of this program and cannot
improve on your formulations: 'They call for an armistice and free
elections in Indo-China, instead of the Trotskyist demand that the
imperialists get out of Indo-China and let the people there settle their
own affairs. They call for admission of China to the UN, causing
illusions about the UN. They call for prohibition of atomic weapons, a
pacifist disarmament slogan.'
Your comment, however, that 'these shifts in line mark new adap
tations to Stalinist policy,' appears to me as not entirely adequate.
What struck me in the eye, on reading this Pabloite declaration, is that
here for the first time they have openly thrown aside the Trotskyist
program of revolutionary internationalism in favor of the pacifist
diplomatic formulas of the Stalinists. This is not a mistake or an
oversight but a calculated betrayal of our program, published in the
name of the Fourth Internationalism.
Here Pabloism takes off the mask and shows its real face. And all
those who want to see, can see the reason why they chose this occasion
for self-revelation. The same April 9 session of the Pabloite IS, which
issued this infamous declaration, made the decision to formalize the
split with the Trotskyists who remain faithful to the program of
revolutionary internationalism. The two actions fit together. The
Pabloites had to cut the last thread connecting them with the Trots'.cyists before they felt free to dispense with diplomatic formulations
and openly reveal their real program.
We will see more of this from now on, and everything will become
clear to everybody. Our interest on the international field henceforth
is not to haggle over organizational formalities and technicalities with
the Pabloite scoundrels, but to consolidate the forces of international
Trotskyism in the struggle to defend the program of the Fourth
'nternational and to cleanse its banner of the Stalinist filth splotched
ipon it by the Pabloite gang.
I fully agree with the party Secretariat that this Pabloite-Stalinist
programmatic declaration must be publicly blasted in our press.
However, I would like to make two suggestions.

in i n c FOURTH INTERNATIONAL

First, hold your fire a little while to see if the Cochranites dare to
publish this appeal in their magazine. If the Cochranites don't publish
it, wait until you get a copy of the text as published in some other
Pabloite paper. That will provide the best occasion for a suitable
public answer on our part. The readers of our press will be less
interested if we appear to be answering some internal circular of the
Fourth International.
Second, along the same line, I don't think our answer to this
Pabloite program for an International Workers Conference should be
connected with any comment about their decision to hold a Congress.
As an internal affair of our international movement, that question was
not of much interest to the general reader in the first place. And now,
with the decision of the Pabloites to go ahead with a Congress of their
own, the question has become narrowed down to an internal affair of
the Pabloite faction. We should center our fire on their political
program, not on their internal organizational affairs.
It is above all necessary to recognize and to emphasize that, begin
ning with the April 9 session of the Pabloite IS, which closed the door
on negotiations for a common Congress and simultaneously came out
openly as a subsidiary supporter of Stalinist politics, we have entered a
new stage in the struggle for the program of international Trotskyism
and the reconstruction of its international organization.
All questions of organizational formalities and technicalities,
whether right or wrong in any given instance, which previously may
have been a fit subject for discussion among the forces of orthodox
Trotskyism, are washed out and worthless now. Nothing counts from
now on but the lines of political principle which divide the Trotskyists
from Stalinist agents and apologists. The realignment of the interna
tional movement can only take place on that basis. This is the real state
of affairs and we must proceed from it. Nothing else matters now.
Fraternally,
J. P. Cannon
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DOCUMENT 6c

Letter from James P. Cannon to Farrell Dobbs,
April 28, 1954

Dear Farrell:
I have just received by Airmail a copy of the April Internal Bulletin of
the LSSP. I assume that you also received a copy of this LSSP
Bulletin. If not, let me know and we will forward you a copy
immediately, and will also make copies for the International Commit
tee and the sections affiliated with it.
This bulletin contains, along with a reprint of their December
resolution deploring the Open Letter of the SWP, and their statement
against the La Verite article, the following material:
1. The March 13 letter of Goonewardene to the Pabloite IS,
proposing a postponement of the World Congress, etc.
2. A reply to this letter by Pablo's IS, dated March 23.
3. Another letter to the Pablo IS from Goonewardene, under date
of April 12, requesting that their proposal for a postponement of the
Congress be placed before the IEC, and the additional atatement: 'We
have also to state that if the IEC finds itself unable to accept this
proposal, we give notice that we shall move this proposal at the World
Congress.' This letter also requests that the correspondence be circulated to
all sections as soon as possible.
4. Another letter, dated April 12, reporting the resolution adopted
by the CC of the LSSP. This proposes: the removal of the suspen
sions; the admission of the French Majority to the World Congress
with full rights of participation; the appointment by the IEC of a
commission which would include representatives of the suspended
organizations; and the statement that, if they are rejected by the IS
and the IEC, these proposals will be placed before the World Con
gress. Finally the resolution requests 'That those proposals be circulated
to all sections immediately.'

THE SPLIT IN THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL

5. A resolution of the CC of the LSSP on the 'Rise and Decline of
Stalinism.'
This complete bulletin gives a much clearer picture than the frag
mentary material we had previously received, and changes the inter
national situation radically in our favor. I would like to offer the
following provisional opinions about the new turn in the situation and
how we should deal with it.
1. LSSP Political Position: Most important of all, is the clear
statement of political position in the LSSP resolution criticizing 'Rise
and Decline,' and their conclusion: that 'the single governing con
cept' of this Pabloite document 'not only leads to a fundamental
revision of the positions of Trotskyism in regard to Stalinism but also
denies to the Trotskyist movement all justification for its continued
independent existence.'
Here, for the first time, the LSSP explicitly confirms in an official
resolution its fundamental opposition to Pabloite revisionism, along
the same lines as the position taken by the forces supporting the IC.
We should not allow our impatience with their organizational proce
dure to blind us to the decisive importance of this basic fact.
2. Pablo reply to LSSP proposals: The second most important new
fact emerges from the March 23 reply of the Pablo IS to the LSSP. In
my letter to you under date of April 13, when we were awaiting the
Pabloite answer to the Ceylonese demand for a Congress postpone
ment, I remarked that 'adventurers, cut off from any real organiza
tional base anywhere, are capable of jumping in any direction or of
simply collapsing.' I should have added that they are also capable of
trying to do both at the same time. That is substantially what the
Pabloite answer to Ceylon under date of March 23 looks like to me.
First, they refused to postpone the Congress 'fixed for June.' Then
they threaten to resign if it is postponed beyond that date. Then they
leave open the question 'whether this assembly of June should be
called the 4th World Congress, or an international conference in view
of the concrete proposals of the Cannonites, and it be decided that
another Conference or Congress should be held later,' — this, they
say, is a matter for this 'June Assembly' to decide. All this in one
letter. Both the content and the tone of this letter indicate that the
LSSP proposals have created a crisis in the Pabloite ranks.
3. LSSP tactics: It is clear by now that the LSSP is determined to
carry out an organizational strategy of its own, at least up to the time of
the 'June Assembly,' which they obviously plan to attend. I am now
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strongly inclined to think that this special strategy is dictated primar
ily by internal considerations of their own, rather than by any ten
dency toward political conciliation with Pabloism.
I noticed that your letter of April 20 expresses a contrary apprehen
sion. I leaned to the same opinion on the basis of the Ceylon letter to
me of April 15. The explicit statement that 'there could be no ques
tion' of the LSSP affiliating with the IC, was especially disturbing in
this respect. Having seen organizational adaptations lead to political
compromise too many times, I began to feel uncomfortable about
their course. I started to express this thought in my letter to you of
April 24 but then deleted the reference, witholding judgment until
their political resolution on the 'Rise and Decline' would be at hand.
That removes all doubt of their basic political position.
Even if we still don't agree with their procedure, I think we can now
understand it a little more sympathetically. They have the problem of
party public opinion in their own ranks to consider and probably feel
that they understand that better than we do. Our decision of last
November came only after five months of systematic discussion and
preparation of our ranks for the unavoidable action. Our Open Letter,
for which our ranks were fully prepared, hit the Ceylon party and a
number of others like a bomb-shell.
The question we now have to ask is whether the steps taken since
that time by the leadership of the LSSP lead toward us or away from
us. Their first actions — deploring our Open Letter and repudiating
the La Verite article — were undoubtedly a big help to Pablo. They
appear to have traced a zigzag course since then. But on the whole, the
general direction is clearly in our favor. Their sharp, unambiguous
resolution against the 'Rise and Decline' formulations is a real blow at
Pabloism. This, in my opinion, far outweighs the negative effects of
their organizational policy. The LSSP resolution on this point should
go a long way toward consolidating public opinion in the LSSP for a
definitive break with Pabloism all along the line, organizationally as
well as politically.
4. Our tactics in the new situation: The new developments on the
whole are all in our favor, and will work that way increasingly if we
proceed correctly, avoid all jumpiness and make no foolish mistakes.
The thing is to agree upon our next steps and then to centralize the
direction of our moves so that we don't work at cross purposes in a
delicate situation. The LSSP leadership wants to avoid any breaches
of formal legality at the present time. That is manifestly the reason
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DOCUMENT 6d

Letter from Farrell Dobbs to James P. Cannon,
May 8, 1954

Dear Jim:
We have forwarded to you under separate cover translations from
the Pabloite internal bulletin dated April 1954 of an exchange of
letters between Pablo and the LSSP concerning the Ceylonese rejec
tion of the Pabloite IEC 'appeal' of April 15 and an exchange of
statements between Pablo and the Cochranites and Lawrenceites on
the same subject. This material, together with the April 1954 LSSP
internal bulletin which you already have, provides all the latest availa
ble information concerning the projected Pabloite rump congress.
The following appears to be the most pertinent aspects of this materi
al:
The 'appeal' seems to have been adopted by an enlarged meeting of
the Pabloite IS and submitted to a referendum of the Pabloite IEC.
This referendum produced four votes in opposition to the 'appeal':
Tilak, de Silva, Lawrence and White.
The 'appeal' holds that the Pabloites are for unity, independently of
the political differences, within the organizational framework of a
centralized world party. They will permit all participants at the Third
Congress to attend their rump congress. The suspensions by the
Pabloite IEC are held to be operative only up to the rump congress.
They claim no one has been expelled. Addressing itself to the sus
pended sections the 'appeal' says: Offer concrete proposals for your
participation in the congress; state your conditions for the future
functioning and leadership of the International; submit your propos
als to a commission (of Pabloites, Germainists and the Ceylonese); the
commission's purpose is to achieve reunification, with the congress
having sovereign decision; if you don't want to split, you must contact
the commission and arrange for proportional representation for each
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tendency, both in the congress and in the new leadership it will elect.
The 'appeal' states there is no reason why the tendencies cannot
co-exist within the International, if they submit to discipline of the
majority, since only a much more prolonged experience can deter
mine whether or not they are incompatible.
The LSSP rejected the 'appeal' because it can be construed as a
factional document and because its proposals are different from those
of the Ceylonese. The Proposals of the LSSP as contained in the April
7 CC Resolution are: removal of the suspensions upon an undertaking
by the suspended organizations to participate in the congress; recog
nize two sections in Britain, etc.; admit the French majority with full
rights; appoint a commission including representatives of the sus
pended organizations, to decide on representation at the congress.
The LSSP has announced that it will again move for postponement of
the congress before the IEC and at the congress itself.
In their letter to you of April 15, the Ceylonese have asked you to
solicit the view of the International Committee as to whether it will
agree to the proposals contained in the April 7 LSSP resolution. They
state that they are not joining the International Committee and that
they continue to stand on their resolution of December 20, 1953
which deplored the Open Letter and stated that all questions must be
resolved according to the principles of democratic centralism.
The Cochranites, who appear to be in close collaboration with
Lawrence, state in the name of their National Committee: The 'appe
al' can lead to capitulation to the sectarians; what can become a source
of disintegration has appeared at the top; the IS back-door maneuvers
are demoralizing the ranks; Germain's unauthorized offers of a
horse-trading compromise opened the way for unconditional surren
der to Cannon and gave rise to the Cannon-Tilak correspondence; this
policy stems from a false position on the role of the International
leadership; it is a basic error to attempt to rest on precepts of organiza
tional authority; the IS muffles the political line out of false considera
tions of 'world leadership'; it must drop all maneuvers with the
Cannonites forthwith; the IS should act as a rallying center for an
ideological regroupment and work to consolidate and harden the
cadre; there can be no turning back to the sectarian past of the
International.
This statement provides double-barrelled proof of the unprincipled
character of Cochranism. They previously defended, against our
criticism, the organizational concepts of Pablo which they now attack.

politically from any symbol of allegiance to Trotskyism. We must
isolate these people now. The International Committee meets in
London on May 9. Would you let me have your views: (a) what is your
attitude toward the LSSP proposals for a joint conference? (b) what do
you think of the Pablo-Cochran differences?'
A letter from Joe (which he informs us was written without having
had an opportunity to consult with Burns) makes these main points:
he thinks we must put the Pabloite proposition to the test, attempt to
isolate the Cochranites and their allies, and finish them off first; in
consultation with the LSSP we should take Pablo up on his request for
counter-propositions; concrete proposals should be made, perhaps
through Tilak, for a commission of the IS, the IC and the LSSP, in
equal proportions, to establish the real relation of forces. This, he
writes, would be a concession on our part, in the sense that it is not
quite in accordance with our preponderant weight, but a concession to
facilitate a retreat; any counter-proposition by us, he adds, must of
course include the previous conditions we have stated, cancellation of
the suspensions, postponement of the congress, etc.
Bloch has sent a draft of a proposed appeal by the International
Committee. The draft restates the conditions put forward in your
letter to the Ceylonese, refers to the support your propositions have
received, characterizes Pablo's rejection of the demand for postpone
ment of the Congress, reviews the general pattern of Pabloite intrigue,
contrasts the methods of the Pabloites to those of the Trotskyists and
characterizes Pablo's political method. The draft makes the point that
the congress can be representative only if there has been a free flow of
discussion until such time as all the questions in dispute have been
fully clarified, adding that the IC will not convoke a congress until the
discussion is completed. The draft concludes with the following
slogans: 'Stop the Pabloites from causing an irrevocable international
split; demand the postponement of the congress convoked by Pablo; if
he takes no notice of your protests, do not lend him your authority to
help accomplish his sinister stroke; refuse to play the role of hostages
for him; boycott the Pabloite rump congress.'
The foregoing communications from our co-thinkers were mailed
to us before they had received copies of your letter of April 28
addressed to me and of my two letters under date of April 29 addres
sed to the International Committee. These letters of yours and mine
seem to be in consonance on the main line of our tactics at the present
stage of the struggle. It does not seem to us that this projected tactical
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line requires any important modification because of the new
developments within the Pabloite faction, in fact developments of this
kind were expressly anticipated in your letter. We should have no
truck with the Pabloite commission, or their rump congress, or the
taking of any kind of a vote on the issues in dispute on the basis of the
Pabloite time-table.
We concur in your proposal to let the Pabloites stew in the crisis
created for them by our demands that they cancel the suspensions and
postpone the congress; let them decide whether they want to call it a
congress, which in reality could decide nothing, or a conference,
which would mark a retreat on their part; meanwhile we should
continue to hammer the Pabloites politically and stand firm on the
position that we have no grounds to discuss a congress with them
until two minimum conditions have been met: unconditional reins
tatement of the 'suspended' sections and postponement of the con
gress until such time as there has been a full, democratic discussion of
all the issues in dispute.
We suggest that the Trotskyist view on the present state of the
struggle take the form of a letter addressed to the Ceylonese, which
would be circulated internationally. You indicated that you are
already working on such a letter, and we sent you a copy of our letter
to the International Committee suggesting a general line for the reply
to the April 15 Ceylonese letter to you. Our suggestions are now
incomplete, in view of the recent developments in the Pabloite fac
tion, and would have to be enlarged accordingly. If the comrades of
the International Committee agree, we think the letter to the
Ceylonese should be sent in your name since, as you pointed out, they
have consistently followed the practice of corresponding directly with
you, obviously for their own tactical reasons which we should not
ignore.
We suggest that we inform the Ceylonese we are not opposed to the
idea of a commission, along the lines they suggest, for the purpose of
determining proper representation at the congress. However, the
establishment of such a commission at this time would be premature,
because the holding of a congress at the present would be utterly
premature, especially in view of the LSSP resolution to which the
Pabloites have yet to make their promised reply. First we must have a
thoroughgoing discussion, carried out to the very end. Only then will
the time have come to take up the question of forming a satisfactory
commission in order to make a proper determination of representa
tion at the congress.

We also suggest that it might now be in order for our Political
Committee to prepare a statement recapitulating the aims and objec
tives of the Open Letter. This seems a good way to counteract the
Pabloite misrepresentations and slanders and, in general, to set the
record straight on the main issues in the fight. We have begun work on
an outline for such a statement.
We shall look forward to a further expression of opinion from you
about the present stage of the fight in general and about the particular
points we have raised in this letter.
Comradely,
Farrell Dobbs
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DOCUMENT 6e

Letter from James P. Cannon to Farrell Dobbs,
May 12, 1954

Dear Farrell:
I am enclosing herewith a draft of a reply to Tilak's letter of April
15. This draft takes into account the new developments within the
Pablo camp and the opinions expressed by Joe, Burns and Bloch. The
purpose of the letter, as I have conceived it, is to strengthen and
encourage the Ceylonese in their stand for postponement and to
suggest supplementary proposals which could facilitate their aim,
either to postpone the Pabloite Congress, or if it is held anyway, to
limit its character to that of a conference which does not pretend to
assume the definitive powers of a congress.
I think Joe and Burns are correct in pointing out that we should
recognize the rift between Pablo and his insubordinate disciples in the
U.S. and England, and take advantage of it to introduce some
counter-proposals to the Pabloite 'Appeal.' This is best done indirect
ly, however; and I think the Ceylonese are the best medium for such
an approach. Since Pablo's Appeal was not addressed officially to the
International Committee or the elected leading bodies of the national
sections of the expelled, suspended and excommunicated Trotskyists,
it would not be correct to direct our reply to his IS or IEC.
It would also be a profound mistake for us to even think of a bloc
with Pablo against Cochran and Collins. Pablo is the real source of
liquidationist corruption in the Fourth International, and a real
reunification of the international movement on a sound basis will
never be accomplished in partnership with him. The differences
between Pablo and Cochran and Collins are tactical differences of
timing. They have existed for a long time, and they have been aggra
vated and expanded by the resolute action taken in the U.S. and in
England to bring the struggle to a head.

Pablo wanted more time to compromise the Fourth International
and demoralize it step by step. His timetable was upset by our actions

here and in England, which forced the local Pabloites to show their
colors and, simultaneously, provided a point of crystallization for the
anti-Pablo struggle on the international field. Pablo wasn't ready for
that yet.
Besides the orthodox Trotskyists, who already have his number, he
has such elements as Germain and the Ceylonese to contend with and
string along. No doubt there are also others in the Pablo camp who
recognize the actual relation of forces, and shrink from a definitive
split. Now he has the revolt of Cochran and Lawrence, who are
confronted with a life and death struggle for survival and are deter
mined to cut out all the double talk and get loose from 'the sectarian
past' of our movement at all costs.
As you remarked in your letter of May 8, Pablo's reply to Cochran is
an unintended admission that he was acting as advisor to the Ameri
can Cochranites all the time, and that he differed with them only on
the tactical question of timing. He wanted more time to demoralize
and disrupt the SWP. His strategy was upset by the provocative
conduct of the Cochranites, on the one side, and on the other, by our
resolute counter-blow which forced the whole struggle for the Fourth
International into the open before he was ready.
I am heartily in favor of a flexible tactic to add to Pablo's difficul
ties, as indicated in the draft of my letter to Ceylon. But I am
completely opposed to anything even remotely resembling concilia
tion with Pablo, or any suggestion of a bloc with him in order to isolate
Cochran and Collins. We must proceed from the point of view that the
international fight as a whole is the main consideration. Nothing
which might possibly compromise it can be contemplated.
If we look first at the real nature of the fight on the international
field, and then break it down into its national component parts, we
will see that any suggestion of collaboration with Pablo could be
compromising and self-defeating. Such a course would blunt the edge
of the ideological and political struggle in the international movement
as a whole, and also in those sections which are just waking up to the
real issue.
In France the fight is against Pabloism, without, as far as I can see,
any modifications — the French Pabloites being pure and simple
agents of Pablo without any independent position or aims of their
own.
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tendency, both in the congress and in the new leadership it will elect.
The 'appeal' states there is no reason why the tendencies cannot
co-exist within the International, if they submit to discipline of the
majority, since only a much more prolonged experience can deter
mine whether or not they are incompatible.
The LSSP rejected the 'appeal' because it can be construed as a
factional document and because its proposals are different from those
of the Ceylonese. The Proposals of the LSSP as contained in the April
7 CC Resolution are: removal of the suspensions upon an undertaking
by the suspended organizations to participate in the congress; recog
nize two sections in Britain, etc.; admit the French majority with full
rights; appoint a commission including representatives of the sus
pended organizations, to decide on representation at the congress.
The LSSP has announced that it will again move for postponement of
the congress before the IEC and at the congress itself.
In their letter to you of April 15, the Ceylonese have asked you to
solicit the view of the International Committee as to whether it will
agree to the proposals contained in the April 7 LSSP resolution. They
state that they are not joining the International Committee and that
they continue to stand on their resolution of December 20, 1953
which deplored the Open Letter and stated that all questions must be
resolved according to the principles of democratic centralism.
The Cochranites, who appear to be in close collaboration with
Lawrence, state in the name of their National Committee: The 'appe
al' can lead to capitulation to the sectarians; what can become a source
of disintegration has appeared at the top; the IS back-door maneuvers
are demoralizing the ranks; Germain's unauthorized offers of a
horse-trading compromise opened the way for unconditional surren
der to Cannon and gave rise to the Cannon-Tilak correspondence; this
policy stems from a false position on the role of the International
leadership; it is a basic error to attempt to rest on precepts of organiza
tional authority; the IS muffles the political line out of false considera
tions of 'world leadership'; it must drop all maneuvers with the
Cannonites forthwith; the IS should act as a rallying center for an
ideological regroupment and work to consolidate and harden the
cadre; there can be no turning back to the sectarian past of the
International.
This statement provides double-barrelled proof of the unprincipled
character of Cochranism. They previously defended, against our
criticism, the organizational concepts of Pablo which they now attack.
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Moreover, their statement shows that they actually want what they
falsely accused us of wanting, namely, a letter-box International. Also
manifest in their statement is the fact that the Cochranites don't want
to return anywhere near the SWP, just as the Lawrenceites show they
have no intention whatever of moving back toward the British Trotskyists. This Cochranite attack on Pablo's organizational concepts may
be a prelude to a political differentiation, since it has long been clear
that Cochran himself doesn't think much of Pablo's pro-Stalinist line,
although he did not hesitate to make a bloc with Pablo in order to
facilitate his own split attack on the SWP.
Pablo tends to confirm this when he says he fears the Cochranite
ideas about the International are close to Cannon's, states that he is
not opposing Cannon only to fall under the tutelage of another variety
of organizational sectarianism, and intimates that the Cochranites
would be more frank if they asked about the possibility of a statute
providing for a sympathizer's status in the International.
It is interesting to observe Pablo's restatement of his organizational
line in his reply to the Cochranites, namely: the International is a
centralized world organization; it has a discipline much like that of the
national organizations; it is neither a tendency nor a faction based on
conjuncturalpolitical accord (my emphasis); it unites in a single organi
zation all who accept its general program; since the program is general
and new realities present new problems, tendencies having divergent
views on one or another question can arise; these tendencies can
co-exist within the International, if they accept majority discipline,
leaving it to more prolonged experience to determine whether they are
incompatible.
This statement appears to reflect both Pablo's uneasiness about his
political alliance with Cochran and his desire to put on a good dip
lomatic front, for the benefit of the Ceylonese and Germainists, with
respect to his intrigues to split the International. The by-play between
Cochran and Pablo about selection of international leaders 'on the
basis of practical availabitity' also seems to reflect the unstable charac
ter of their alliance. Pablo's obvious slam at the Cochranite magazine
— people who, since they gained control of their own affairs, have
contributed nothing to the ideological struggle — is further evidence
in the same direction.
In his reply to the Ceylonese concerning their rejection of the
'appeal,' Pablo says the 'June assembly' itself will have to derermine
whether it should call itself a congress or a conference, clearly intend-
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ing this for the benefit of the Ceylonese and, in part, the Germainists.
In the same letter he asserts, this time for the benefit of the
Cochranites-Lawrenceites, that he does not intend to 'play Cannon's
game' of seeking a postponement of the Congress for the purpose of
strengthening the Cannonite faction. Pablo's assertion that a post
ponement would play into Cannon's hands is in reality an admission
that a full, democratic discussion would rout the revisionists.
His reply to the Cochranites, on the other hand, uses the earlier
fight in the SWP for the purpose of hitting at the Cochranites because
of the difficulties they are causing him in the delicate problem of
maneuvering with the Ceylonese and the Germainists. In doing so he
provides devastating proof of his intrigues to build personal cliques
behind the backs of the leaderships in the various parties.
Pablo quotes from his letter to Livingstone in which he wrote that
'overthrow of the Cannon leadership is neither possible nor desirable
at present.' That letter was dated March 28,1953, that is, two months
before the time when he evaded answering your request that he
comment on the Stone report which indicated his collusion with the
Cochranites. Pablo claims in his reply to the Cochranites, that he
insisted they should carry out the May plenum truce and that he
telegraphed Livingstone not to make the Tom letter public in the
party. Here are two more pieces of evidence, from Pablo himself, that
he connived with the Cochranites behind the backs of the party
leadership. Here also is found incontestable proof of the fact that it
was the Cochranites who broke the truce.
Pablo's objections to the Cochranite tactics in the instances he cites
were, of course, related only to tactical timing. He didn't object to
their split perspective. He merely wanted them to slow down the
tempo of their split drive and coordinate more closely with his
intrigues on the international arena.
In addition to the foregoing information about the dog fight now
going on within the Pabloite clique, we have received letters from
some of our co-thinkers concerning these developments and the tacti
cal course we should follow in the light of recent happenings.
Burns has written: 'You will by now have received the bulletin from
Pablo which advertises the deep division between them on the ques
tion of a joint conference. You will also have received the LSSP
material. I think we can accept by and large the Ceylon proposals and
go straight in and smash them. It is my view that the LawrenceLivingstone outfits work together and are now about to go away

politically from any symbol of allegiance to Trotskyism. We must
isolate these people now. The International Committee meets in
London on May 9. Would you let me have your views: (a) what is your
attitude toward the LSSP proposals for a joint conference? (b) what do
you think of the Pablo-Cochran differences?'
A letter from Joe (which he informs us was written without having
had an opportunity to consult with Burns) makes these main points:
he thinks we must put the Pabloite proposition to the test, attempt to
isolate the Cochranites and their allies, and finish them off first; in
consultation with the LSSP we should take Pablo up on his request for
counter-propositions; concrete proposals should be made, perhaps
through Tilak, for a commission of the IS, the IC and the LSSP, in
equal proportions, to establish the real relation of forces. This, he
writes, would be a concession on our part, in the sense that it is not
quite in accordance with our preponderant weight, but a concession to
facilitate a retreat; any counter-proposition by us, he adds, must of
course include the previous conditions we have stated, cancellation of
the suspensions, postponement of the congress, etc.
Bloch has sent a draft of a proposed appeal by the International
Committee. The draft restates the conditions put forward in your
letter to the Ceylonese, refers to the support your propositions have
received, characterizes Pablo's rejection of the demand for postpone
ment of the Congress, reviews the general pattern of Pabloite intrigue,
contrasts the methods of the Pabloites to those of the Trotskyists and
characterizes Pablo's political method. The draft makes the point that
the congress can be representative only if there has been a free flow of
discussion until such time as all the questions in dispute have been
fully clarified, adding that the IC will not convoke a congress until the
discussion is completed. The draft concludes with the following
slogans: 'Stop the Pabloites from causing an irrevocable international
split; demand the postponement of the congress convoked by Pablo; if
he takes no notice of your protests, do not lend him your authority to
help accomplish his sinister stroke; refuse to play the role of hostages
for him; boycott the Pabloite rump congress.'
The foregoing communications from our co-thinkers were mailed
to us before they had received copies of your letter of April 28
addressed to me and of my two letters under date of April 29 addres
sed to the International Committee. These letters of yours and mine
seem to be in consonance on the main line of our tactics at the present
stage of the struggle. It does not seem to us that this projected tactical
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In the United States the fight is already finished on national
grounds. Our efforts in the struggle now are almost exclusively
designed to help the other national sections cure their organizations of
the Pabloite infection. Any sign of softening up on Pablo to concen
trate on Cochran would weaken that fight without doing us a bit of
good on national grounds. Cochran is already isolated, as far as our
ranks and periphery are concerned.
In Iceland it appears that the fight is just about finished. It was a
pure and simple fight against Pabloist revisionism there. The remain
ing problem there, as I see it, is to continue the ideological campaign
to re-educate the cadres on the big issues, and further isolate the local
Pabloites in the process.
The Icelanders have nothing to gain by trying to show that Cochran
and Collins are worse than Pablo, or'that Pablo is not as bad as they
are. The real task of education there is to show that Cochran and
Collins are Pabloites with the mask off, that their extreme positions,
frankly breaking with the so-called 'sectarian past' of the Fourth
International — they mean the whole past — are simply Pabloism
skipping over stages of step-at-a-time liquidationism and developing
to its logical conclusion.
In England the fight is still going on, and, different from our
situation, has to be fought out in the mass movement. But to judge
from the published polemics, the issues are becoming crystal clear and
they will have to be fought out on English grounds. England is by far
the most important sector of the international struggle at the present
time. The only way to win there is by an all-out fight.
It would be a terrible mistake to think that any conciliation with
Pablo would help to isolate the Collins group. On the contrary, it
would introduce elements of confusion and indecision which would
rebound to the benefit of the national liquidators. The extremes to
which Collins is going in his abandonment of principle, and in organi
zational treachery, undoubtedly present great difficulties and entail
losses at the moment. But for the long pull, it is a decided advantage,
in my opinion, to have this outfit really out in the open where the fight
can be a real showdown.
There is no difference between Collins and Pablo except that Col
lins, in his desperate fight for survival, imposed upon him by the
decisive actions of the orthodox Trotskyists there, is 'skipping over
the stages' of Pabloite liquidationism and 'telescoping the nuances of
the process.' That is not Pablo's way of doing things, and to that
extent there is a difference between him and Collins. But it is their
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family fight about the best way to fight us. It is not our fight. We
should make no mistake about that.
I am not familiar with recent developments in the various other
European countries. But it seems to me self-evident that the
minorities, sympathizing with the International Committee there, can
be developed and consolidated only by a further extension of the
ideological and political fight against Pabloism, rejecting all sugges
tions that the differences can be patched up by any kind of com
promise resolution.
The same is true in Latin America, where things should continue to
develop favorably for us, now that we have perfected and speeded the
work of translating our material into Spanish and breaking through
the censorship of the Pabloite functionaries. The Latin American
movement has to be re-educated and re-constituted in an irreconcila
ble and long-drawn-out fight against Pabloism from A to Z.
As far as I can judge the new developments from a distance, they are
all in our favor. We have no reason to get nervous, to jump, or to rush
around making statements and issuing proclamations about the Pab
loite Congress. I think the less we say about it the better. In fact, I
think we should eliminate all mention of it in our press before it is
held, while it is being held, and afterward, and do nothing whatever to
advertise it or attach any importance to it. The relations we have with
Ceylon provide us all the medium we need to add to the Pabloite
difficulties from within their own camp.
My draft of a reply to Ceylon has been conceived from the general
point of view set forth above.
Fraternally,
James P. Cannon
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DOCUMENT 7

Resolutions adopted by the International
Committee on May 11, 1954

No. 1. Resolution on the situation in the International
The International Committee of the 4th International, meeting in
Paris on May 11th 1954, takes note of:
1. The directive issued by the Pablo IS (April 9th) calling for an
'International Conference of all labour organizations on the basis of
demands for:
a) 'An immediate Armistice in Viet-Nam.'
b) 'Free General Elections in Viet-Nam to decide the Statutes and
Government.'
c) 'Prohibition of Atomic Weapons.'
It affirms that each one of these demands is in contradiction to the
traditional and established position of the Fourth International:
a) for the complete freedom of the colonies and unconditional
withdrawal of all Imperialist forces;
b) for the recognition of the Ho Chi Minh Government;
c) the regard of all 'disarmament' hoaxes under capitalism as a
pacifist trap designed to derail the working class from the class
struggle.
Further, it calls attention to the fact that this 3-point programme of
the Pabloite IS coincides entirely with the current line of Stalinist
lgitation.
Finally, it notes that no W.C., no IEC Plenum, nor any authorita
tive body ever took any action in the slightest to be interpreted to
sanction such a position on the part of the Pabloite IS.
2. The attempt of Collins and the British Pabloites to represent the
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'national front' conference in Paris (March 26th) against EDC as a
'Socialist-Communist' united front for a Socialist Europe; the feroci
ous attack launched by Collins & Co. in combination with centrist
politicians against the British Trotskyists for unmasking this effort to
lend a 'left' cover for Stalinist policy; of their unscrupulous Stalinisttype 'amalgam' effort to link the Trotskyists with the Morrison
Right-Wing and to denounce them as 'splitters of the Left-Wing' for
taking this principled stand; of the flirtations of Collins & Co. with
chauvinist sentiment and their defense of such opportunism as 'prog
ressive'; of their unprincipled machinations utilizing Stalinist ele
ments against the Trotskyists in press matters; finally, the complete
silence on the part of the Pabloite IS on all these unprecedented
betrayals of established F.I. policy and practice.
3. The latest Pabloite incitations to split at the very time their IS
was meeting (Iceland).
4. The 'appeal' by the Pabloite IS of the same date, addressed 'to all
who have voluntarily placed themselves outside the International'; of
their correspondence with the LSSP; of their dispute with the Coc
hranites ('Socialist Union').
The IC notes that, while in practice and in policy moving ever closer
to Stalinism, the Pabloite IS at the same time puts forward a 'proposi
tion' for the 'reunification of the International' on the basis of the
'acceptance of the principle of democratic centralism' and offers the
specific proposal of an arrangements commission to organize the 4th
WC consisting of 'for example' nominees from their own faction plus
2 from the LSSP.
While making this 'offer' the Pabloite IS continues to refuse post
ponement of the WC for adequate discussion or to rescind its suspen
sions of entire organizations constituting the great bulk of the mem
bership of the International, as demanded by the LSSP, as well as by
the organizations grouped around the IC and supporting it.
5. The IC further notes that the LSSP leadership has rejected this
latest offer and that the LSSP's IEC members have in this connection
noted the factional character of the Pabloite IS and its propositions
and formulations, which implies that their 'assembly' set for June can
have only a factional character that can only prevent the convocation
of an authoritative World Congress, representative of the Fourth
International.
It further notes that the LSSP representatives intend to continue to
use their 'good offices' to obtain a reunification on the principled basis
above specified.
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6. The IC therefore advises the LSSP representatives as follows:
If the Pabloite IS is prepared to do more than phrases about
'reunification' and the 'principle of democratic centralism'—that is if
its latest 'appeal' is not a crude maneuver, but a serious proposition,
then the Pabloite IS and IEC should:
1) Cease and desist from putting forward a public political line
never sanctioned by any organ of democratic centralism in the FI — a
une such as enumerated under (1) which we cannot but attack pub
licly if we are indeed to take the principle of democratic centralism
seriously ourselves.
2) Cease and desist from sanctioning splits in constituent organiza
tions and recognizing splitting minorities as 'sections.'
3) Call to order its followers, such as Collins, and warn them
against violations of the political line adopted by all previous congres
ses of the International.
4) Agree to a postponement of the 4th WC that will allow ample
time for full discussion.
5) Rescind all suspensions and other organizational sanctions
against the orthodox Trotskyists and reestablish the organizational
s'tatus quo at the 3rd World Congress.
Only on such a basis can the constitution of a joint arrangements
commission for the 4th Congress be considered.
'Jo. 2. Resolution on the political declaration of the LSSP
The IC notes with satisfaction the political declaration of the LSSP
on the Pabloite IS document: 'The Rise and Fall of Stalinism,' which
was adopted unanimously by its CC on 24th April 1954, and charac
terized as 'leading to a fundamental revision of the positions of Trots
kyism in regard to Stalinism but also denies to the Trotskyist move
ment all justification for its own independent existence.'
The IC records its fundamental agreement with this resolution of
the CC of the LSSP, and considers it an essential step forward towards
the realization of the political regrouping of the immense majority of
die International on the basis of the Trotskyist Programme.
j . 3. Resolution on the Iceland Section
The IC of the 4th International, meeting in Paris on May 11th 1954,
>otes with pleasure the successful outcome of the struggle against

its
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Pabloism in the Iceland section. It salutes the leadership and member
ship in the decisive way it defeated the attempt of Pablo to revise the
basic principles of our movement. The fact that his underhanded
efforts resulted in a split of a tiny minority is in itself a great tribute to
the political maturity of the Iceland section.
It notes the desire of the section to affiliate to the International
Committee, and takes great pleasure in welcoming this affiliation.
No. 4. Resolution on the Work in Italy
The IC confirms its previous decision to delegate to the French
section, the task of re-grouping the Trotskyist forces in Italy, under
the political control of the IC.
Thus, the leading bodies of the French section must take the
necessary measures in order to carry out this work and are to nominate
the comrades entrusted with it. Only such comrades nominated by the
French section can have the authority to represent the IC before the
Italian Minority.
No. 5. Resolution on the Situation in Great Britain
Please note: This resolution will be sent out after the 15th May 1954.
No. 6. Resolution on the Victory of Dien-Bien-Phu
The International Committee of the 4th International, in the name
of the Trotskyist militants of the whole world, salutes the glorious
victory won by the Viet-Namese forces of the Asiatic Revolution over
the troops of Imperialism at Dien-Bien-Phu. The International
Committee considers that the victory of Dien-Bien-Phu constitutes an
historical event of the greatest importance, setting back the plans of
aggression of American imperialism in Asia, as well as thwarting the
treacherous maneuvers of the Kremlin, which seeks to strike a com
promise with Washington at the expense of the Asiatic Revolution.
The International Committee congratulates the French section for
the indefatigable campaign which it is pursuing for the attainment of
peace in Viet-Nam, for the withdrawal of the French Expeditionary
Corps and the recognition of the Ho-Chi-Minh government.
It calls upon all Trotskyist organizations to intensify the campaign
for the defense of the Chinese and Viet-Namese revolutions against
Imperialism, for the withdrawal of all imperialist troops from VietNam, Malaya, Burma, Formosa and Korea, for the right of the Asiatic
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peoples to dispose of themselves, for the recognition of the govern
ments of the Popular Republic of China and of the Democratic
Republic of Viet-Nam.
Paris, 11th May 1954
Present:
G. Block - French section.
Bums - British section.
Steven - British section.
Smith - United States.
Jacques - Swiss section.
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DOCUMENT 8a

Letter from James P. Cannon to
L. Goonewardene, May 12, 1954

Dear Comrade Goonewardene:
Your letter of April 15 and also the April Internal Bulletin of the
LSSP, containing the political resolution of your Central Committee
and copies of your correspondence with the Pabloite IS, have been
considered by the organizations united under the International Com
mittee. At the same time, they have studied my letter to you of
February 23 and have expressed general agreement with its main
points.
They are prepared, now as before, to keep the door open to any
serious proposals which might arrest the present drift toward an
irreparable international split. To that end they have agreed to sus
pend plans for a formal international congress of their own, pending
the final result of your efforts and proposals.
We note that your proposal for a Congress postponement was
rejected, and announcement is made of the decision to proceed with
the previously scheduled Congress of the Pabloites. As stated in my
letter of February 23, such a congress can only be a congress of a
faction. Its result can only be to formalize the international split, and
to put an end to the possibility of setting in motion a process which
might lead to the formal reunification of the movement. The Trots
kyist forces organized in the International Committee have no inten
tion of attending or recognizing this so-called congress, organized and
arranged without their participation.
Meantime, we have taken note of two new developments which
require consideration.
First, the publication of the resolution of the LSSP criticizing the
revisionist line of the draft resolution on the 'Rise and Decline of
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Stalinism;' your April 13 letter refusing to sign the so-called 'Appeal'
of the Pabloite IEC to the members of the suspended and expelled
organizations over the head of their official leadership; and your
counter-proposals for the organization of the Congress.
Second, the March 26 statement of Collins and the April 10 declara
tion of the National Committee of the Socialist Union, both of which
demand that the International split be formalized, and that all direct
or indirect communication with the suspended and expelled sections
be discontinued.
From these statements it is evident that the divisions which exist
within the world movement as a whole, between the forces adhering to
the International Committee and those formally adhering to the Pab
loite IS and IEC, exist also within the ranks of the latter.
On the one hand, the political resolution of the LSSP criticizes the
draft resolution on the 'Rise and Decline of Stalinism' from the
standpoint of orthodox Trotskyism, and you also take a stand for
unification with the suspended and expelled sections.
On the other hand, the groups of Collins and the Socialist Union are
rapidly developing political positions which go far beyond the piece
meal revisionism of Pablo, toward a complete break with what the
declaration of the Socialist Union calls 'the sectarian past of the
International,' i.e., its program and the activity based upon it in the
past, and reject even any talk of reunification with the orthodox
Trotskyists.
Since these three mentioned organizations, dissenting from the
Pablo policy for different reasons, undoubtedly constitute a numeri
cal majority of the organized forces formally recognizing the Pabloite
IS and IEC—leaving aside the suspended and expelled organizations,
which already constitute a large numerical majority of the organized
world movement—the attempt of Pablo, nevertheless, to speak in the
name of the international movement, to decide when a congress shall
be called and to lay down the conditions for participation in it,
becomes somewhat ludicrous. This attempt of a minority of a minor
ity to call a quick congress to decide things for everybody must be
condemned as a criminal adventure.
It is to be presumed that the differences on organizational policy
within the ranks of organizations recognizing the Pabloite IS, will
aave to be discussed in the ranks of the various organizations before
they can take an intelligent position on them; and that this alone
would require a postponement of the projected June Congress.
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Moreover, the political resolution of the LSSP, if it is not to be given
the short shrift that was the fate of the French resolution prior to the
Third World Congress, will have to be translated and published,
together with the Pabloite reply. Time will have to be allowed for
discussion, and this also would necessarily entail a postponement of
the Congress.
Besides that, the organizations affiliated to the International Com
mittee will want to publish your document in their Internal Bulletin,
to discuss it and to inform you of their opinions. It seems to me that
you yourselves will expect this consideration for your resolution
before coming to a congress where a vote is to be taken on it.
The total situation in the international movement, still further
complicated since my letter of February 23, must convince all respon
sible people in our movement that the discussion must be extended
and amplified; and that a postponement of the Congress is an impera
tive necessity. I can tell you that the orthodox Trotskyist forces
organized around the International Committee have all expressed
themselves firmly on this point and will not depart from it.
This does not signify a rejection of the proposals of the LSSP for the
organization of the World Congress. What is necessary first, however,
is to prepare the conditions for a congress which would not result in a
fight over representation and mandates, and a definitive split on such
grounds, before the congress could ever become formally constituted.
Your proposal for a removal of the suspensions is certainly correct,
since that is the sine qua non even for any talk about a joint congress.
Your second point about the 'admission of the French majority to the
World Congress,' etc., is also correct, and is likewise a pre-condition
for an agreement on a joint congress with the participation of the other
organizations affiliated with the International Committee.
Your third point, providing for a commission to decide on the
'representation to be accorded to the organizations participating in the
Congress,' will also be accepted by the organizations associated with
the International Committee. Some such commission will undoub
tedly be necessary, and it goes without saying that the suspended
organizations would have to be represented on the commission. The
Pabloites' announcement of a 'commission,' excluding such represen
tation, has naturally been rejected out of hand by all the suspended
and expelled organizations.
If the political conditions for a serious attempt at reunification
through a World Congress have been previously established, and if
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there is a serious will to effect a formal reunification, such questions as
this will naturally be solved without much difficulty by negotiation
and agreement. That has been the case in every unification I have ever
had anything to do with, and such occasions have been numerous. On
the other hand, all attempts to begin a reunification process on the
organizational level, without a full clarification of the political ques
tions involved, and without a real will on both sides to effect unifica
tion despite political differences, clearly established and recognized,
have ended in failure.
If the de facto split is recognized, and if there is a will to initiate a
movement toward a genuine reunification, then it is self-evident that,
at a certain stage in the developments, it will be necessary to establish
some kind of a commission to sift out and verify conflicting member
ship claims and agree on representation, personnel of Congress repor
ters and committees, agenda, etc., etc. I think it is likewise selfevident that, in order for such a commission to function effectively, all
concerned will have to be represented.
If and when the time comes for it, when there can be a reasonable
confidence that such a commission could function with some realistic
prospect of success, I do not think the unification will fall on the
question of the commission. But just because I consider it stupid to
quarrel and split over such questions, I emphasize my opinion that
conditions are not yet present for a joint congress, and that conse
quently discussion of organizational arrangements is premature.
By that, I do not mean to say that discussion of the question of unity
and of an eventual joint congress is useless. Far from it. But the whole
project must be approached realistically, proceeding from the 'real
situation,' as it is.
I note that the 'Appeal' of the Pabloite IEC, dated April 15, declares
its wish to 're-establish the unity of the International.' If that is really
the case, contrary to their previous course of expulsion, suspensions,
removals, threats and excommunications, then the next thing in order
is not a commission to arrange a joint congress. The first step, as
already explained in my letter of February 23, is the unconditional
cancellation of the expulsions and 'suspensions,' beginning with the
French, and the announced discontinuation of such procedures.
After that, would logically come the setting up of a provisional
commission, not to arrange a joint congress, but:
1. to supervise and work out practical details for the reintegration
of the suspended and expelled sections;

2. to define transitional relations between majorities and
minorities in those sections where the split is in effect; and
3. to organize and regulate the further course of the internal dis
cussion; and to decide and agree on what aspects, if any, of the further
discussion should be conducted in public.
You will note that this letter says nothing about good or bad will on
the part of any of those who profess to favor the reunification of the
movement. That will be demonstrated by action, not by words. If
there is bad will on either side there will be no reunification in any
case, and maneuvers around the question will come to nothing.
Even with good will for formal reunification, there is no certainty
that it can be re-established. But, in my opinion, there is still a chance
— if your proposal for postponement of the Congress is eventually
accepted. This chance is a very fragile one under present conditions,
and the question of where to begin is very important. It may decide
the fate of the whole enterprise.
The suggestions about procedure made above are not offered as
counter-proposals to yours, but rather as indications of how I think
the objective you are seeking can be approached most effectively.
Fraternally,
James P. Cannon
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DOCUMENT 8b

Letter from James P. Cannon to Farrell Dobbs,
June 3, 1954

Dear Farrell:
I received the notice of the Pabloite IS, indicating that they are
going ahead with their so-called 'Fourth Congress.' If their gathering
decides to constitute itself as such, it will signify the definitive interna
tional split. We should begin to consider our tactics in this event.
The first question that will be posed, if the Pabloites actually
proclaim their gathering as the Fourth Congress, will be that of our
public attitude toward it. For us to publicize their Congress in any
way, in any polemics which we might direct against its decisions,
would appear as an implicit recognition of their Congress and
implicitly place the orthodox Trotskyists in the position of seces
sionists.
I think it will be better to ignore the Pabloite gathering and give it
no publicity whatever in our press. Instead of that, the Trotskyist
press should begin publishing material emanating from the IC as the
bona fide center of the Fourth International, which in reality it is.
From this point of view, I was glad to see that both The Militant and
La Verite published the IC declaration on Dien Bien Phu without
reference to the IC as a faction. That is a good beginning. I think it
should set the pattern for our future tactical course.
Our reference to the 'Pabloite faction,' which we have used up till
now and which is also used in Murry's latest article this week, has
been correct for the whole period from our November Plenum up
until the present time. But if the scheduled gathering of the Pabloites
declares itself to be the Fourth Congress, further references to them as
'a faction of the Fourth International' would be inappropriate. There
after, they should be designated simply as secessionists, but not as a
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faction of the Fourth International; and in no case as the Congress,
IEC, or IS of the Fourth International.
After the Pabloite Congress, it will be time for the Trotskyist
groups to begin an international discussion of new documents of their
own on the world situation. It would be a good idea for those con
cerned to consider the questions to be dealt with in the resolutions and
assign the writing of drafts. Once acceptable drafts are approximately
agreed upon, they could be published in the International Bulletin
and in our Internal Bulletin and a discussion opened preparatory to a
real Congress to reconstitute the bona fide Trotskyist Fourth Interna
tional.
I am submitting these suggestions on tactics for a preliminary
discussion among the leading people affiliated with the International
Committee.
Fraternally,
J.P.Cannon
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DOCUMENT 8c

Letter from G. Healy and Sam Gordon to Farrell
Dobbs, July 8, 1954

Dear Smith,
We have now concluded a series of discussions with the Ceylonese,
and it is possible for us to make some propositions for your considera
tion.
Firstly, we are surprised that there has been no direct reply from
you regarding our proposals on a parity commission, particularly in
relation to the problem of the Ceylonese. Before proceeding we always
appreciate discussion between us.
You will already have received the letter from Burns reporting the
action of the IC.
As a result of our talks with Colvin and Tilak, we believe that it is
necessary for us to take some other factors into account when planning
the next step.
The Ceylonese found at the Pablo conference that the Cochran
break had produced a situation in which things became more fluid
than before. Their political amendments were accepted and in their
opinion this indicates if not a reversal, at least a halt and a setback of
the trend to revisionism, which is now recognised as a danger by far
more people than before, particularly after the performance of Clarke,
Lawrence and Co. Organisationally the fluidity was marked by the
ambiguous position adopted. Recognizing the 'assembly' as the
Fourth Congress but proposing steps for unification in a direct
approach to us.
In their view, many people in Pablo's ranks are uneasy and could be
won over, but are hampered by organisational fetishism. They believe
that this could be overcome, a reunification effected that would affirm
orthodox Trotskyism and put a stop to revisionism for good and all.
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Organisationally ways and means could be worked out to eliminate
Pablo from any position of importance and effect. They are aware of,
and detest, Pablo's methods, and see eye to eye with us on general
organisational views of international problems.
For all these considerations they do not exclude the possibility that
Pablo is maneuvering, and may be up to some trickery. But they
believe that this must be put to the test. The resolution adopted
(which you have no doubt seen by now) to approach us, can, in the
opinion of the Ceylonese, serve that purpose. They know now of the
shabby way in which this resolution has been forwarded to us, and will
blow their tops about it and demand a direct committee to committee
approach (IS to IC) to show seriousness. They hint that if this is not
met, they will make an adverse report back home that will automati
cally mean a new formal approach to us. But if a direct IS-IC approach
is made they would like us to reply proposing a parity commission
with the restricted aim of distributing documents in organising a joint
discussion and eventually preparing a joint conference. They under
stand that such a reply would start off by a rejection on our part, of the
validity of the Pablo congress in any shape or form.
They asked us to do this 'to help them organise the fight' (their
literal words). While maintaining their formal connections with Pablo
they unquestionably see as their perspective, collaboration with us.
After considerable thought we don't see what else we can reasona
bly do except propose acceptance of their proposition to the IC. What
could we possibly lose by agreeing? We obligate ourselves to nothing
except to meet. We reserve our complete freedom of action. The only
thing we do is to provide a vehicle which enables us to have a formal
link with the Ceylonese, which they very much want, and which is
their prime consideration in the immediate sinse.
The Pablo resolution is in itself a de facto compliance with our
terms — after their so-called 'congress' they propose joint arrange
ments for unification. What else does this mean but making a farce of
the designation of their gathering as a 'Congress,' and recognising the
force of our position. The rest is verbiage for face saving. It looks to us
that if we really want to make a bid for the forces still trapped by them,
we have the Pabloites over a barrel.
Aside from the general consideration motivating the Ceylonese,
cited above, it becomes clear, in discussion with them, that their local
problems make this course necessary, and this aspect can be very
important internationally in the days ahead.
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We are for meeting their request and working as closely as possible
with them, we are sure that on reflection, everyone in our IC must be
of this opinion. But we believe that we will need a few weeks to discuss
this matter from all angles among ourselves, and have informed them
of this.
The IC meets on August 2. Can we have your views by then?
Warmest regards,
Jerry and Joe

IUC o r i n
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DOCUMENT 8d

Letter from Farrell Dobbs to James P. Cannon,
July 14, 1954

Dear Jim:
We have already sent you copies of Burns' letter of June 25 report
ing on the Pabloite rump congress and the letter of June 25 from P.
Frank forwarding the rump congress resolution on unity.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter of July 8 from Burns and Joe reporting
on their discussions with the Ceylonese subsequent to the rump
congress and recommending a tactical orientation toward formation
of a parity commission. We suggest that a reply be sent to the
comrades of the International Committee along the following lines:

*

•

*

We have defeated the Pabloites in the political struggle since publi
cation of the Open Letter. As a result a three way division was
manifested at the rump congress: the Pabloite liquidators, the Germainist conciliators who have made political concessions to Pablo,
and the Ceylonese to whom Pablo has made political concessions.
The rump congress made contradictory decisions. In proclaiming
itself as the 'Fourth Congress,' it moved in the direction of split. The
political concessions to the Ceylonese, on the other hand, implied
motion in the direction of unity. These decisions of an opposite
character were intended to placate the contradictory forces at the
rump congress in order to hold them together. The Ceylonese could
not be induced to go along with Pablo without political concessions.
The Cochranites on the other hand would probably have split if the
rump congress had not been proclaimed the 'Fourth Congress.'
We now face the question: Shall we insist that the act of proclaiming
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the 'Fourth Congress' consummates a definitive split, or shall we
accept the Ceylonese proposal to form a parity commission for the
organization of a joint discussion and preparation of a joint confer
ence?
If we say the split is now definitive our political attack on the
Pabloites will continue to make its way as before. Polarization among
the participants in the rump congress will continue to take place
between the orthodox Trotskyist elements still entangled in Pablo's
net and the revisionists who support Pablo's liquidationist line.
Therefore we will sooner or later have to face the question of precisely
how to bring about reunification of the viable political forces within
the world movement. The question is, would acceptance of the
Ceylonese proposals help to expedite this polarization, help to isolate
and conclusively defeat the revisionist-liquidationist wing?
Burns' report on the rump congress seems to indicate that sucira
tactic would be profitable. There is no doubt that the cadres who
boycotted the rump congress constitute a world majority. The politi
cal concessions Pablo had to make to the Ceylonese reflected the
gravitational pull of the International Committee forces on the nonrevisionist elements who participated in the rump congress. These
elements were further propelled toward the International Committee
by the new revisionist-liquidationist manifestations displayed by the
Cochranite-Lawrenceite wing. It is significant to note that the latter
voted against Pablo's political and organizational concessions to the
Ceylonese.
We would be wholly justified in taking the stand that the decision of
the rump gathering to proclaim itself the 'Fourth Congress' had made
the split definitive. However, if we were to refuse on this ground to
have any relations with those elements at the rump congress who are
subject to attraction by the IC, we would be setting up organizational
barriers that would help keep them in Pablo's revisionistliquidationist net. On the other hand we can't let the struggle end in
compromise solution that would slur over any of the political differ
ences or fail to specify and denounce the precise character of Pabloite
revisionism.
Consequently we must devise a tactical line that will enable us to
establish relations with orthodox Trotskyists who participated in the
rump congress and enlist them in a further and final stage of struggle
for the reconstitution of the Fourth International on firm orthodox
Trotskyist lines. Toward this end we propose:

~-
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1. Under no circumstances do we recognize the Pabloite rump
meeting as a congress.
2. We will accept the proposal to establish a parity commission
between the orthodox Trotskyists and the participants in the rump
meeting to organize a joint discussion and prepare a joint conference.
3. Any parity commission established must be arranged through
direct negotiations with the International Committee and not through
any attempt to by-pass the IC in an approach to individual sections.
4. Meetings of the parity commission should be held in London in
order to permit maximum IC representation.
5. Our aim in the joint discussion should be to compel the Pabloites
to answer for their political and organizational crimes committed
following the Third Congress, namely:
a. Why they split the French party, discriminated against the
Chinese leadership, aided and abetted the splitters in England, the
United States, Canada and other sections, and 'suspended' the
orthodox Trotskyists in the midst of preparations for the Fourth
Congress.
b. They must explain where they stand in relation to Pablo's public
repudiation of the Transitional Program, his repudiation of
revolutionary perspectives for America, his apologies for Stalinism in
the French general strike and East German uprising, his solidarity
with Clarke's repudiation of the political revolution in the USSR, etc.
These points must be pressed, not at all out of vindictiveness
against a hostile tendency, but because of the iron necessity to estab
lish clear political and organizational lines on which a unified organi
zation would function. Any attempt to reunify the movement without
explicit reaffirmation of the fundamental Trotskyist positions and a
specific rejection of Pablo's political policies and organizational
methods would solve nothing. It would only lay the basis for a new
and even worse internal crisis.
Before sending any reply to the comrades of the International
Committee, we would like to have your views of the general situation
as it now stands after the rump congress and of our proposed line of
reply to the IC.
Comradely,
Farrell Dobbs
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DOCUMENT 8e

Letter from James P. Cannon to Farrell Dobbs,
July 16, 1954

Dear Farrell:
I received your letter and other material on the Pabloite assembly. I
agree in general with the thoughts expressed by you, which appear to
coincide with those of Burns and Joe.
However, I would like to make the following observations:
1. We ought to get the documents of the Pabloite gathering and
give them a searching scrutiny before making a final decision on our
next steps. We need the texts of the Cochranite proposals as well as the
documents accepted by the majority.
It seems to me that everything is working in our favor now and it
would be a mistake to think we have any need to jump into any
precipitate action. There should first be an all-around confidential
discussion among the leading people recognizing the EC, and full
understanding and agreement before we proceed.
• 2. It is not quite correct to say that we have defeated the Pabloites in
the political struggle since the publication of the Open Letter, but we
have certainly made headway. The prospects for the near future seem
to be all on our side. One big advantage we have is that our forces are
firmly consolidated everywhere, while the Pabloites are running into
the usual difficulties of heterogeneous combinations. We would be
under more pressure to take some hasty action if the splits in the
national sections had not been politically prepared and we were
obliged to pay for previous mistakes in that respect by unity maneuv
ers.
I think the split is pretty definitive in the United States, Britain and
Canada; that there is no real unity problem there; and that unity
negotiations between the different groups in these three countries —
if they take place at all, which is doubtful — would be rather farcical
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and would yield little or no result. I have the impression that the same
situation prevails in France, but I would like to have more informa
tion about it.
3. I personally attach more importance to the Congress of the
French party than to the Pabloite assembly, and I would like to see a
full report of the proceedings, with texts of the documents. If the
French comrades were able, by their own resources, to agree on a
practical working arrangement for collaboration in the leadership, I
doubt very much whether the French Pabloites will be much of a
problem for them in the next period, with or without a unification.
But on this also we should request information and the opinion of the
French comrades.
4. The first half— the bigger half — of the fight against Pabloism
has been finished successfully with the consolidation of firm
majorities in the different sections adhering to the IC. The victories
there are politically secure because they've been based on the
informed participation of the ranks at every step of the fight. These
politically secured gains cannot be upset by any international man
euvers. The forces consolidated in these parties are the solid core of
the international movement; the undecided elements are mainly
peripheral to this core. The IC in all its deliberations from now on
should proceed from this conception.
5. I agree, of course, with your position that if the Pabloites want to
negotiate about unity, or any steps possibly leading toward it, they
will have to deal direcdy with the IC, and give up their round-about
approaches. I think it would be a good idea if all the affiliated sections
would adopt a specific motion to this effect, to put an end to all
Pabloite speculations on the possibility of separate deals with separate
groups.
6. An agreement of the Pabloites to form a parity commission with
representatives of the IC, to jointly arrange a discussion in preparation
for a prospective joint congress, would in itself be a big gain for the
Trotskyists, regardless of whether such a parity commission eventu
ally arrived at a joint congress. The discussion will decide that, and
there will be plenty of time. If we are able, through a joindy-edited
Bulletin, to reach some of the undecided and misinformed people,
who have been deliberately kept in ignorance of the issues, we will be
bound to gain something in any case.
7. If such a parity commission is agreed upon, it will not be neces
sary for us to present any ultimatistic formulations at its first meeting.
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The fact of the agreement for a parity commission would speak for
itself. A little later, if it appears that there is a prospect of the Pabloites
agreeing to a formal parity commission, I will suggest some formula
tions which the IC representatives can use to let the Pabloites save a
little face without yielding anything essential to them.
I am reviewing and thinking over the past experiences with the
'Committee of Four Parties,' our negotiations with the Musteites, and
other 'parity commission' experiences of the past, from this point of
view. Perhaps the past experiences with parity committees, real and
fake, which I have known, can be helpful this time.
Fraternally,
J. P. Cannon

DOCUMENT 9a

Letter from Farrell Dobbs to G. Healy,
December 8, 1954

Dear Burns,
We have just concluded a most fruitful convention which gave an
inspiring demonstration of high morale in the ranks despite the heavy
witch hunt pressures and from which the party emerged with a clear
class-struggle line realistically applied to present conditions.
A redraft of the political resolution, prepared after the recent
national elections, will be sent to you under separate cover. The
convention adopted the general line of the redraft as definitive in
determining the line of the press and the policy in branch activities.
However, the redraft will now be submitted, with some editing, to
further discussion in the party, after which the Plenum of the NC will
adopt a final definitive draft by authorization of the convention.
The convention formally expelled the splitters and unanimously
approved the Open Letter published by the Nov. 1953 Plenum as well
as the subsequent general course of the leadership in the struggle
against Pabloism. In a discussion among the leading comrades right
after the convention, we took up the current problems in that struggle
and decided to send this letter to you personally setting forth our
general views. We regret that the pressures of the convention pre
vented us from giving the IC problems closer attention in the recent
period and also compelled us to delay opening this consultation with
you.
Looking back upon recent events we now feel we made a mistake in
orienting toward establishment of a parity commission with the Pab
loites no matter on how limited a basis. Illusions can be created that
become an obstacle to the realization of our fundamental objectives.
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Beginning with the Open Letter, the forces rallied around the
International Committee have denounced Pabloism as a revisionistliquidationist tendency guilty of: junking the Transitional Prog
ramme; renouncing the inevitability of political revolution against the
Stalinist bureaucracy and visualizing its self-reform; covering up
Stalinist betrayals; adopting a conciliatory attitude toward alien polit
ical tendencies generally; liquidating the movement through 'deep'
entry tactics; organizing a secret personal faction; suppressing demo
cratic discussion inside the movement; gagging leading comrades in
the executive bodies and in the sections; carrying through minorityprovoked splits and bureaucratic expulsions — all as part of a conspi
racy to achieve these revisionist-liquidationist aims through a minor
ity coup d'etat at a rump congress.
The Open Letter and then the International Committee itself added
to this general denunciation the demand that the Pabloite usurpers be
removed from the central apparatus in order to restore internal demo
cracy in the world movement. Full democratic discussion was called
for on all issues in dispute before the necessary decisions are made at a
democratically organized congress.
It is on this line that the major sections have been rallied around the
International Committee with the consistent demand that Pablo and
Pabloism must go. The split with Pabloism is therefore already defini
tive and what remains is a mopping up operation to save whatever
confused elements we can, accepting unity only with those elements
who are prepared to break definitively with everything Pabloism
stands for. Thus, in the most basic sense the problem is not one of
unification. Our task is to consolidate the forces that have broken with
Pablo and carry the split deeper into the Pabloite ranks.
Organization of a common congress with the Pabloites is not in any
sense a task of the parity commission. We agreed to the commission in
the first place only to help the Ceylonese comrades find a tactical
bridge toward full support of the Trotskyist forces. We had no idea of
a congress of any kind until the groundwork has been fully laid for its
complete rejection of Pabloism and the projection of a Trotskyist
perspective. Consequently there can be no basis for discussion with
the Pabloites of any organizational matters or any questions of formal
authority.
At most the parity commission could merely organize a discussion
and it isn't actually needed even for that. Our task is precisely the one
defined at the latest meeting of the IC — to pass immediately to the

preparation of our own documents for the Fourth Congress. In doing
so we will naturally run our own discussion and the documents the IC
finally elaborates through its own discussion will definitely be the
authentic documents of the Fourth Congress.
The notion of a parity commission serves at most as simply a device
for marking time before the definitive split with Pabloism is made
openly in the fullest formal sense. Time is on our side in the task of
clarifying the confused and hesitant elements who remain identified
to some degree with the Pabloite formal structure. The gratifying
developments you report in Germany and Italy underline this fact.
But we must be careful not to feed any illusions among the Ceylonese,
Germans, Italians or others that there can be any long co-habitation
with the Pabloites. These comrades must not get the idea that they can
avoid a clean break with Pabloism with the expectation that we will be
coming back into the old set-up on the basis of a modus vivendi with
Pablo.
If our approach to the parity commission question gives any wrong
impression on this score it would impede the full mobilization of the
real Trotskyist forces. Judging from the eagerness with which the
Pabloites are pushing for a quick session of the commission, they
sense this very fact and are anxious to use the parity commission
device to sow new confusion and promote new illusions. We therefore
think it necessary to slow down a great deal on the commission angle
and stall off even a preliminary meeting indefinitely while we take
plenty of time to work out our own perspectives and fully develop our
own strategic and tactical course. Since the parity commission must in
any case be strictly limited to the exchange of discussion material and
nothing more, there is no need for haste in arranging a meeting and
plenty of good reasons that can be advanced for delaying it.
Our platform permits no common executive body with the Pab
loites. It requires just the opposite since our stress is on the consolida
tion of the Trotskyist forces and a definitive separation from Pab
loism. Hence nothing of an executive character gives any urgency to a
parity commission meeting. Our documents will not be designed for
'common' discussion with the Pabloites but for clarification of the
Trotskyists and the elaboration of the Trotskyist platform. We have
nothing to negotiate with the Pabloites concerning the character and
scope of discussion material. In fact we take a dubious view even of the
proposed IC demand to have our own spokesmen in Pablo-dominated
sections. That stipulation would work both ways and we don't really
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need it, certainly not nearly as much as the Pabloites do. Thus all the
parity commission can really do is exchange documents and there
would be no point to a hasty meeting merely to agree that this would
be done later on. And the IC will not be in a position to submit any
documents to a parity commission until they have been thoroughly
discussed among the IC supporters and approved by them.
We fully agree with the decision of the International Committee to
concentrate now on the preparation of the basic discussion material
intended to fully clarify our own forces and rally the confused ele
ments to our side. We will undertake the drafting of a document on
'World Perspectives' as the IC has requested but it will not be possible
for us to promise it by December 30 as suggested. While we have no
intention of delaying the project, we do think it important that we be
allowed whatever time will be found necessary to do a workman-like
job on the draft. If you agree with us that there is no need for a forced
pace in preparing the IC documents, we assume you will also agree to
our undertaking the assignment on a necessarily elastic time schedule.
In addition to the discussion material already projected by the IC
we believe a thorough analysis of the structure and functioning of the
world movement along realistic democratic-centralist lines will be
needed. In the so-called 'unity' resolution of the rump congress, Pablo
still harps on his pet theme of a 'centralized world party'. We must
spell out not only our rejection of Pablo's false organizational line but
also what we want the organizational norms to be as required by the
realities of the movement. Considerable discussion will first be
required among ourselves on this general subject and we plan to write
further about it later on.
We shall look forward to further direct consultation with you on the
points we have raised in this letter and on the manner in which these
views should be introduced among our co-thinkers.
Comradely,
Smith.

DOCUMENT 9b

Letter from S.T. Peng to Farrell Dobbs,
September 8, 1955

Dear Smith:
The short letter I sent you on the 2nd of August only to express my
basic attitude towards the drafts of the Chinese and colonial
questions. Originally, I wanted to write a more detailed article to
express my opinion on these two drafts as well as the questions
connected with them for your information. But my sickness has
prevented me from doing that even now. At present I only express the
following opinion on the form we should take in discussing the drafts,
which was mentioned in your letter of the 6th of July.
Your letter said:
We recommend that the IC take no formal vote on any draft documents at
the present time other than the necessary decision to begin circulating the
material for discussion. We also recommend that the material be distri
buted only to the orthodox Trotskyists. As we understand it, there is all
round agreement that no basis exists for any attempt at discussion with the
Pabloites. Our task now is to work out a general political line among the
orthodox Trotskyists rallied around the IC.

I fully agree that the IC take no formal vote on any draft documents
at the present time other than the necessary decision to begin circulat
ing the material for discussion to the orthodox Trotskyists. But I
consider this kind of discussion should not be limited among the
orthodox Trotskyists rallied around the IC.
Of course, no basis exists for discussion between us and orthodox
Pabloites (such as Cochran, Collins, Mestre, Dowson and etc.) As a
matter of fact, they not only left the FI, but also broke with the IS. But
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for the many Trotskyists who at present still remain in the IS or are
dominated by it, I consider that we should and must discuss with
them, and convince them through the discussion in order to make
them completely turn away from the influence of Pabloism and once
again return to the standpoint of the orthodox Trotskyist.
I call your attention to the following facts:
1. In Europe the orthodox Trotskyists that rallied around the IC are a
minority in all the countries with the exception of France and Switzer
land. As far as the majority of France is concerned, it has already been
divided into three factions, and even the faction led by Bleibtreu was
expelled by the Lambert faction. But it is a well known fact to us, that
the one who led the French majority to fight resolutely against Pablo's
revisionism politically is no one but Bleibtreu (he has the highest
political capacity in the French party, though he has some weakness in
the organizational sphere). The Lambert faction, that is, the majority
among the French majority, can hardly represent the orthodox Trots
kyism, and on top of that, they have quite a strong tendency of
sectarianism. (The main reason for Bleibtreu's expulsion is because he
has uninterruptedly criticized these tendencies). And also on a few
important questions: such as the Yugoslavia question and especially
the China question, Lambert's faction is very close to the viewpoint of
Pablo's revisionism. (It is sufficiently proved by the opinion expres
sed by Bloch towards the Yugoslavia question in the June Committee
of the IC).
2. On the other hand, the majority of the Frank faction in France,
particularly the youth, are made to realize the danger of Pablo's
revisionism, in their struggle against Mestre's thorough revisionism
and liquidationism and in the light of the seeking of conciliation by the
Soviet bureaucracy and French Stalinist Party. They come to these
conclusions through their own experience: that the assessment of
Stalinism by Pablo, etc., is incorrect. It is only Trotskyism that can
accomplish the world revolution. And they also acknowledge that
Cannon, etc., represent the traditional position of Trotskyism.
Therefore, they demand immediate reunification. The same kind of
tendency is very popular in L's faction in Italy. I am not very clear
about the condition of J's faction in Germany, but I believe there are
many who can possibly be convinced and return to the direction of the
orthodox Trotskyism.
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3. The LSSP is completely a Trotskyist Party politically (moreover,
it is a party in our movement which really has a mass base). This fact is
acknowledged by all. The reason that they still remain in the IS is only
that they are confined by formalism organizationally, but they ear
nestly desire to have a general discussion through the Parity Commit
tee in order to sweep away the Pabloites' revisionism and reunify all
the Trotskyists. Until now the Indian Trotskyists have not yet expres
sed their attitude, but as far as the traditional close connection they
have with the LSSP is concerned, it probably is under the influence of
the latter.
4. The majority of organizations in Latin America are still under the
control of the IS. In fact, the IS is under the personal control of Pablo.
And it is mainly by blockade and fraudulence that Pablo can control
those organizations, so that their rank and file is in no way able to find
out the authentic position of our orthodox Trotskyism against Pab
loism.
The foregoing facts show that we must not be satisfied with the
present Trotskyists rallied around the IC. We should go further to
rally those who at present still remain in the IS, especially the LSSP,
and do everything possible to convince the rank and file of these
organizations, particularly the comrades of Germany, France, Italy
and Latin America. This task can only be fulfilled by the circulating of
our orthodox Trotskyist documents to all the organizations controlled
by the IS through the Parity Committee and the holding of a general
and thorough discussion.
At present, if we refuse or evade such a discussion, then we are
objectively helping Pablo to continually control the IS and to deceive
comrades and confuse the mass under the name of the FI, and ruin the
Trotskyist movement. It is an inestimable detriment to the future
revolution.
Therefore, I consider we should not procrastinate the work of the
Parity Committee (in fact, this work has been procrastinated too long)
that is to say, that we should as far as possible circulate our documents
through the Parity Committee to all the organizations controlled by
the IS and hold the general discussion. I believe this kind of discussion
will never be a loss but a gain to us. It is quite possible, that through
such a discussion we will liquidate the Pabloites' revisionism and rally
once again all the Trotskyists — first the Trotskyists of LSSP and
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India — to the banner of orthodox Trotskyism, because Pabloism,
expressed through Cochran, Collins, and Mestre, combined with the
eagerness of the Kremlin and the Stalinist parties all over the world to
seek conciliation with the American imperialists and the bourgeoisie
of other countries, has been proved completely bankrupt. This is an
opportunity for us to convince and re-rally all the Trotskyists and
restore the unification movement of the FI.
At the same time, the situation in Europe, especially the situation in
France and Italy, on account of the ferment and the intensification of
the internal crisis of the Stalinist parties, and the increasing dissatis
faction of their rank and file party members toward the leadership
(this is a result of the opportunist policy and betrayals of the leader
ship), makes it necessary for us to rally all the Trotskyists under one
Trotskyist banner to be able to actively influence their rank and file
party members, pushing them to criticize, revolt and turn away from
their opportunist bureaucratic leadership. (Concerning this part, we
can supply more detailed material if you are interested in it).
But the French Lambert faction absolutely ignore this situation.
They are not only firmly against the discussion of the political ques
tions with all the Trotskyists controlled by the IS including the LSSP
and hence attempting unification, but they also expelled Bleibtreu
who more represents orthodox Trotskyism. They even exploit the
letter you sent to Bloch last winter to instigate the Italian comrades to
approve their idea. This proves that they are not for the benefit of the
Trotskyist movement as a whole, but mosdy for the benefit of their
own faction.
Trotsky resolutely fought against all the revisionists, but at the
same time he never forfeited any opportunity to do everything possi
ble to convince every comrade or organization in order to rally them to
our movement. We should maintain such a spirit.
Your opinion will have a decisive result in the IC. Just because of
that, I hope you'll give careful and serious consideration for the
problems stated above.
With comradely greetings,
S.T.P.

(Peng)
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DOCUMENT 9c

Letter from Farrell Dobbs to S.T. Peng,
September 29, 1955

Dear Comrade Peng:
This is a preliminary reply to your letter of September 8. We share
your desire to carry our international discussion into the ranks of the
parties and groups influenced by Pablo. Your information about the
trend towards orthodox Trotskyism in the ranks of Frank's group in
France and L's group in Italy is very heartening. We haven't had this
information before and it bolsters our conviction that once the discus
sion gets under way in earnest, the Pabloites will be routed com
pletely.
It is our opinion, however, that at this stage our task is to first
consolidate the forces around the IC on clearly defined political
positions. This has not been done yet. To be sure, many documents
have been written by the French, by the Chinese comrades and by us
polemicizing against Pabloite revisionism. These documents have in
the main correctly defended Trotskyism as against the liquidationists.
They have served to delineate the respective tendencies and to begin
the rearmament of the Trotskyist tendency. But this rearmament has
not yet been completed and will not be completed until the discussion
we are now engaged in has been further developed among the parties
and groups adhering to the IC.
We have made a good beginning here along this line at the plenary
meeting of our National Committee. We had a full discussion of the
three documents now in circulation and especially on the Chinese
resolution. These documents have been approved by the overwhelm
ing majority of the National Committee and we are now submitting
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them in the name of the Plenum for discussion in our ranks and among
the supporters of the IC. We have already supplied the Ceylonese first
drafts of the documents and will continue to keep them supplied with
all discussion material.
In the meantime, we will continue the work on the sections of the
international document yet to be written. The discussion we are now
engaged in is therefore only at the beginning stage. It should run its
full course among the Trotskyists, in the leadership as well as the
ranks, until common political positions have been reached.
The one meeting of the parity committee clearly revealed the
futility of engaging in a political discussion with the Pabloites at this
stage. At that meeting, they submitted all their documents dating
back to the Third Congress and offered their bankrupt line as the basis
for discussion, although their line has already been repudiated in the
internal struggle and split.
The Pabloites will get involved in this discussion whether they like
it or not. All we need do is to see that the documents are translated into
the necessary languages and circulated among those who are
genuinely interested in programmatic clarity.
But we do not see that a parity committee can play any useful role in
this process. It can do harm. It would give Pablo an opening to
substitute organizational manoeuvres in a new attempt to confuse the
ideological issues.
We expect to return to a more extensive discussion of the parity
committee question in our further correspondence with you.
Comradely yours,
Smith.
P.S. We would appreciate any further information you can give us
about internal developments among the various parties and groups on
the continent.
S.

Chapter Five
Pabloism Reviewed

When the Chinese group led by S.T. Peng joined the International
Committee in 1954 they made a contribution, notably in this docu
ment, to the understanding of Pablo's politics and method. But when
the SWP started on the road back to revisionism in the period leading
up to 1963, Peng was in fact their principal link with the Pabloite
secretariat in Paris.
Peng was able to corroborate from the experience of his own section
in dealing with Pablo that, as the French, British and Americans had
found, Pabloism was not just an ideological danger but a systematic
attempt to destroy the movement. Particularly noteworthy in Peng's
analysis is his insistence that the political differences are of a funda
mental character, answering Germain's argument (Chapter One) that
they were only tactical. Peng relates the liquidationism of Pablo
direcdy to the beginnings of political revolution in East Germany and
violently condemns Pablo's capitulation to Stalinism as a direct reflec
tion of counter-revolutionary pressure, to be compared with the 1914
betrayal of Social Democracy and Stalinist responsibility for the
victory of German fascism in 1933.
These positions, in the absence of a consistent fight to develop
dialectical materialism and train a cadre, were insufficient to prevent
Peng from later joining the SWP in their return to Pablo and Germain.
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DOCUMENT 10

Pabloism Reviewed by S.T. Peng,
January 1955

From Pablo to Cochran, Clarke and Mestre
Pablo's revisionism and liquidationism have not only caused
irreconcilable political oppositions within the Fourth International,
but have provoked splits on a wide scale organizationally. This is an
unprecedented disaster in the history of our movement. Therefore,
before we start with the re-unification of our movement at the present
time, it is necessary to have a complete and thorough review and
clarification on this question, in order to re-unify our International on
a solid ideological basis of orthodox Trotskyism.
Prior to our review of Pablo's revisionism, we have to state the two
following points:
(i) There have already been numerous documents published
criticizing Pabloism, such as the Letter of the SWP to the World
Trotskyists, the reply to the Rise and Decline of Stalinism, the Resolu
tion and Amendments on the Rise and Decline of Stalinism submitted
by the LSSP, a series of articles in the Fourth International, in The
Militant and La Verite, and a number of documents published in the
internal bulletins of the IC, the French PCI, etc. All these documents
have made detailed exposures and criticisms of Pablo's revisionism on
the political plane, and his bureaucratism in organizational practices.
Hence it is not the intention of this document to repeat the criticisms
formulated in the past; it is simply an attempt to make a synthesis of
these documents and articles, and to recount systematically a selection
of the fundamental conceptions of Pabloism and their serious conse
quences, and to help all comrades for a further discussion.
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(ii) The manner in which Pablo's ideas infiltrated into our move
ment is different from that of all previous revisionists (like Burnham,
Schachtman, etc.); instead of being open, frank and systematic, it is
camouflaged, piecemeal and ambiguous or paradoxical. Especially
when he is confronted with reproaches or denunciation, he often tries
to defend himself, or simply deny what he said, by sophism or
sometimes even by borrowing certain phrases from Trotsky, to
deceive comrades. Within the limits of the available space, this article
cannot expose and criticize all Pablo's sophistry, evasions and selfcontradictions one by one, but will review the logical development of
his main ideas, and particularly those more thoroughly elaborated by
his supporters and their expression in action.
Centuries of Deformed Workers' States
In 1949 for the first time, Pablo introduced into the open his notion
of 'centuries of deformed workers' states'. (See On the Class Nature of
Yugoslavia, p. 3, published in the October 1949, issue of the Interna
tional Information Bulletin). He came back to this idea once again in
the beginning of 1951 (see Whither Are We Going? published in the
Feb.-April issue of Quatrieme Internationale, pp. 46-47). As he
encountered criticisms and attacks from some comrades (such as
Whither Pablo? by Bleibtreu) he devoted another article to defending
this conception (see On the Duration and Nature of the Transition from
Capitalism to Socialism in the June 1951 issue of the International
Information Bulletin). This sufficiently shows that this notion is not
only the point of departure of his deviation from Trotskyism towards
revisionism and liquidationism, but the 'theoretical foundation' of his
whole revisionism. All the revisionist and liquidationist conceptions
which he and his followers later elaborated, and their actions, are
derived logically from this fundamental conception or theory. There
fore, it deserves our particular examination.
In reality, these 'deformed workers' states' were the product of an
exceptional historical condition, that is: the first workers' state
created as the result of the October Revolution was isolated, on
account of the economic backwardness of Russia itself and the lack of
prompt support from victorious proletarian revolutions in the western
capitalist countries; hence the formation of a parasitic Stalinist
bureaucracy which usurped the political power of the working class
and transformed the proletarian dictatorship into a Bonapartist dic
tatorship, while preserving the nationalized property relations created
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by the October Revolution. Therefore, Trotsky called it a 'degener
ated workers' state'. Since the Second World War, the revolutionary
march of the proletariat in the western capitalist countries being
frustrated (e.g. in France and Italy) thanks to Stalinist betrayals, the
so-called 'People's Democracies' were constituted in Eastern Europe
by the Kremlin bureaucracy mainly through military and bureaucra
tic methods, depriving the working class of political power right from
the beginning in these countries and then excluding the bourgeoisie
from power step by step and expropriating their properties to the
State. These states, in the traditional Trotskyist analysis, are charac
terized as 'deformed workers' states'.
But neither the degenerated state nor the deformed workers' states
can prolong their existence for several centuries, since they are merely
'temporary and transitional phenomena' (in the words of Trotsky) in
the first phase of the transition from capitalism to socialism, owing to
certain exceptional conditions. Once these exceptional conditions, as
the backwardness of the Soviet economy and its isolation, for exam
ple, disappear — in other words, once the economic level of develop
ment in the Soviet Union and the Eastern European countries attains a
level comparable to that in the advanced countries, especially in the
event of the triumph of the proletarian revolution in the advanced Western
countries — the working class in the Soviet Union and the Eastern
countries will inevitably rise in insurrections to overthrow the bureaucratic
dictatorship of Stalinism and to restore or reconstruct workers' democracy
on a higher level.
To judge, as Pablo does, that the 'deformed workers' states' will
survive for centuries is to admit that the rule of the Stalinist bureaucracy
over the Soviet Union and the buffer countries will be prolonged over a
period of several centuries. It is also to admit that it will take centuries for
the economic development in the Soviet Union and the buffer countries to
attain the level of that in the Western capitalist countries. Even in the
advanced capitalist countries, the economic development did not require
several centuries. For instance, it took only about two centuries, or rather a
century and a half, in the most technically advanced United States of
America. And that the proletarian revolution in these advanced countries
will naturally also be a matter of several centuries. This conception is a
further deviation than 'bureaucratic collectivism'. If this assumption
were really true, our whole programme of Transitional Demands
would become unrealistic nonsense. What an absurd and extremely
pessimistic view, entirely contrary to Trotskyist conceptions!
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Now let us see how Pablo defends and justifies his pessimistic view.
Referring to Marx's assertion that communism cannot be
immediately developed after the conquest of power by the proletariat,
and that it will require considerable time for the 'birthmarks carrying
over from the womb of the old society to disappear' and citing Lenin's
words; 'It is hardly to be expected that our next generation, which will
be more highly developed, will effect a complete transition to
socialism'; further, referring to Trotsky's words, 'the tendencies of
bureaucratism, which strangle the workers' movement in capitalist
countries, would everywhere show themselves even after a proletarian
revolution', he concludes: 'It therefore confirms to Trotsky's spirit (if
not to the very letter of his writings) that the transformation of
capitalism into socialism will actually take an entire historical epoch, filled
with bureaucratically deformed transitional regimes, and that these inevit
able bureaucratic deformations (which have basically economic causes)
will disappear only to the degree that the Revolution conquers in the
advanced countries and the level of the productive forces reaches and
surpasses that of the most advanced capitalism'. (See International Infor
mation Bulletin, July 1951, pp. 11-12, emphasis in original). Then he
proudly declared, 'I believe that what I wrote in my two articles on the
probable duration and the characteristics of the transitional period
completely conforms with the real views of Trotsky on these questions' (same document, p . 12, emphasis in original; the two articles
are,On the Class Nature ofYugoslavia andWhereAre WeGoing?)That
is to say, Pablo 'believes' that his ideas of 'centuries' of deformed
workers' states and of those 'bureaucratically deformed transitional
regimes' which will occupy 'an entire historical epoch' 'completely
conform with the real views of Trotsky on these questions!'

Sophistically, Pablo has not only confused the 'birthmarks' as Marx
defined them and Lenin's idea expressed in the phrase 'it is hardly to
be expected that our next generation . . . will effect a complete
transformation to socialism' with the 'deformed workers' states'. He
moreover deliberately placed on the same level and identifies the
* general 'bureaucratic tendencies' indicated by Trotsky with the
deformed workers' states created under exceptional conditions. Yet in
the same work cited by Pablo, Trotsky clearly defines the proletarian
dictatorship as 'a bridge between bourgeois and the socialist society.
In its very essence, therefore, it bears a temporary character, an
^ incidental, but very essential task of the state which realizes the
dictatorship consists in preparing for its dissolution' (Revolution
s
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Betrayed, p. 52). Since the proletarian dictatorship 'In its very
essence, bears a temporary character', how can it be possible that in

the first stage of the proletarian dictatorship, the deformed workers'
states created under exceptional conditions, owing to the backward
ness of economy and isolation, could have an existence prolonged for
centuries?
In his work In Defence of Marxism (p. 7) Trotsky writes even more
precisely, 'In the bureaucratic degeneration of the Soviet State it is not
the general laws of modern society from capitalism to socialism which find
expression, but a special, exceptional and temporary refraction of these
laws under the conditions of a backward revolutionary country in a
capitalist environment. . . Bom the conditions for the omnipotence of
the bureaucracy — the backwardness of the country and the
imperialist environment — bear, however, a temporary and transi
tional character and must disappear with the victory of the world
revolution' (emphasis added by the author of this article). In asserting
that the deformed workers' states will survive for several centuries, he
is admitting nothing less than that the 'bureaucratic degeneration of
the soviet states' conforms to the 'general laws of modern society from
capitalism to socialism'. Hence, the condition that 'the revolution
conquers in the advanced countries and the level of productivity
reaches and surpasses that of the most advanced capitalism', as Pablo
envisages himself, will necessarily take several centuries to realise.
After announcing his newly-invented ultra-pessimistic theory of
'centuries of deformed workers' states', Pablo finally exhorts us in all
seriousness. 'And what is the practical importance of insisting so
much on the probable duration and the character of the transitional
period? It appears considerable to us. It is first of all a question of
arming the communist cadres of our movement with a historical
perspective and with clear notions of the aims to be attained so that
they can master whatever is conjunctural and avoid any activist
impatience or impressionism. It is also a question of rendering them
capable of grasping the development of the Revolution in our epoch in
its real and concrete manifestations unhampered by any formalistic
thinking' (same document as quoted above, p. 12, emphasis in origi
nal). Here is it clearly demonstrated that as far back as the end of 1949,
or at least in the summer of 1951, when he wrote the above-quoted
document, Pablo had already resolved 'to arm the communist cadres
of our movement with a historical perspective and with clear notions
of the aims to be attained', which were the perspective and notions of
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'centuries of deformed workers' states'. We have to insist particularly
on this point as we examine Pablo's revisionism today. We shall come
later to what has happened to his 'communist cadres', armed with this
'historical perspective'. Now let us examine further his 'real and
concrete manifestation' of'the development of the Revolution in our
epoch'.
New Reality
The 'new reality' which Pablo and his supporters stressed
repeatedly later on is simply a translation or abridged form of the
formula contained in the words, 'development of the revolution in our
epoch in its real and concrete manifestations'. For several years they
have assumed that it is they who have grasped this 'reality'. They have
incessantly attacked others, on the ground that they have not been
able to grasp it and 'still live in the past' (e.g. the attacks of the
Cochranites on the leadership of the SWP), on the ground of being
imprisoned in 'sectarianism', etc. Therefore, we may say, if the
'centuries of deformed workers' states' is the 'algebraical formula' of
Pablo's revisionism, then the 'new reality' is its arithmetical content.
All 'realistic politics' or 'new political lines' initiated by Pablo and his
supporters are directly originated from this premise.
What then is this 'new reality' or the 'development of the Revolu
tion in our epoch in its real and concrete manifestation?' Over a long
period, Pablo made merely some abstract and ambiguous descriptions
of this, and did not point out 'concretely' what he meant, and thus
puzzled and confused people. Finally, under pressure of events,
especially under the pressure of the situation after Stalin's death, he
displays before our eyes for the first time in the draft resolution The
Rise and Decline of Stalinism the image of the 'new reality' which he
and his supporters had so long been propagating.
This draft resolution starts with: 'The evolution of the Soviet Union
and the world working-class movement since 1917, is fundamentally
determined by the dynamic of the relation of class forces on the world
scale. This movement has passed through three major phases: the rise
of the revolution in 1917-1923, the ebb of the world revolution in
1923-1943, and the new revolutionary rise since 1943'. According to
this mechanical division into three phases, the draft resolution, hav
ing described comparatively the second phase (the rise of Stalinism
amidst the ebb of the revolution) and the third phase (the new
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revolutionary rise), comes the conclusion: 'The fundamental condi
tions under which the Soviet bureaucracy and its tight grip over the
Communist Parties developed, namely the ebb of the revolution, the
isolation of the Soviet Union and the backward condition of its
economy — these conditions have disappeared'. ('Rise and Decline of
Stalinism', p. 3). But this conclusion is far removed from the real state
of affairs or 'reality', and the SWP has made a quite detailed criticism
of it, based on indisputable objective facts. (See F.I., Sept./Oct.,
1953, pp. 99-101). Here we have merely to insist on three points, as
follows:
(i) The draft resolution stresses as 'new revolutionary upsurge'
which is limited to colonial and semi-colonial countries only (e.g., Yugos
lavia, China, etc.) while it completely ignores the fact that a real revolutio
nary upsurge is absent in the advanced capitalist countries. From the
traditional Trotskyist viewpoint, only a revolutionary upsurge and victory
in these advanced capitalist countries constitutes essentially the 'fundamen
tal condition' of the disintegration of Stalinism. On the other hand, the
revolutionary upsurge up to its victory in the backward countries has
to be understood dialectically. That is to say, while the victory of the
revolution and its development in these countries (especially in China)
have undoubtedly dealt a serious blow to imperialism, they have
nevertheless had rather contradictory effects on the Stalinist Soviet
bureaucracy. On the one hand, the tight control which the Kremlin
used to have over the revolutionary movement and the Communist
Parties in these countries has been more or less loosened; on the other
hand, the prestige and influence of Stalinism among the masses of the
Soviet Union and the whole world has also been increased to a certain
degree, and thus has temporarily slowed up the process of disintegra
tion of Stalinism.
(ii) From the same traditional Trotskyist point of view, the
'isolation' of the Soviet Union can be broken down only when the working
class of one or several advanced countries attains a victorious revolution
over capitalism. After the last world war, the occupation of Eastern
Europe by the Soviet Union and the victory and progress of the
revolutionary movement in the backward countries have certainly
eased the encirclement of the Soviet Union by the imperialists. But on
the other hand, this same situation has driven all the imperialist
countries to unite under the leadership of American imperialism and
to establish a new encirclement round the Soviet Union and its
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satellites. They are, moreover, preparing an atomic war to destroy
them. We cannot conceive that this encirclement and the threat of
atomic war will be thoroughly removed and overcome otherwise than
by the revolutionary upsurge and victory of the proletariat in the
advanced countries.
(iii) Thanks to the state-owned property-system created by the
October Revolution, the Soviet economy, having gone through sev
eral five-year plans of construction, has been gradually approaching
the level of the advanced capitalist countries. It has more or less
modified its backward character and to a certain extent improved the
standard of living of the masses and raised their cultural level. This is
undoubtedly a very important element in the coming destruction of
Stalinism. But on account of the distortion of the planned economy by
the Stalinist bureaucracy, not only does rural economy lag far behind
industry, but also light industry producing the consumer goods
necessary for the masses of the people is far behind heavy industry. All
these factors, plus the extravagance and waste of the privileged
bureaucracy, mean that the worker and peasant masses still live in
poverty and want, especially by comparison with the standard of
living of the bureaucracy. Hence as Trotsky characterized it, 'The
scarcity of consumer goods and the universal struggle to obtain them
generate a policeman who arrogates to himself the function of dis
tribution', (/n Defence of Marxism — p. 7). This fundamental
characteristic has been changed, not in its essence, but only quantita
tively.
Thus a sober analysis of the world situation and its development
during the past decade discloses that the three objective major factors
responsible for the rise of the Soviet bureaucracy have not been
changed in the fundamental sense but only to a certain extent. The
Kremlin bureaucracy has to operate today under new but not deci
sively different circumstances. Its further life-span will depend on the
struggle of the living forces in the world arena and in the Soviet Union
over the next period and the emergence in the struggle of a Trotskyist
party capable of leading the Soviet masses in insurrection against the
ruling class. (Same issue of F.I. as quoted above, p. 101). This is the
only correct conclusion which corresponds to the objective 'reality' of
the development of the situation of the post-war period.
Besides, we must point out that the extremely optimistic conclusion
which Pablo derives from this analysis of the 'new reality' of the
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post-war period is apparently incompatible with his extremely pes
simistic theory o f centuries of deformed workers' states'. In fact, the
former is precisely the logical development and concretization of the
latter. When Pablo assures us that the 'three fundamental conditions
for the rise of Stalinism have disappeared', he does not mean that the
conditions for the political revolution of the working class in the
Soviet Union to overthrow the Stalinist bureaucratic dictatorship and
the revolutionary struggle for power of the working class of the world,
especially in the advanced countries, have matured to the point when
victory can be counted upon. On the contrary, he wants to prove that
the Stalinist bureaucracy has to 'cede' little by litde on account of the
modification of the 'fundamental conditions' and under the 'pressure
of the masses', to 'liberalize' or 'correct' itself, in order to adapt itself
to the necessity of a revolution. This view obviously means an
extremely pessimistic idea of the historical role of Trotskyism.
'Self-Reform' of the Bureaucracy instead ofa Mass 'Political Revolution'
The draft resolution on The Rise and Decline of Stalinism says,
'Historically the Malenkov era thus signalizes the beginning of the
decline of the Bonapartist dictatorship. That regime can now main
tain itself only by suppressing . . . ' This is today, the Malenkov
regime has to maintain itself by 'concessions' or 'reforms'. Therefore,
in Pablo's article, The Post-Stalin New Course, after enumerating the
various measures of concessions effected by Malenkov, he declared
under the heading 'Dynamic of New Turn', 'The dynamic of their
concessions is in reality liquidator^ of the entire Stalinist heritage in the
USSR itself, as well as in its relations with the satellite countries, with
China and the communist parties. It will be no longer easy to turn back. . .
once the concessions are broadened, the march towards a real liquidation of
the Stalinist regime threatens to become irresistible'. (See F.I.
March-April 1953, emphasis added by the writer of this article).
Since the 'march toward a real liquidation of the Stalinist regime
threatens to become irresistible', the problem remains only to be what
'form' it will take. Therefore, Pablo poses the following questions in
the same article, 'Will it be that of an acute crisis and of violent
inter-bureaucratic struggle between the elements who will fight the
status quo, if not for turning back, and the more and more numerous
elements drawn by the powerful pressure of the masses' (same refer
ence).
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Though Pablo has not made the reply, the intention of posing the
question is in itself quite evident. The LSSP has correctly appraised it
as follows: T h e above passage, proceeding from an over-optimistic
appraisal of the concessions made by the Soviet bureaucracy to the
masses, raises a perspective of the real liquidation of the Stalinist
regime taking place by an inter-bureaucratic struggle as distinct from
our traditional concept of struggle between the masses and the
bureaucracy . . . The role of the masses is that of a powerful
pressure-agency upon the bureaucracy. This perspective leads to an
abandonment of the Trotskyist concept of the political revolution,
namely the overthrow of the bureaucracy by the masses in struggle for
the restoration of socialist democracy'. (Internal Bulletin of the LSSP,
April 1954, p. 6).
The same question has been posed by Clarke, Pablo's close ideolog
ical collaborator, in the following manner: 'Will the process take the
form of an upheaval against bureaucratic rule in the USSR? Or will
concessions to the masses and the sharing of power — as was the
course in the English bourgeois revolution over a long period in the
political struggle between the rising bourgeoisie and declining nobil
ity — gradually undermine the base of the bureaucracy? Or will the
evolution be a combination of both forms? That we cannot now
foresee'. (F.I. Jan.-Feb. 19S3).
Like Pablo, Clarke has only posed the question and refrained from
giving the answer, yet in his manner of posing the question, it is
equally evident that he envisages the perspective of 'the sharing of
power between the bureaucracy and the masses which gradually
undermines the foundations of the bureaucracy'. But 'the idea
advanced by Clarke that the Kremlin bureaucracy is capable of'shar
ing power' with the Soviet people challenges both the programme of
the political revolution for the Soviet Union as well as the Trotskyist
concept of the nature and role of this parasitic caste'. (See F.I.
Sept.-Oct. 1953 p. I l l , and alsof ./. March-April, p. 57).
In making the analogy between the 'political relationship between
the rising bourgeoisie and the declining nobility in the long course of
the English bourgeois revolution' and 'the sharing of power between
the Soviet bureaucracy and the masses which undermines gradually
the foundations of the bureaucracy'. Clarke is applying in concrete
terms the perspective of 'centuries of deformed workers' states'.
In short, whether by expecting the self-correction of the bureauc
rats (through inter-bureaucratic struggles) to eliminate Stalinist
7
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bureaucratic dictatorship, as Pablo envisages, or by trusting it to the
bureaucrats to make concessions and share power with the masses, as
Clarke tries to suggest, the conclusion will be the same; the selfreform of the Soviet bureaucracy in place of a political revolution of
the masses.
But Trotsky has firmly reminded us, 'There is no peaceful outcome
for this crisis. No devil ever voluntarily yet cut off his own claws. The
Soviet bureaucracy will not give up its positions without a fight. The
development leads obviously to the road of revolution' (Revolution
Betrayed). To trust the Soviet bureaucracy to right itself and eliminate
Stalinism is nothing else than to dream of the devil voluntarily cutting
off his own claws, or Satan transforming himself into Christ!
From Betraying the World Revolution to becoming its Ally
Pablo and his followers have thus assured us that the Soviet
bureaucracy, in its domestic policy, tends more and more to make
concessions to the masses, and to gradually reform itself, and even 'to
share power with the masses', gradually undermining the foundations
of the bureaucracy. Then, as 'the foreign policy is the extension of the
domestic policy', as Pablo declares in the Draft Resolution on the Rise
and Decline of Stalinism', 'the new situation restricts more and more
the capacity of counter-revolutionary manoeuvres by the bureauc
racy'. And, "The practical effect of these attempts (to utilize the interimperialist contradictions, to gain the support of certain bourgeoisies
in colonial and semi-colonial countries, to arrive at a temporary and
partial agreement with imperialism) become more and more limited
and ephemeral', (p. 10).
Since the 'practical effect of these attempts (at seeking compromise
with imperialism) has become more and more limited and ephemeral',
logically the bureaucracy is obliged to ally itself with the world
revolution. Hence the same draft resolution asserts, 'Caught between
the imperialist threat and the colonial revolution, the Soviet bureauc
racy found itself obliged to ally itself with the world revolution against
the former. . .Every general attempt to use the colonial revolution as
small change in the transactions with imperialism had to be aban
doned'. That is to say, 'the bureaucracy has "abandoned" its former
policy of trading the world revolution to imperialism at least as far as
the colonial revolution is concerned'. (Jntemal Bulletin of the LSSP,
April 1954, p. 6).
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According to Pablo's views, the abandonment of the reactionary
policy against the world revolution by the bureaucracy is not limited
to the colonial countries. As early as the report to the 12th Plenum of
the IEC, in November 1952, he declared: 'Objective conditions are
essentially different now, and despite what other desires the bureauc
racy might have, in practice they bring a different line'. 'The leader
ship of the Communist Parties seems to consider that the principal
directive which concerns them is not their alignment with their
respective bourgeoisie against the United States, but on the contrary
the ideas contained in Stalin's closing speech (at the 19th Congress of
the Russian Communist Party), that they should consider themselves
as the 'new shock brigades' having as their task and perspective the
seizure of power in their respective countries following the example of
the Russian C P . '
The conclusion which flows logically from the above assertion will
naturally be: 'The Soviet bureaucracy aligning itself with the revolu
tion in imperialist countries'. The perspective opened up in this way is
one of the Soviet bureaucracy being compelled in practice to give up
the treacherous policy of seeking to maintain international equilib
rium between itself and imperialism, and that, caught between the
imperialist threat and the World Revolution, the Soviet bureaucracy
aligns itself with the World Revolution'. (Internal Bulletin of LSSP,
April 1954, p. 7).
On the Basis that C. P. sin different countries tall, under mass pressure, be
transformed and lead the Revolution to victory
Since the Soviet bureaucracy is capable, under the pressure of the
masses, of righting itself, replacing a mass political revolution, then,
according to the same 'theory' the C.P.s in the different countries are
capable too, under the pressure of the masses, of self-reform and of
leading the revolution on the road to the seizure of power.
Therefore, the draft resolution Rise and Decline ofStalinism tells us
'the Communist Parties of the capitalist countries consequently find
themselves placed in conditions absolutely different from those of
pre-war days'. Here the so-to-speak 'conditions absolutely different
from those of pre-war days' are interpreted as follows: "The very
power of the mass movement in their own countries, developing the
direction of the revolutionary struggle, asserts itself increasingly.
Relations with Moscow loosened. . .'Hence,'In countries where the
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CPs constitute the majority of the working class, they can under the
pressure of the masses be led to project a revolutionary orientation

counter to the Kremlin's directives, without abandoning the political
and theoretical baggage inherited from Stalinism. They will do this all
the more because the masses, which are still seeking, as they will
continue to seek for a whole period to come to make use of those
parties to satisfy their aspirations, have acquired a more critical
attitude towards their leadership than in the past and are no longer
prepared to follow any turn of these parties, regardless of what it may
involve. . . This perspective, the understanding that what is involved
is not an organizational disintegration of the mass communist parties,
but rather a disintegration, molecular in its nature for an entire
period, of the Stalinist ideas inside those parties, as well as of the
bureaucratic relations which extend from the Kremlin down to the
ranks of these parties . . .' (Rise and Decline, pp. 34-35).
This passage clearly expresses the idea that the mass communist
parties, under the pressure of the masses, will gradually turn leftward
and abandon Stalinist conceptions, and adopt a revolutionary position
conforming to the aspirations of the masses. This idea becomes even
more precise when joined to the declarations Pablo made in his report
to the 12th Plenum of the IEC as quoted above. Hence the LSSP has
deduced from the above assertions their logical conclusion: 'If this
statement were correct, it would mean that the class-collaboration pers
pective of the CPs of seeking an alliance with the national bourgeoisie
against American imperialism had changed to a basically revolutionary
perspective of seizure of power against the bourgeoisie'. (See the same
Internal Bulletin, of the LSSP, p. 8).
The self-reform of the Soviet bureaucracy in place of a mass politi
cal revolution: the idea that its foreign policy can pass from one of
betrayal over to the world revolution: the assumption that the CPs in
different countries can, under the pressure of the masses, lead the
revolution to the conquest of power: these important revisions which
Pablo has made of the three strategic problems of Trotskyism have
been analysed, their absurdity exposed in detail in the theoretical
domain and their distortion and accommodation of facts, by the
documents of the SWP with traditional Trotskyist methods and
objective data. We do not, therefore, have to repeat them, and we ask
the reader to refer to the Fourth International, Sept.-Oct. 1953, pp.
101-107. We choose only to sum up by quoting the general criticism of
the LSSP on these three fundamental points.
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The three points discussed above have a logical interconnection. When
they are taken together, there emerges the single governing concept that,
in this period of the flow of the world revolution, in which a durable
compromise with imperialism is ruled out for the Soviet bureaucracy, and
with it, for the Stalinist leadership of the mass Communist Parties, this
bureaucracy gets pushed on to the revolutionary road under the pressure

of the masses. 77i»s concept not only leads to a fundamental revision of the
positions of Trotskyism in regard to Stalinism but also denies to the Trotskyist
movement all justification for its continued independent existence'. (Internal
Bulletin of the LSSP, April 1954, p. 7, emphasis added by the writer of this
document).

Pabloism Applied to Reality
We have described Pablo's revisionist and liquidationist politics in
theoretical terms. Now let us examine how they are applied in prac
tice. We shall enumerate the following as the most typical examples.
The insurrection of June 1953 in East Germany was the first
attempt ever since Stalin's usurpation of the Soviet power, by the
proletariat to overthrow the Stalinist bureaucracy and its agents by
means of an insurrection. Hence it is of the greatest political signifi
cance to the working class of the world and particularly to Trotskyists.
It demonstrates for the first time in vivid reality that 'a political
revolution taking the form of an insurrection of the oppressed masses
to overthrow the Stalinist bureaucracy' is absolutely in conformity
with the necessity of real life, and is, therefore, inevitable. Our
responsibility is precisely to raise the confidence and courage of the
working class of the world, and especially the proletariat in the Soviet
Union and its satellites. Instead of following this line, Pablo says, on
the c o n t r a r y , ' . . . the Soviet leaders and those of the various People's
Democracies and the CPs could no longer falsify or ignore the pro
found meaning of these events. They have been obliged to continue
along the road of still more ample and genuine concessions to avoid
risking alienating themselves forever from the support of the masses
and from provoking still greater explosions. From now on they will
not be able to stop half-way. They will be obliged to dole out conces
sions to avoid more serious explosions in the immediate future and if
possible to effect a transition 'in a cold fashion' from the present
situation to a situation more tolerable for the masses' (Declaration of
the IS on the June insurrection in East Germany, published in FI
Sept.-Oct. 1953, pp. 101-111). This proves thatfrom his revisionist point
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of view Pablo sees in the June insurrection in Eastern Germany only more
and more concessions which the Stalinist bureaucracy is to be obliged to
make to the masses, and that the bureaucracy would tend more and more to
correct itself to avoid a political revolution.
The August General Strike in France in 1953 opened up a most
favourable situation for the French working class in its struggle for
power. It constituted a turning point in the social crisis of post-war
France. While the official leaderships of the working class, the
Social-Democrats and the CP of France betrayed the movement all
the way through, it was then the moment for us Trotskyists to expose
completely the ignominious betrayal of the leadership of the Socialist
Party, and particularly that of the Stalinist Party in order to awaken
the revolutionary elements still under the control of the latter and the
working class as a whole, to prepare them for the combat in the next
stage. But while condemning the SP for its betrayal of the working
class, the Pabloites reproached the Stalinist Party only for 'absence of a
policy', excusing its conduct in genuinely betraying the movement and
trying to maintain the status quo under the capitalist regime in the interests
of the diplomacy of the Kremlin. The most flagrant incident was when
the Trotskyist militants (the comrades of the majority of the PCI, the
French Trotskyist Party) fought against the Stalinist policy of bet
rayal among the workers of the Renault factories on a correct position,
the Pabloites even distributed a leaflet openly denouncing them
before the worker-masses and slandering them on the ground that
they had violated the discipline of the Fourth International and of
being elements excluded from the Trotskyist movement. Thus they
helped the Stalinists to cover up their betrayal (See SWT Open Letter
to World Trotskyists).
The nationalist war of liberation in Indo-China has gained consid
erable progress in recent years. It seemed to have every chance of
chasing the French imperialists out of the country and attaining
complete independence, especially after the conquest of Dien-BienPhu. But in view of its own diplomatic interests, the Kremlin prefer
red to settle with imperialism. It agreed at the Geneva Conference on a
'Cease Fire and Free Elections in the whole country', as a lever to
reach a compromise with French imperialism. This is one obvious
betrayal which the Soviet bureaucracy has committed against the
colonial revolution. Instead of explicitly proposing and clearly expressing
the line of exacting the evacuation of the imperialist army and encouraging
a free development of the revolution', the Pabloites openly approved the
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agreement made at the Geneva Conference, and, hence, the betrayal of the
Soviet bureaucracy. (See the IS circular dated 9th April, 1954).
The 'United Nations', as well as its prototype the 'League of
Nations', is an organization under the control of the American
imperialists, where the imperialists divide their spoils. It is an instru
ment for suppressing the revolution. According to the tradition of
Trotskyism, we should exploit every opportunity to expose its charac
ter as an instrument of imperialist robbery and counter-revolution.
Yet the Pabloites openly advocate that the People's Republic of China
should participate in this organization (see the resolution on the Third
Chinese Revolution). This serves to sow illusions and propagate them
among the masses of workers and oppressed peoples in the world about this
counter-revolutionary organization, and to conceal its imperialist, predat
ory character.
Prohibition of atomic weapons, like the general slogan of 'disar
mament', usually is acclaimed by the petty-bourgeois pacifists. These
slogans have the main purpose of deceiving the working class and
paralysing it in the revolutionary struggle and victory of the world
working class; prohibition of atomic weapons remains inconceivable
and Utopian. Instead of exposing the deceptive and criminal role of this
pacifist propaganda, and insisting on the only possible solution, which is
the proletarian revolution, to annihilate thoroughly the basic causes of war,
the Pabloites, following at the heels of the Stalinists, play on the same tune,
the pacifists' rhapsody of'prohibition'of atomic weapons'.
From the apologies for and the echoes of the Stalinist bureaucracy which
come from the Pabloites with regard to the Stalinist bureaucracy on these
important events and problems, it is fully evident that they have completely
alienated themselves from the traditional positions of Trotskyism and
become a left-wing defence of Stalinism.
Public Disavowal of the Transitional Programme
The revisionist theses, as we have pointed out above, such as
'centuries of deformed workers' states': 'self-reform of the Soviet
bureaucracy in place of a political revolution'; the alleged evolution of
the Stalinist bureaucracy from betraying the world revolution to
becoming the ally of the latter; the perspective that the mass com
munist parties in the capitalist countries will gradually transform
themselves into leaderships of revolution for the conquest of power,
etc.; the opportunist attitude adopted on the practical problems such
as the 'United Nations' and 'Peace', have clearly demonstrated that
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Pablo has virtually disavowed the Transitional Programme of our
movement.
However, for a considerable time while Pablo advanced his
revisionism and liquidationism, he avoided mentioning the Transi
tional Programme and was not yet prepared publicly to repudiate it.
In December 1951, following a discussion in a plenary session of the
Central Committee of the French PCI on the tactic to be adopted
towards Stalinism, Pablo was obliged to make the following declara
tion, in reply to the question posed by the majority whether he
proposed to abandon the Transitional Programme:
The Stalinist movement today, under the cold war and the perspective of a
clash with imperialism leading to a decisive battle, and placed objectively
in new conditions, is obliged to act, and this action has already begun.
Nobody can argue about what the Stalinists are doing at present. Between
1934 and 1947 they had the illusion of a period of co-existence. We will
discuss with our comrades who have this understanding, and who will
leave aside the Transitional Programme which was written in an entirely
different period. What has happened during and since the war is colossal.
New things have appeared. Marxist thinking that tries to take refuge
behind the phrases of the Transitional Programme is inacceptable to the
Trotskyists.

This is the verbatim shorthand note of the declaration made by
Pablo on the session of the CC of the PCI at the beginning of 1952,
published in Bulletin No. 1 of the preparation for a special congress,
25th January, 1952, by La Veritf.
Pablo declared that when discussing our policy towards Stalinists,
we have to 'leave aside the Transitional Programme, written in an entirely
different epoch', that is to say, our Transitional Programme has become
out-of-date, and can no longer be applied to the 'new conditions'!
Pablo's disavowal of the Transitional Programme was even more
explicit under the assault of the Open Letter of the SWP on his
revisionism, as expressed as follows: 'They (referring to Cannon and
his comrades) still remain on the schema and the genuine 'orthodox'
faith in the politics of 1938 . . . They preserve the same attitude
towards the Stalinist organizations and movement, and the Soviet
Union, as in 1938. . . This whole assemblage of forecasts and correct
politics is now turned upside down by an entirely different course of
history'. (La Veriti des Travailleurs, Dec. 1953; organ of the Minority
of the French PCI).
The 'schema of 1938' referred to here by Pablo is undoubtedly the
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Transitional Programme adopted by the Founding Congress of the
Fourth International. According to Us judgment, the position contained
in this programme, the 'attitude towards the Stalinist organizations and
movement and the Soviet Union', which signifies our theoretical analysis of
Stalinism and the USSR and our fundamental policy, are turned upside
down by an 'entirety different course taken by history'! This is the first
public disavowal proclaimed by Pablo andfor himself; the development of
his revisionism and liquidatundsm was then reaching its height.
Pablo's Bureaucratic Practices
Pablo understood very well that to exercise his revisionist and
pro-Stalinist politics within the Fourth International, he would neces
sarily encounter the resistance of cadres who have been long educated
in the school of Trotskyism. For this reason, while employing con
stantly ambiguous, paradoxical expressions and double-talk to
camouflage his real intentions, he has, moreover, adopted in organiza
tional matters bureaucratic practices as the final weapons to attain his
goal.
At the end of 1950 and the beginning of 1951, when comrades
Frank and Germain were opposing Pablo's revisionist tendency on a
number of questions, the latter threatened them with exclusion from
the IS and in fact even asked for this measure to be endorsed by the
New Zealand party. Although this absurd measure was not put into
practice owing to the resolute opposition of the New Zealanders,
Frank and Germain eventually abandoned their opposition under
Pablo's constant threat of discipline.
In June 1951 when the majority tendency in the French PCI was
violently opposed to the revisionist thought contained in Pablo's
Where Are We Going? and criticized the resolution adopted by the 9th
Plenum of the IEC, Pablo addressed a letter in the name of the IS to
the CC of the French party, instructing it to give up the oppositional
document of the majority tendency, and forbidding any discussion in
the party on the resolution adopted by the 9th Plenum of the IEC. It
was precisely then the period prior to the 3rd World Congress, during
which a general discussion should be permitted on all resolutions
without particular restrictions. Yet in order to defend his own
revisionist positions, Pablo openly ordered that democratic discus
sions in the French party be forbidden.
At the Third World Congress, the amendments proposed by the
New Zealand section were not only kept secret by Pablo but were
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in 1938 but was equally wrong in organizing the Left Opposition in
1923. In other words, the Transitional Programme, written by
Trotsky and other principal documents of the Founding Congress of
the Fourth International are naturally condemned, but even the strug
gle which he led against Stalinism was totally unjustified. This is the final
conclusion to which the logical development of Pabloism arrives. This
could be considered as a 'recantation' in order to be admitted and surrender
unconditionally to the Stalinist parties to help their 'self-reform'!
People might then remark that in the June Conference Pablo did
oppose Livingstone's position, and lately has even written articles
criticizing the wrong ideas of the Cochranites, Collins and Mestre (for
instance, as in the review Quatrieme Internationale in 1954). All these
prove that Pablo has greatly modified his attitude.
Yet such positions on Pablo's part are not sufficient to prove that he
has modified or abandoned his revisionist and liquidationist posi
tions. His retreat and prudence today are simply due to the fact that he
sees how impatient, indiscreet, excessively naked and precipitate are
the 'communist cadres' which he himself has armed, with the result
that they have damaged the revisionist and liquidationist projects
which he himself has so carefully and slowly advanced. Moreover he
has also noticed that the most explicit liquidationist ideas and
activities audaciously elaborated by these 'cadres' have provoked
strong opposition from the participants in the 'June Conference' and
other Trotskyists, and greatly shaken his position as General Secret
ary. Therefore, he is obliged to take up a position of criticizing them.
In other words, it is in order to appease the opposition expressed by
the Trotskyists who participated in the June Conference, and to
safeguard his position as General Secretary, that Pablo criticizes his
own 'cadres', in order to carry through later his original project of
revisionism and liquidationism.
Here we have only to remind readers of the following facts: on the
'14th Plenary session of the I E C , held in December, 1953, the
resolution 'unanimously' adopted 'warmly salutes' the minority fac
tion of New Zealand and Collins' faction in England as being 'loyal to
the International'; while fanatical charges and condemnation were
laid upon the 'sectarian' Cannonites 'who are under the pressure of
Yankee imperialism' — all this is quite enough to throw light on
Pablo's insincerity today.
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The Origin of Pabloism and its Consequences
The objective cause for the emergence of Pabloism has more or less
been reflected in the so-called 'new reality' or 'present reality' consis
tently stressed by himself and his supporters.
Owing to various complex factors, the Soviet Union, emerging
from the last world war, has become the second among the world
powers, had occupied the countries of Eastern Europe and assimilated
them to its own pattern and structure. On the other hand, the influ
ence of the French and Italian Communist Parties had grown greatly.
In several colonial countries, the Stalinist parties have won the leader
ship of the national liberation movement. In particular, Mao
Tse-tung's party has destroyed the Chiang Kai-shek regime, occupied
the entire Chinese mainland and established a People's Democracy.
All these show clearly to what an unprecedented and impressive
extent the influence of Stalinism has expanded, and how even more
impressive it is when compared with the isolation of Stalinism in the
pre-war period. This expansion of Stalinist influence has greatly
attracted a section of the masses, especially petty bourgeois elements,
depressed and without hope under capitalism. In this expansion of
Stalinist influence they confusedly see the vision of their dreams;
hence the renaissance of their 'hope' in Stalinism. This renewed
'hope', reflected in the heads of the petty bourgeois thinkers, passing
through a 'rationalization' or 'theoretical formulation', forms the
basis of the whole system of the conception of the 'self-reform' of
Stalinism. Isaac Deutscher, the Polish ex-communist, once a fellowtraveller at the periphery of the Trotskyist movement, is the real
precursor of the theory of the self-reform of Stalinism, while Pablo is
only an elucidator of Deutscherism within the Fourth International.
We have only to refer to the following fact: when Deutscher iden
tifies the expansion of Stalinism with the world revolution in his Life
of Stalin published in 1949, a little bit later Pablo formulated his
theory of'centuries of deformed workers' states'. After Stalin's death,
in Russia— What Next? Deutscher asserts a 'gradual evolution of the
regime towards a socialist democracy' and declares, 'an analysis of
these conditions leads to the general conclusion that the balance of
domestic factors favours a democratic regeneration of the regime'.
(For a systematic criticism, please refer to Cannon's Trotsky or
Deutscher, published in t h e / / , winter 1954). Then Pablo also pub
lished his article, Malenkov's New Course, in which the conclusion is
7
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which called for split, or tried to rally their sections to split, were
measures of suspension up to the World Congress. No one has been expelled
from the International by these measures, nor preventedfromparticipating
in the pre-Congress discussion or at the Congress itself. Those who
attempt to give these measures — which were completely normal for
any organization againstindividuals who openly call for its split and
dismemberment — any other interpretation, do so for the express
purpose of rendering the split definitive.
The IEC has always been invested with the confidence of the vast
majority of the International, as an organism normally elected and
representative of this majority. At the Fourth World Congress this
same majority will at least be represented. To claim the contrary is to
entirely ignore the reality of our movement, and to be determined at all
costs - even while talking about the International, its unity, etc. - to
sanction the split of a minority and, with this minority as a base, to attack
the International from the outside in order to provoke new splits.
We believe this path can never lead to the rebuilding of the unity of
our movement, nor can it raise the prestige of the movement before
proletarian public opinion. It can only perpetuate the split.
We believe that this is not the profound desire animating you. We
believe that in your overwhelming majority you are as anxious as we to
reestablish the unity of the International on the basis of the one
fundamental rule of a proletarian organization, the regime of democratic
centralism applied on an international scale.
The World Congress, representative assembly of our international
movement, is the sole organism which has the power to resolve, by its
majority, the political disputes and the questions of the functioning
and leadership of the International.
Submit any disputes you may have in any field, to this Congress.
You ho longer have confidence in the present leadership of the
International, or its organization of this Congress? Offer concrete
proposals as to how you envisage your participation in this Congress;
state the conditions of the future functioning and leadership of the
International which, if adopted or largely satisfied by the Congress,
would in your opinion make possible the reestablishment of the unity
of the International. Submit these proposals to a commission of the
IEC, which would function prior to the beginning of the Congress
sessions, and composed of such comrades as, for example, Tilak
(Ceylon), Colvin de Silva (Ceylon), Edward (Germany), Livio (Italy),
Germain, Posadas (Argentine), Bos (Holland), Dumas (France), Ser
rano (Bolivia).
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The purpose of this commission is to assure your participation —
genuine, not formal — in the Congress, in order to achieve the reunifi
cation of our international movement, with the congress having
sovereign decision, by majority vote, on all the political and organiza
tional questions submitted to it. We state that for our part we see no
political reason why the different tendencies that have formed during
this crisis cannot coexist in the International if they respect its descipline, and that in this spirit we submit in advance to every decision of
the representative assemblies of the International and its leading
organisms that will be elected at that time.
Only a much more prolonged experience within the International of
whatever tendencies have manifested themselves in the present strug
gle, could prove that they are incompatible with the program and the
principles of the International.
This commission will start functioning prior to the sessions of the
Congress. It will await any proposals you may have, from May 15 to
the end of May. Your leaderships have been informed of the date of
opening of the Congress.
If the aim of your struggle is not to ratify at all costs the split with
the vast majority of the Trotskyist movement who did not then and
there accept your faction leadership and its political ideas, but who
wish to discuss and decide within the organizational framework of the
International as a centralized world party — if that is not your aim,
you must take steps for your organizations to make contact with this
commission and discuss with it constructive proposals for the reunifi
cation of our international movement, the holding of the Congress,
proportional representation for each tendency, both in the Congress
and in the new leadership that it will elect, etc.
SEIZE THIS OCCASION TO PREVENT T H E CON
TINUANCE AND ENLARGEMENT OF A DISASTROUS
SPLIT which can only damage the opportunities for Trotskyism that
have never been so favorable. Do not let yourselves be swept away by
elements who want to perpetuate the split and break up the Interna
tional as a world party.
CONTACT THE COMMISSION, PRESENT YOUR CON
CRETE PROPOSALS TO IT, PARTICIPATE GENUINELY IN
THE r O R L D CONGRESS!
The International Executive Committee
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DOCUMENT 11e

Letter from John Lawrence to Michel Pablo,
April 26, 1954

To the IS Secretary:
Dear Comrade,
I have received your letter to all IEC members in which you
motivate your proposed appeal to the splitters to come to the World
Congress.
As you know, I am completely opposed to your method in this
question. I do not think that our task is 'the re-construction of the
unity of our movement.' The splitters have done what they have done
because they are sectarians — a dying cult with absolutely no future.
We should leave them to die while we concentrate on the really urgent
task of educating a solid cadre of Bolsheviks capable of understanding
and facing up to the present reality and our place in it.
Let us square up to the fact that there is a split. It was not perpet
rated by us or encouraged by us, and there is no way of healing it
unless we are prepared to capitulate to their disastrous political con
ceptions. To restore these splitters to the ranks could only bring
confusion and internal disruption into the FI at a time when clarity
above all things is absolutely necessary. Numbers at this stage are not
decisive. The loss of some hundreds of what you call 'backward
people' in the States and fifty or so hopeless confusionists in Britain is
not really a bad thing. In any case, far worse than this loss is to
continue this undignified trading of curses across the Atlantic in the
hope that in some miraculous way this will bring 'unity.' Let us
abandon this unseemly diversion of our energies and instead prepare
seriously a World Congress of Bolsheviks.
Comradely greetings,
M. Collins
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DOCUMENT 11f

Letter from Colvin R. de Silva and
L. Goonewardene to the IS, April 13, 1954

Dear Comrades,
We have received your letter enclosing a draft appeal to be signed
by members of the IEC. We have also received the dissent by Com
rade Collins. We regret that we are unable to set our signatures to the
Appeal for the following reasons: 1. The Ceylon section has already
adopted a set of proposals to be placed before the Movement as a basis
for securing a single World Congress. We endorse these proposals
ourselves. The proposals in the IS draft are different from the Ceylon
section's proposals.
2. The draft appeal as it stands can be construed as a factional
document. See, for example, the following passage:
'We state in advance that we see no political reason why the differ
ent tendencies which have appeared in this crisis cannot co-exist in the
International, providing they respect its discipline, and we state that
we will submit in such a spirit to all decisions of the representative
assemblies of the International and its newly elected leading bodies.'
It is completely out of place for the IEC to make any such declara
tion as we have underlined in the above passage.
Further, the Appeal appears to be made to the rank and file of the
suspended sections over the heads of and against their leaders. We do
not think that this is the correct approach for the immediate task in
hand which we consider to be the reunification of the Movement
through a single World Congress representing all tendencies in our
Movement.
Yours fraternally,
Colvin R. de Silva (IEC member)
Leslie Goonewardene (alternate)
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BANDA, Michael — Member of the British section of the Fourth International
throughout the period covered by these volumes, and of the International Committee
during the struggle against the SWP's unprincipled 'reunification' with the Pabloites.
BARTELL, M. — Leader together with Clarke and Cochran of the Pabloite faction in
the SWP in 19S3. Organized the faction fight in the New York local.
BLEIBTREU-FAVRE — One of the leaders of the PCI majority in 1951-3, who wrote
some of the major oppositional documents to Pablo at the time of the Third World
Congress. Expelled as an opportunist tendency one year after the split.
BLOCH, Gerard — One of leaders of PCI majority in 1953. Now in revisionist OCI
leadership.
BRE ITMAN, George — Leading member of SWP, and principal spokesman on Negro
question.
BURNHAM, James — Leader, together with Schachtman and Abern, of the petty
bourgeois opposition in the SWP in 1939-40. Subscribed to the revisionist theory of
state capitalism. Split with Schachtman after his expulsion from the SWP. Author of
The Managerial Revolution.

BURNS'— Pseudonym for secretary of the British Section of the Fourth International
(G. Healy), which became the Socialist Labour League in 1959 and then the Workers'
Revolutionary Party in 1973.
CANNON, James P. — Founder of Trotskyist movement in the United States,
expelled from the Communist Party in 1928. Leader of the SWP until he retired in
1960s. Supported Trotsky in the fight against the petty bourgeois opposition of
Schachtman and Burnham in 1939-40. Imprisoned during Second World War. Author
of "Theses on the American Revolution' in 1946 (see Introduction to Volume Two).
Responsible for the 'Open Letter to the World Trotskyist Movement' of 1953, which
denounced Pabloite revisionism and founded the International Committee. In the
period 1961-63, together with Hansen, guided the SWP back into the revisionist camp.
CLARKE, George — Led the formation of a Pabloite faction with Cochran in the SWP
after Third World Congress in 1951, at which he represented SWP in 1953. Split from
Pablo at 4th Pabloite Congress in 1954 to form American Socialist Union with Cochrar
and Bartell.
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COCHRAN, Bert — One time leader of the auto worker faction of the SWP. With
George dark led supporters in SWP of Pablo tendency. Expelled in 19S3. Wrote on
Eastern Europe and other problems under name of E. R. Frank in period 1946-53.
Formed American Socialist Union with Clark and Bartell after split with Pablo in 1954.
DOBBS, Farrdl — A leader of the Minneapolis Teamsters strike in 1934. Leading
member of SWP from 1940s, and its Secretary during period covered by these volumes.
DOWSON, Ross —Leader of Canadian section of Fourth International who opposed
Pablo in 1953 but fully supported SWP's return to Pabloism in 1961. Now leads
reformist right-wing group in opposition to SWP in Canada.
EMMETT, F. — British Pabloite and supporter of Lawrence. Circulation manager of
Socialist Oudook at the time of the split.
FRANK, Pierre — Collaborator of Molinkr in pre-war French section of Fourth
International. Leader of supporters of Pabloites in 1951 in French section. Today a
leading spokesman of the 'United Secretariat'.
FRANKEL, H. — Supporter of the Clarke-Cochran faction in the SWP.
GERMAIN, Ernest — See MANDEL
GOONEWARDENE, Leslie (pseudonym Tilak)— Leading member of the Lanka
Sama Samaja Party which betrayed Trotskyism and entered the Bandaranaike coalition
in 1964. Imprisoned during Second World War. Founder member of Bolshevik
Leninist Parry of India. Advocate of entry into Indian Socialist Party in the 1940s, and
one of leading proponents of coalition in Ceylon.
GORDON, Sam (J.B.Stuart) — Representative of the SWP in Britain in the period
before the 1953 split. (Pseudonyms Harry, Tom, Burton, Joe).
GRANT, E. — Member of British section of Fourth International during 1940's.
Supported Haston against the Fourth International. Unanimously expelled together
with Haston at Third Congress of Fourth International in 1951. Later joined Pablo as
leader of revisionist Revolutionary Socialist League in the late 1950s. Broke with Pablo
to enter Labour Party and supported witch-hunt of Young Socialists in 1960s. Now
heads revisionist 'Militant' group which opposes placing demands on Labour Govern
ment and calls for support for minimum programme.
HANSEN, Joseph—One of leaders of SWP since late 1930s. Secretary and bodyguard
to Trotsky in Mexico. Prominent in faction fight against Cochranites; after 1953 split
took tad in opposing discussion of differences with Pabloites. Held principal responsi
bility for the international relations of SWP in the period covered by these volumes. In
forefront of 'reunification' manoeuvres of 1962-63. Leads SWP since Cannon's retire
ment in 1960s. Author of Too Many Babies.
HASTON, Jock — Leader of Workers' International League, one of the two major
Trotskyist organizations in Britain in pre-war period. Arrested and imprisoned during
the war for anti-war activities. Secretary of Revolutionary Communist Party, set up in
1944 as British section of Fourth International. Directed the Trotskyist movement
until the RCP formally dissolved in 1947 to enter Labour Party. Expelled by Fourth
International in 1951 for capitulation to Social Democracy. Subsequently joined right
wing in trade unions as educational director of EEPTU under the late Sir Leslie
Cannon.
HEALY, G. — Secretary of the British section of the Fourth International throughout
the period covered by these volumes, and of the International Committee subsequent to
the split.
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JACQUES — Psuedonym for Buchbinder, leader of Swiss section. Supported 'Open
Letter' of SWP in 1953. Joined with SWP in 1963 to support reunification. Subse
quently became a pacifist.
LAMBERT, Pierre — Leading member of the PCI (French section) majority in
opposition to Pablo, expelled by him prior to 1953 split. Joined in formation of
International Committee. Secretary of revisionist Organisation Communiste Inter
na tionaliste. Helped betray 1968 General Strike and spSt from International Commit
tee in 1971. Defender and apologist for Social Democracy and Stalinism in France.
LANE, H. — Leading British Pabloite and supporter of Lawrence in the faction fight
in the British section in 1953-4. Member of the editorial board oi Socialist Outlook.
Prominent in St. Pancras Labour Party.
LAWRENCE, John — Took the revisionist position of Pablo against the majority of
the British section of the Fourth International in 1953 period. Immediately afterwards
joined the Communist Party, which he later left to become an anarchist.
MAITAN, Livio — Leading member of Pabloite revisionists since 1953. Secretary of
their Italian section, and a major spokesman of pro-guerrilla faction in 'United Sec
retariat'.
MANDEL, Ernest (Ernest Germain) — Member of European Secretariat of Fourth
International and of Belgian section during Second World War. Betrayed majority of
French section in 1951 to join Pablo. Major supporter of Pablo in 1953 split. Author of
many revisionist works on 'neo-capitalism'. Betrayed Belgian General Strike in 1961.
Secretary of 'United Secretariat' since 'reunification'. Heads the faction of 'United
Secretariat' which is again at loggerheads with SWP today and includes IMG in Britain,
Ligue Communiste in France, various guerrilla groupings in Latin America and a
faction expelled from SWP in the summer of 1974.
MARCY — Leader of a faction in SWP which labelled the Hungarian Revolution of
1956 as fascist and split from SWP before 1959 Convention.
MESTRE, Michele — Leading member of minority in French section (PCI) which
supported Pablo tendency in 1953 period.
NOVACK, George (pseudonym William F. Warde) — Leading member of SWP and
prominent philosophical idealist. Sympathetic to Pablo at time of 1953 split, but stayed
with Cannon.
PABLO, Michel (Gabriel Raptis) — Worked in International Secretariat of Fourth
International during Second World War, becoming Secretary in post-war period. In the
period 1948-53 developed theory that mass pressure on Stalinist parties could transform
them into revolutionary leaderships. His tendency broke from Trotskyism in 1953,
calling itself the 'International Secretariat'. Shortly after 1963 'reunification' with
SWP, was expelled from 'United Secretariat' with minority tendency standing openly
for liquidation. Became a minister in the abortive bourgeois government of Ben Bella in
Algeria.
PENG, Shu-Chih (also known as Peng Shu-tse, S. T. Peng) — Leader with Chen du
Tsiu of Chinese CP in 1924-27. Opposed to Stalin's policy of subordination to Kuomintang but accepted Stalinist-Menshevik concent of two-stage revolution. Associated
himself with Trotskyist opposition after defeat of 1927 revolution. Abstained from class
struggle in China in sectarian and propagandistic manner; completely disoriented by
recrudescence of civil war in China in 1947; fled to Hongkong and Paris after coming to
power of Mao Tse Tung. Member of International Committee from 1954 until leaving it
to rejoin Pabloites, in political agreement with SWP, in 1963.
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PERERA, Dr. N. M. — Founder of LSSP. Leader of Ceylon Federation of Labour.
Imprisoned during war and escap ed to India. Right-wing parliamentarian; Minister of
Finance in two coalition governments.
PRESTON — Pseudonym for secretary of the International Committee (G. Healy) in
the period 1953-1963.
PRIVAS — Supporter of Pablo tendency in PCI in 1953 period.
RENARD, Daniel — Leading member of the French section of the Fourth Interna
tional (PCI) at the time of the 1953 split.
RODRIGUEZ, P. (Pierre Broue) — One of leaders of PCI, then of revisionist OCI.
Author of works on Spanish and French history.
SCHACHTMAN, Max — Founder member of American Trotskyist movement with
Cannon and Abern. Led opposition to Trotsky in SWP over Russo-Finnish war and
occupation of Poland. An advocate of'bureaucratic collectivism'. Split with SWP in
1940 to set up Workers' Party, which he dissolved to enter Socialist Party of USA and to
join the Congress for Cultural Freedom — a CIA-subsidized organization. Author of
Behind the Moscow Trials. Died 1972.

de SILVA, Dr. Colvin R. — Leader of LSSP, imprisoned and escaped to India to form
Bolshevik-Leninist Party of India during war. Leading parliamentarian in LSSP;
prominent coalitionist.
SINCLAIR, W. — Pseudonym for W. Hunter (British section), author of the docu
ment 'Under a Stolen Flag'. Member of SLL and of WRP.
SMITH — Pseudonym for Farrell Dobbs.
STEIN, M. — Longstanding member of the SWP who supported Cannon at thetimeof
the 1953 split, writing some of the main documents against Pabloism.
SWABECK, Arne — Founder member of SWP; left to join Maoists in 1960s.
WEISS, Murry — Leading member of SWP in 1950s and early 1960s. Supported
Cannon against SLL.
WEISS, Myra Tanner — Leading member of SWP.
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Abem, A., 10S
Africa, North, 5
America, see United States
'America's Road to Socialism', see Cannon
Asian revolution, 148
Atomic War, 185
Atomic weapons, Pablo on, 127; IC on, 145,
193
Austria, 36
Banda, M., 81, 83. See glossary
Bands, T., 81
Bartell, M., 20, 21
Beria, L., 34
Berlin, 5, 44
Bernstein, 202
Bleibtreu, F., 33,34,171,173; 'Where is Pablo
Going?', 179. See glossary
BlochTG., 138, 141, 149, 171, 173
Bolivia, 5, 6, 11
Bos, 212
Braddock, T., 80-3
Breitman, G., 54, 55. See glossary
Britain, 72; bourgeois revolution, 187; General
Strike, 26; Pabloites in, 19, 22,112, 141-3;
Trotskyists in, 5,36,63,162-1,see alto Healy, G.; split of 1953 in, 56,72-84, 118,120,
135
Burnham, ] . , 46, 69-70,103, 202. See glossary
Bumham-Schachtman minority, 103
Burns, pseudonym, see Healy, G.
Bureaucracy, see Soviet bureaucracy
Canada, 24,67,113, 162-3; Trotskyists in, 67,
93, 97, 143, 162
Cannon, J. P., 15,16,27, 31, 35,48, 84,209;
and the 1953 split, 24, 29, 30, 39, 40, 49;
conception of the International, 61-2,66-7,
102; on entrism, 68-70,123; on Left Opposi
tion, 91,92; on Mandel, 54-5,64-70; on the
party, 22; 'orthodoxy' of, 144, see also
Trotskyism 'orthodox, 'America's Road to
Socialism', 82; 'Internationalism and the
SWF, 2, 12, 28, 32, 42; letter to Tilak,
89-113,126,206-7; letter to 'Tom', 2,3,12;
letter to Renard, 33; Trotsky or Deutscher,
202; 'Cannonism', 6
'Centuries of deformed workers' states', see
Pabloism

Ceylon, 19, 215; Pabloites in 52; Stalinists in,
11; Trotskyists in, 35, 84, 142. See also
Lanka Sama Samaja Party
China, revolution of 1949 in, 4, 6, 26, 33, 34,
119, 173, 184, 196; Trotskyists in, 50, 93,
107, 112, 149, 171, 1%
Clarke, G., 62, 110, 157; burns SWP amend
ments for Third World Congress, 10, 118,
196; early differences with SWP majority,
9-11; (actional work in SWP, 15-17, 81;
leaves SWP, 21; relations with Pablo, 29,32;
theory of 'self reform of bureaucracy', 39,
58; theory of 'sharing of power', 45, 117,
187-8; 'Stalin's Role, Stalinism's Future',
45, 187
Cochran, B., 170,173,202; and slogan of'junk
the old Trotskyism', 121; differences with
Pablo, 136,141-2. See also Socialist Workers
Party, minority faction
Collins, pseudonym, see Lawrence, ].
Colonial revolution, IC on, 145, 184, 192;
Stalinists and, 201
Comintern, 26, 28, 59, 105, 124, 128; Cominternism, 6, 9,62
'Committee of Four Parties', 165
De Leonists, 30
Democratic centralism, 21,29,32,40-1,49; in
the International, 27, 29
Deutscher, I., Deutscherism, 45, 201-2
Dialectical materialism, see Marxism
Dien-Bien-Phu, 140, 155
Doric, see da Sousa
Dowson, R., 170, 172
Dumas, 212
East German uprising, 5, 14, 18-20, 25, 42-5,
117, 191
Eastern Empire, 4, 130, 184, 201
Edward, 212
Egypt, 5
Emmett, F., 72-3, 75, 79
Engels, F., Origins of the Family, 20
Entrism, 14, 65-70, 123; 'deep', 67; Trotsky
on, 68; importance of publications in, 67-8
Ernest, see Mandel, E.
Europe, 146, 171
European Defence Community (EDC), 146
Executive Committee of the Communist Inter
national (EKKI), see Comintern
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February Revolution, 43
Fourth International, 3, 5, 21, 27, 31, 73, 90,
94, 102; emergency conference (1940), 98,
104; IECreorganized(1940), 103; Second
World Congress, 104; Third World Con
gress, 5-6, 9-14, 19, 23, 28, 35, 36, 47, 50,
118, 152, 195; as cadre organization, 66;
Mandel on, 6; split in (1953), 4, 19,26,96,
155-6,160-3; two concepts of, 61-2; Interna
tional Committee of the Fourth Internation
al, 98, 144, 203; and relations with LSSP
(qv), 131,147; and relations with Pabloites,
61,108; appeal of, 74,121; consolidation of,
66; rallies Trotskyists, 59, 92-3, 99, 105;
resolutions of (1954), 145-9
Fourth International, 17, 19, 82, 123
'Fourth World Congress' (Pabloite), 95-6;
Cannon on, 96-7,123,125,150,155-6; dis
cussion of proposal to postpone, 206-15;
Dobbs on, 160-2; held by Pabloites, 155;
IEC 'appeal' for, 134, 136-7; LSSP on, 130,
157-8,206-15; Pabloite proposals for, 36-7;
postponement of, 126; SWP rejects discus
sion of, 64, 132
France, 14, 19, 142, 180, 192, 199, 121; Gen
eral Strike (1953), 18, 25, 51,65, 106, 117;
Communist Party of, 192; public servants
strike, 25; see also PCI
Frank, P., 9, 15, 18, 36, 145, 160, 171, 173,
176, 195. See glossary
Gabe, see Pablo
GPU, 17, 34
Geneva, 192-3
Geoffroy, 4
Germain, E., see Mandel, E.
Germany, 102, see also East German uprising;
Trotskyism in, 36, 168, 171-2
Goldman, A., 69
Goldberg, S., 76
Goonewardene, L., corresponds with Pabloites
over 'Fourth World Congress', 129,206-10,
212-5; discusses with IC, 157; discussion of
his correspondence with Cannon, 64, 132,
135; opposes Pabloite 'appeal', 134. See also
Lanka Sama Samaja Party and glossary
Gordon, S., 2, 12, 122, 138, 141, 157-9, 160,
163; See glossary
Hansen, J., 30, 34, 116-121. See glossary
Hasten, ] . , 4. See glossary
Healy, G., 32, 49, 56, 137-8, 141; Pabloite
manoeuvres against, 19, 36, 118; struggle
against revisionism, 72-84, 118, 137-8,
160-3
Ho Chi Minn, 145
Hong Dong, 107
Hunter, W., 73, 76
IKD, 4, 104
Imperialism, 20, 46; in USA, 173
In Defence ofJAarxism, set Trotsky, L. D.
India, 204; Trotskyists in, 174
Indochina, 35, 96
Indonesia, 204

International Committee, see Fourth Interna
tional
International Left Opposition, 91, 92, 102-3
International Secretariat (Pabloite), 9-10,27-8,
30,32,38-9,46,94,129,143,150,195; and
East German uprising, 5, 44; and 'Fourth
World Congress', 99-100, 126,155,206-15;
and 'Rise and Decline of Stalinism', 10;
conduct during split, 40-1, lll;expulsionof
French majority, 10; relations with
Ceylonese section, 88; relations with SWP
minority, 11, 13, 16, 135; International
Executive Committee (IEC), 36, 73, 104,
120, 134, 150, 185, 191; Fourteenth
Plenum, 116-7, 211; calls International
Workers Conference, 127-8, 145; suppres
ses Peng's 'Open Letter to Mao', 107, 119,
1%; suspends supporters of 'Open Letter',
117. See also Pabloism, Pablo
International Left Opposition, 40,62-3,92. See
also Left Opposition
Internationalism, 32, 58, 59, 89-90, 91, 109;
and the SWP, see Cannon, J.P.
Iran,5
Italy, 148,168,171-3,180; Trotskyists in, 148,
170, 175
Jacques, 149, 211
Joe, pseudonym, see Gordon, S.
Johnson, J. R. (C. L. R. James), 103
'June Assembly', see 'Fourth World Congress'
(Pabloite)
Kautskyism, 19
King Street, 81
Kolarov, 6
Korea, 5
Lanka Sama Samaja Party, 6,35,52,84,86-9,
95, 105-6, 110, 112, 113, 126, 129-33, 142,
144,146,169,174,178,203-4; amends 'Rise
and Fall of Stalinism', 130-1,147,150,178,
190-1; and 'Fourth World Congress', 135-6,
157-8, 209-10, 215; and IC, 84,131-5; and
Pabloism, 112-3, 129-30, 135; and unity
proposals, 146; on Soviet bureaucracy, 187;
Peng on, 172, Stalinist tendency in, 110111. See also Goonewardene, L.
Labour Party (Britain), 80, 81, 146. See also
Transport House
Labor Action (US), 121
Lambert, P., 171, 173. See glossary
Latin America, 36, 144, 172, 209
Lawrence, J., as 'Orthodox Pabloite', 170,173;
carries out factional split in British section,
72-7, 80-4, 197; demands formalization of
1953 split, 151, 214-5; differences with
Pablo on 'Fourth World Congress', 134-6,
141-6, 161; liquidationism of, 72-84, 199.
See glossary
Lebrun, 103
Left Opposition, 26,28,102-3, J « also Interna
tional Left Opposition
Lenin, V. I., 19, 25, 26, 31, 65, 90, 123, 181
Lenin-Trotsky theory of parry, 65, 90
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Levy, H., 80, 81
Lincoln, A., 11
Liquidationism, 14,68,199, see alio Pabloitm
Livio, see Maitan, L.
Logan, 104
Lysenko, 80
McCarthy, J., 123
McCarthyiun, 62, 123
Maitan, L., 212 See glossary
Malaya, 5
Malenkov, 34, 117, 186, 196, 201
'Maknkov's New Course', see Pablo, M.
Mandel, E., 2-5, 53-8,60,64, 65,79, 84, 98,
108, 142, 195, 212; on East German upris
ing, 5; on 'Cannonism', 6, 23; on world
revolution, 4, 5
Mao Tse-tung, 34, 107, 119, 196, 201
Marcy, M., 48
Marx, K., 181
Marxism, 65
Mason, pseudonym, see Healy, G.
Mestre, M., 170-1, 172-3, 175, 198, 199, 200,
202; Trotsky wrong to form Fourth Interna
tional, 202
Militant, The, 6, 40, 58, 82, 86, 88, 107, 116,
117, 119, 155, 178
Morrow, F., 4
Moscow Trials, 80
Murry, see Weiss, M.
Musteites, 165

IN THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL
25, 29, 40; in SWP, 19; liquidationiM ten
dency, 67-8, 90, 130, 179; on China, 127,
145, 193; on French General Strike (1953),
117,192; on revolutionary role of CPs, 189191; on Soviet bureaucracy, 4,17, 39,43,
58, 117, 186, 188; on Vietnam, 127, 145,
192-3; origins of, 201; renounces Transi
tional Programme, 194,199; theory of'cen
turies of deformed workers' states , 179-83;
ultimatist methods of, 196
Pabloites, 5,27-8,59,60-1,66,73,106,108; in
Britain, 38, 41, 75-7, 120-1, 143, see also
Lawrence, J.; in France, 38-9, 46, 142; in
Iceland, 143; in Latin America, 144; in
SWP, 39-40, 44, 46, 56, 143. See also
Socialist Workers Party, minority faction
Parity Commission, proposed by Dobbs, 162,
164-6, 172, 174-5
Parti Communiste Internationaliste (PCI or
ICP), 10, 35, 36, 42, 39, 50, 63, 106, 108,
112, 120, 129, 148, 152, 164, 171, 173-4,
178, 195, 199, 203-4, 212; majority sus
pended by Pablo, 196
Party, see Revolutionary Party
Peng, S. T., 34, 93-4, 107, 112, 172-77, 196,
211;'Open Letter to Mao', 107. See glossary
Posadas, J. J., 212
Port Workers Clarion, 78
Proletarian dictatorship, 182
Proletarian revolution, 184-85, 188-9
Quatrieme Internationale, 5, 65, 179

New Zealand section, 119, 195-7, 199, 200,
203,210
New Park Publications, 78, 81
Novack, G., 10. See glossary
'Open Letter', The (1953), 49, 58, 86, 92-3,
105, 116-121, 140,160,194, 198,211; and
factionalism of Pabloites, 40; and split in
SWP, 36,166; as defence of orthodoxy, 39;
on Pablo's methods, 112; Pabloite attacks
on, 35, 129, 131, 135; rallies Trotskyists,
108-9
Origins of the Family, see Engels, F.
Pablo, M., 18,24,27-36,39,75-7,80-4,92,98,
112, 116-21,124,136-8,141-8, 161-2,171,
178-204, 214; and Isaac Deutscher, 202;
bureaucratic control of IS by, 9, 21-2, 94,
100, 105, 151, 197, 204; factional man
oeuvres of, 10-15, 41-66, 72-3, 75-7, 158,
172,207; on class nature of Yugoslavia, 179,
181; 'Malenkov's New Course', 201; 'The
Post-Stalin New Course', 186; 'Rise and
Decline of Stalinism', 4, 17. 33, 92, 130,
131, 147, 179,186, 188-9; 'Where Are We
Going?', 179, 181, 195
Pabloism, 23, 58,66,68,120, 160-7, 178-205;
and East Germany, 20, 117, 191-2; and
LSSP, 96; and the 'new reality', 183-8,198;
and revolution in the advanced countries,
184; and Stalinism, 111, 118,127,173,202;
Cannon on, 122-3; concept of world party,

Red Army, 43-4
Reiss wing, see Soviet bureaucracy
Renard, D., 33. See glossary
Revisionism, 16, 45, 90-1
Revolution Betrayed, see Trotsky, L. D.
Revolutionary party, 73; theory of, 65, 90
'Rise and Decline of Stalinism', see Pablo, M.
Romney, pseudonym, see Emmett, F.
Russia, see Soviet Union, Soviet bureaucracy
'Russia What Next?*, 201
Russian opposition, 9\;seealso Left Opposition
Shachtman, M., Shachtmanites, 4-5, 27, 66,
124, 202; and Cochran, 38; and defence of
Soviet Union, 13-4; and democratic cen
tralism, 28,30; and fight in IEC, 103-4; and
Mandel, 65; as Burnham's advocate, 46; as
petty bourgeois opposition, 70; betrayal by,
98; on Comintern, 26
Shanghai, 196
Sikne, I., 6
de SHva, C , 84, 134, 157, 206, 212, 215
Silva, W., 110, 112
Sinclair, pseudonym, see Hunter, W.
Smith, pseudonym, see Dobbs, F.
da Sousa, D., 82
Social democracy, 66,192
Socialist Appeal, 69
'Socialism in a single country', see Stalinism
Socialist Outlook, 8, 80-4
Socialist Party, France, 192; Trotsky and
entry, 68

INDEX
Socialist Party, USA, 68; emergency conven
tion (1937), 69
Socialist Union of America, 151, 198
Socialist Workers Parry, 6,7,27,30,34,47,59,
62,67, 86-7, 88, 93,95, 99,101,140, 163,
182, 203, 211; 1939 convention, 13; 1940
convention, 70, 103; 1940 split, 40, 58,
103-4; 'May Plenum' (1953), 9, 11,41,49,
93; 25th Anniversary Meeting, 20, 38, 58;
and internationalism, 47; appeal to Chinese
section, 107; correspondence with LSSP,
89; election campaign, 47; leadership of, 22,
35, 46; majority faction in, 3, 6, 12-16;
minority faction in, 2-3, 10-11, 14, 15, 21,
41,118-9,124-8,134-8, 142,157,160,163,
183, 198; Mandel on, 6; 'military discipline
of, 27; California section, 67, 70, 169;
Michigan, 47; New York Local, 5,69; Seat
tle (Pabloites), 3,111. See also Cannon J. P.
Soviet bureaucracy, 4, 34, 58, 130, 148, 173,
179, 184-5, 187, 189, 192, 204; and Asian
revolution, 148; origins of, 179-80; 'power
sharing', see Pabloism; Reiss wing, 34;
'self-regeneration oT,see Pabloism; Trotsky
on, 182-3
Soviet economy, see Soviet Union
Soviet state, 7
Soviet troops, see Red Army
Soviet Union, 4, 7, 13, 14, 18, 25, 34, 42, 44,
180,183-5,186, 187,201; Communist Party
of, 7, 105; 19th congress, 189; economy,
185; defence of, 13,35,44; isolation of, 184;
political revolution, 4,14,180,186; produc
tive forces in, 185
Stalin, J. V., 6, 7, 13, 28, 29, 34, 45, 89, 120,
183, 189, 191, 201, 202
Stalin-Hitler pact, 70
Stalinism, 4, 11, 80, 90, 184, 201; allied with
national bourgeoisie, 204; 'socialism in a
single country', 202; SWP and, 39, 124;
Hansen's article on, 30; Pablo on, 44, 65;
struggle against conciliationist tendency in
Fourth International, 110-1
Stalinists, 59, 76, 173; in Britain, attack on
Socialist Outlook, 83; and colonial revolu
tion, 201
Stanley, J., 80, 82, 83
Stein, M., 3,5,6,32,33, 117,122. See glossary
Steven, 149
Stone, 137
Switzerland, 171
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Taft-Hartley Act, 47
Textile Machines Worker, 78
TiA, pseudonym, see Goonewardene, L.
Tarn, pseudonym, see Gordon, S.
Tony, see Bands, T.
Toronto, Murry s report on visit to, 67
Transitional demands, 180
Transitional Programme, 33,46,162,180,194,
198; Pablo on, 193
Transport House, 76; see also Labour Party
Trotsky, L. D., 31,33,34,45,62,73, 80,94,
102-3, 116, 118, 120, 123, 179, 199, 200,
202; in struggle in Third International, 6-7,
13, 26, 40, 91; break from Third Interna
tional, 26, 28; on degeneration of Soviet
workers' state, 180-5, 188; on entrism, 6870; on internationalism, 89-90, 109; on
struggle with SWP, 25; In Defence of Marx
ism, 104, 182, 185; Revolution Betrayed, 18,
188
Trotskyism, 'junk the old', 39,121; 'orthodox',
39, 42, 58, 74, 81, 94, 105-6, 108-9, 125,
142-3, 151-2, 157, 161, 171, 173. See also
Fourth International
Truck Acts (US), 47
United Nations, 127, 193
USSR, see Soviet Union
United States, 11, 36,108,110,112, 120,141,
143,162-3,180; Communist Party in, 17-18,
59, 124; depression in, 15; imperialism, 46,
173; see also Socialist Workers Party
Urbahns, H., 58
Veriti, La, 80, 88, 155
Vietnam, 127, 145, 148
Voorhis Act, 92, 103
World revolution, see proletarian revolution
Warde, W. F., pseudonym, see Novack, G.
Washington, 15, 148
'Weekly Paper', see Socialist Outlook
Weir, R., 40, 58
Weiss, M., 13, 67, 122-3, 155
Working class, see proletariat
Yugoslavia, 171, 173, 184

In today's conditions of capitalist crisis, only the International
Committee of the Fourth International stands on a record of fighting
for revolutionary leadership in the working class. To carryforward
this struggle now, when every revisionist tendency is striving to
turn the working class back into the arms of the bureaucracy, an
understanding of its history is essential.
Founded in 1938 in conditions of crushing defeat for the working
class, persecuted by the ruling class and the Stalinists, the Fourth
International has survived only by the most ruthless struggle
against liquidationism in its own ranks. Revisionists like Pablo saw
nothing but the strength of the bureaucracy in the relations bet
ween the classes after the Second World War, and refused to
analyze the contradictions in the inflationary boom, which has now
turned into its opposite. The Socialist Workers,party of the United
States never carried through Trotsky's struggle against prag
matism within it, and Split from the Pabloites in 1953 only to carry
out a thoroughly unprincipled 'reunification' with them ten years
later.
Thesefour volumes bring together for the first time the major
documents of the struggle for Marxism against revisionism from
1951 onwards. Their publication lays the basis for drawing the
theoretical lessons of the 20-year split in the International, and
strengthening the cadre to build mass revolutionary parties, sec
tions of the International Committee.
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